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The national association for Amateur Radio
Th e seed for Amateur Radio W~ plan ted in the 1890s. when Guglielmo Marc oni began his e xperi me nts in wireless

te legraphy. Soon he was joined b}' dozen s. then hu ndreds, of othe rs who were enth usiastic about sending and recei ving
mess ages throu gh the air- some with a commercial interes t, bUI others solely OUI of it Jove for this newco mmunications
me diu m. Tbe United s tat es govern ment began licensi ng Amateur Radio operators in 1912.

By 1914, there were ltM )lJ1l:4fIds of Amateur Radio eperators-c- hams-c-in the United States. Hiram Percy Maxim. a
lead ing Hartford, Connecticu t inven tor and industria list, saw the need for an org anizatio n lo band together this fledg
ling group of rad io experi me nters . In :\tay 1914 he focnded the America n Radio Rd ay League (A RRL) 10 meet thai
reed

Today ARR L, ....ith approximately ISO.ooo me mbers, i~ the largest orgiilli71ltKln of radi o amateu n in the United
Swes.1bc ARR L is a no t-for·pro fit organization that :

• promotes interest in Am ate ur Radlo conununic:ations :1I1d experimentation
• representsUS rad io amatcun; in legi ~lative matters, and
• mai ntai ns fra ternaljsm anda high!>1andard of conduct amo ng ArnaletJr Radio operators.
AI ARRl headq uarters in Ihc Hanford s uburb of Newingwo. !be sta ff hejps serve the needs of members. ARR l i!>

also InLemaJioo al Secre tartae for the Int ernarjonal Amateur Radio Unio n. wh ich is made up of similar soc ieties in 150
countries around the world.

ARRLpubli she s the monthly journal QST. as well as news letters andmany pu blic ation s covering 11 11 aspects of Ama
teur Rad io . Its headquarters stat ion , WI AW, transmus bulletins of interest to rad io amateurs and :\{Uf SC code practice
sessions. The ARRL also coord inate s all exten si...c field oeganiza no n, whi ch inc ludes volunteers who provide techni cal
intorm an o n and omer su pport servi ces for radio amateurs as well a~ cornmu nicarion.s for publ ic-serv ice activi ties . In
addi tion , AR RL represents US ama teurs with the Federal Commcnirauons Commission an d other government agen
cies in the US andabroad.

MembershipinARRL~muchmorethan receivin g QSIeecbmonth. Inaddition to the servicesa lready described.
ARRL offers membershipservices on a personal level. such as the ARRL Volu nteer E.u.m.incr Coordineroe Program
and a QSL bureau.

Full ARRL membership (avai lab le only to licensed radio amateurs) gives )'00 a voic e in bow the affairs of the
organi7ation arc governed . ARR L polky is set by a Board of Directors (ooe fromeac h of 15 Divisions} elected by the
me mbership. The da y- Io-day operation of ARRl HQ is managed by a o.id Bxec uuve Offi cer.

No mener~ba1 aspect of AIIUlleUf Radioaereos you, ARRLmembership isrelevant and imponant Th ere wou ld be
no Amateur Radi o as we know it today were it no t for the ARRI.. We would be happy to welcome you as a mem ber!
(An Amateur Rad io license is not req uired fo r Associ ate Me mbership.) For more informati on about ARRL and ans wers
III any questions )·ou may hav e about Amateur Radio, wri te or call:

ARR l-lbe nat ion al associ ation for Amateur Rad io
225 ~tai n Street
Newingtoncr 061 J1-1494
Voice: 860- S94--0200
Fax: 860-S94-0259
E-mail: hq @arrlorg
Internet : www.arrLorg/

Proepective newemeteurscall (ton-tree):
800-32·NEW HAM (800-3~3942)

You can aha contact us via e- Il'IIDI at ne'Mo'hllm@arrI.Drg
Of" cheek OUt ARRLWe17 at htt p://w,", w.ar rt.llrW
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So Whot is 011 1\ nten110 :

l a rger
E~ctrical Signal

parabolic eavesdropping microphone,
or that sonar and radar operate in the
same fashion . Sonar relies on acuus
tic waves propagating through wate r
to find and reflect back from under
water objects, such as submarines or
schools of fish. Similarly, radar send s
out electromagnetic waves through
space, listening for signals reflected
hack from objects such as aircraft.
space vehicles or weather fronts .
Fi~ 1-2 shows simplified system

DemodUlatorModulator

Fig 1-2 - At (A), simpl iffed system diagram of a sonar system. At (8) ,
almplltled system dlltQrarn of a redar,

Ag 1-1 -Illustration 01' transducers changing one form of energy
Into another.

electromagnetic waves and trans
form s them into electrical signals
that can be processed in a receiver.
F ig 1-1 shows a system or block dia
gram of a sound system with trans
ducers (loudspeaker arul microphone)
at each end.

Many of the pheno mena that act
upon acoustic wave",alsn occur with
electromagnetic waves. It is not an
accident that 1I parabolic reflector
radar antenna looks very muc h like a

InpoJl rransdu"",
(Mkrophoo..)

lor something so simple to check
out, and often so simple to make, an
antenna is remarkably difficult for
many people to understand. That's
unfortunate, because for many radio
systems the antenna is one of the
most important elements, one that can
make the difference between a suc
cessful and an unsuccessful system.

How Can You Picture
Anlennes?

Perhaps an analogy from The
ARRLAnrenna Book will help. You
Me familiar with sound systems.
Whetherrepresented by your home
stereo or by an airport public ad
dress, sound systems have one thing
in common. The system's last stop on
its way to yourears is a transducer,
a device that transforms energy from
one form to another, in this case
- a loudspeaker. The loudspeaker
transforms an electrical signal that
the amplifier delivers into energy in
an acoustic wave that can propagate
through the air to your ears.

A radio transmitter acts lite same
way, except that its amp lifier pro
duces energy at a higher frequency
than the sound you can hear, and the
transducer is an antenna that trans
forms the high-frequency electrical
energy into an electromagnetic wave.
This wave canpropagate through air
(or space) for long distances.

For some reason, perhaps because
of our familiarity with audio system s
or because you can actually hear the
results in your ear s. it seems easier to
grasp the concept of the generation
and propagation of acoustic waves
than it is to understand the generation
and transmission of radio waves.

The audio transmitter ana logy can
be continued in the receiving direc
tion . A microphone is just another
transd ucer that tran sforms acoustic
waves contai ning speech or music
into weak electrical signal s that can
he amplified and processed. Similarly,
a receiving antenna captures weak

1·2 Chapter 1
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Ag '·3 - A wire Immersed In the magneUc fle ld of a permanent magnet.
At A. If everything is static there ls no currenl flow In the wire. At B, if
you move the wire up and down wnhln the-f~d, the wire experiences a
changing magnetic field and current Is Induced to flow.

C...,.eol Flow
in CiredlOro
ofTt\umb

diagrams of radar and sonar systems.
While we 're mentally picturing

antennas . perhaps an even better
analogy than acoustic waves is to
compare electromagnetic waves of
light to those of radio signals. Light
waves propagate throughspaceus
iog me same mechan ism s and at the
samespeed as radio wa...es . Similar
parabolic shapes can reflect and focus
both light andradio waves. Ligh t
needsa polished mirror as a reflec
tor. such as the mirrored reftecior in
your flash ligh t or car headlight I wi ll
somet imes dra w on yo ur appreciation
of light reflection as I discuss some
types of antennas.

What 's an Electromagnetic
Wave?

An electromagnetic wave , as the
name imp lies, consists of a combina
tion of the prope rties of both electric
and magnetic fields.

Static Electric and Magnetic
Fields

You are no dou bt famili ar wi th
magne tism and electricity from
everyday experience. One kind of
magne tism and elec tricity is the suuic
form. Static electrici ty is a co llection
of positive or negativecharges tha t
are at rest Oil a body until di scharged
by a current flow, Thi s happens to
your body when ), OU walk across a
rug 0 0 a dry day. In climates where
the humidity is very low, particularly
during the winter, your body can ac
cumulate a charge, perhaps making

your hair stand up. That lam until
you disch arge the accumulatio n by
touching 3 grounded object, such as a
screw on a light switch plat e, or even
Ibc long-suffering dog ' 'S nose . Then
the charge is dissjpated some times
quite dramatically- with a big spark.

Similarly, a static magnetic field
exists around a perman ent magnet.
You can observe the effect of magne
tism on a compas..<; needl e or e..-en on
a screwdrive r,

Static electric and magnetic fields
do nOI result in elecrromagreric
waves . It is only when a magnetic or
demit fie ld is changing that you can
have electromagnetic radiation, You
can vi sualize the effect by consid
ering some other things that make
usc of el ectri c and magnetic fields.
F ig 1-3 shows a wire immersed in the
mag netic field of a permane nt mag 
net . If everything is static (Fig 1-3A)
there is no current flow in (he wire. If
you change the magn etic field at the
wire by moving the wire up lind dow n
within the field (F ig 1-38 ), the chang
ing magnetic fiejd causes a current to
flow, This is how an electric power
generator tran sform s mechan ical
energy into electrical energy.

You coul d cause the same effect by
keeping the wire in one position and
chan ging the magnetic field around
it, You cou ld do this by moving the
magne t. but more interestingly you
could replace the permanent magnet
with an e lectroma gnet and chan ge the
current in it. lhis is just a trans
fo rmer, something with which you

I.}
"RQI'll-Hand R"·

c;l'lICtioro of w..lilroelic nekl
Ablg CII"'ltCl f i'lliJ8fS

Fig 1-4 - Direction of magnetic
flefd around. wire .

are familiar . when you change the
current in the tran sform er win ding,
you can move between electric and
magn etic fields.

Direction of Fields

Both magnetic and e lectric fields
act in part icular directions. A magnet
ic field acts arou nd ihe conductor car
rying the cu rrent. The convention for
its direct ion is tha t if positive current
is flowing in a particular direction.
the magnetic field will go around
the wire. as sbown in Fig I~A. This
can be remembered by calling on the
right-Iwfld nil" Th is rule says tha t
if you hold a current carrying wire
in your r ight hand, .... ith the current
going in the direction of your thumb.
the magneti c field willbe io the direc
tion of your curled fingers , as shown
in Fig 1-4B.

Electric fields act between areas

Introduction to Antennas 1-3



with charges of differen t sense . That
is. an area wi th excess e lectrons
is said to have a negative charge ,
while an area having a deficiency of
electrons has a net positive charge.
The electric field goes from the posi
lively charged area to the negatively
cha rged area, as shown in Fi g 1-5.

Changing Fialds in Space
The key to electromagnetic waves

is to understand that a changing CUf 

rent in space will cause a changing
electric field . The chan ging electri c
field will in tum induce a chang ing
magnetic field in space and the lWO
will propagate outward from the
source, continuing to the end of the
universe .

Th is surprising fact was predicted
by a number of forward-looking
scie nti sts. notably James Clerke
Max well in his Treatise 0 " f1utriciry
and MagnLtism , pabtisbed in 1873.
written withoet the benefit of Max
wen actually being able to e xperi ence
the phe nomenon. Maxwell's famous
equations defined the re lariomhip"
betwe en curre nts and fields in a con 
cise way that remains the bas is for all
.....ork in the field .

In the following decade, He in-
rich Hertz, a professor of physics at
Germ any's Karlsruhe Pol ytechnic
Uni ve rsity, used an electric spark to
generate electromagnetic wave s. He
was able to measure their .....avclc ngtb
and veloc ity, reinforcin g Maxwell's
theoretical work.

How Do You Make an
Electromagnetic Wave?

As the previous d iscussio n de
scribes. it is conceptually easy to
generate anelectro magnetic wave.
All you need to do is to cause a
changing current in a conductor and
a wave will propagate o utward to the
end of the universe . Thus if you were
to listen carefully to a rad io when
you d ischarge your finger aga ins t tht'
wal l swi tch plate, you would have a
sudden increase in current anda rela
tively short-duration electromagnetic
wave propagating from yOW" finger.

The result ing wave would not be
very strong, nor would it be very
useful. It carries little information,

1~4 Chapter 1

although arguably it could be used to
measure the dryness of the carpe t. or
perhaps the location of your finger.
but both are a bit of a stretch. The US
Federal Communications Commis
sion (R.'C) clas sifies this kind of ra
diation as an uninu ndt d emme r. The
generator of an unintended emitte r is
required not: to interfere with lice nsed
users of tbe radio spectrum.

Electromagnetic waves of this son
are genera ted every lime you tum on
a light switch or when the span: plugs
in your car fire as the engine turn s. In
these cases, rather than bying to make
antennas , the respon sib le user attem pts
to avoid the propagation of electromag
netic waves - by shiel din g the e ngine
compartment or by keep ing his hands in
his poc ket as he walks on dry TU!JS.

So What if You Do Want to
Send Out a Wave?

lf you really want to transmit a
rad io signal , you likel y wou ld like
to send it on a particular freq uency"
Note that thi s is different than the
wave resulting from a sperk, as used
in \'ef)' early transmitters. Sparks. or
other fas t changi ng pulses . co ntain
freq uency components across a wide
radio spectrum .

A modem transmitter starts with an
electrical current mat is chang ing at
a particu lar frequency, Causing that
cu rrent to flow through a conductor
will result in an electromagnetic wave
that varies at that frequency"The
frequ ency will be maintained as the
wave propagates from the conductor.
If the signal is strong enough as it
reaches a receiving antenna, a re
ceiver tuned (0 that freq uen cy will be
able (0 receive the signal and decode
any informat ion that was embedded
in the signal - You have radio!

This Sounds Simple
What's the Big Deal?

As with many things, a concep
tua lly simple concept on ly gets
complicated when you try to make it
happen in a real ly useful way. There
are real ly only two basic pract ical
iss ues that arise when dea ling wi th
antennas:

• How do you get the antenna to ac
cept the pmlo'er from the transmitter.

-~
R.,.,nOelcient in Eleclr1ln:!I is........, ."...,

.-4• • ••• + +++.~•
o..--
"""" RoO

~ - - - : 1/- -/ - - _:_ -- - -
~... oMtIl:>::- f~••

""9'"'"'""It Ct-g1'lll

Fig 1005 - Direction of electric
f ield between two charged
areas.

or give it up to a receive r?
• How do you cause the radiation

from a transmit antenna to go in the
direction yOll want. or equivalently,
how do you get a receive antenna
to accept rad iation (o nly) from a
particular di rection?

There are many peri pheral bu( per.
hap s equ ally important issues, such
as. "How do ) 'OU keep the antenna
structure from falling down'! In th is
book, I will focus on the electrical
i SMJe5 and leave the struc tural issues
to mechanical andcivi l engineers,
who have the: tool s to deal wi th such
matters .

So Why Don't All Wires With
Changing CUlTent Radiate?

Well, in fact. they all do. In mo st
cases. however, circ uits have a rerum
wire to complete the circuit dose to
the first wire, Since both the se wires
carry equal curre nt, they will both
radiate equally, but in opposite phase.
T he net rad iation is thus the sum of
the radia tion from the two wires . But
since: they an: equal and opposite. the
net field.. are almost 7.eJO - except. in
the region between (hem. Thus a key
requirement fOf a conductor to be an
efficient radi ator is tha t it should not
have a re turn path in close proximity.
In th is context. dlJS~ means a small
fraction o f II wavelength at the fn:
q ueocy of the current. A waveleng th
i:oo the distance a "ave travels. duri ng
the lime o f one cycle.



Some Concepts YOll 'II Need to be Familiar
With

This book is intended to provide
a basic understanding of antennas, It
wouldbe nice if you couldjust start
here. but you do need to have just a
bit of background in some concepts
fromelectronics and radio to make it
all come together. These will be in
troduced from time to time. with the
hope that if they are not familiar, you
will go back to some of yourearlier
referencebooks to reviewthe topic.
To start with, you should clearly
understandthe following terms.

Frequency
Thi s is the rate at which an alter

nating current waveform or signal
goes tbmugh a full cycle. from zero
voltage to maximum, back to zero. to
voltage minimum and then back to
zero . The basic unit is hertz (Hz). A
signal with a frequen cy of 1 Hz com
plete s one cycle every second. You
will generally he dealing with signals
at higher frequencies and the number
(If Hz will generally bepreceded with
a modifier indicating that the value is
some multiple of Hz. The usual ones
you will sec are:

• kilohertz (kHz), thou sands of Hi:
• Megahertz (MHz). millions of Hz,

or thousands of kHz
• Gigahertz (GH z), billions of Hz. or

thousands of MHz.

Thus a signal .....-ith a frequency of
3,600,000 Hz is the same as one of
3600 kHz or 3.6 MHz.

Period
Period is defined as the time it

takes for a wavcfonn to make a
complete cycle. The basic units are
seconds, If a waveform males F
cycles in one second. the lime it takes
for a single cycle is just llF. Thus, in
the example above, a 3.6 MHL signal
would have a period of 1/3.600,000,
which is 0,o00ooo278 seconds. I
will use the multiplier of microsec
OIIds to describe events in millionths
of seconds, so the period would be
described as 0.278 microseconds.
often written as 0.278 usee, where the
Greek letter Jl is short for "micro."

Wavelength
Radio signals travel at a finite

speed. In free space, OJ in the Earth's
atmosphere, they travel at the same
speed as light. Light travels at
about 186,000 miles per second, or
300,000,000 meters per second in
soece.I will generally work in units
of meters per second to conform to
the practice of most people working
in the radio field.

Wavelength is defined as the
distance a wave travels during one

cycle. In the above example. dur-
ing the 0.278 usee that the signal
takes to complete a cycle. it will
travel OJ)OO()()()278 seconds, x
300,())(),(X)() meters per second or
83.3 meters. That is the wavelength of
a signal at 3.6 MH7" J will generally
follow industry practice and use the
Greek letter lambda (i..) [I) indicate a
wavelength. Thus, if something were
two wavelengths long. you would say
2 ;1... For half a wavelength. you would
say iv'2.

A signal can be described equally
well by either its frequency or its
wavelength. It may be of interest to
note that before the then -new FCC
started assigning the spectrum by
frequency around 1930. the use of
wavelength was more common.
Many radios of the period had their
dials labeled in both frequency and
wavelength. since it wasn 't clear
which leon would become the more
common system of signal defini-
tion. Common usage now is to define
particular signals by frequency, while
using the approximate wavelength
to indicate a band of frequencies as
signed to a particular service. Thus an
83.3-meter signal is one of a number
of frequencies in the "SO meter"
amateur band .

Introduction to Antennas 1-5
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The Ha(f- Wave Dipole

Half-wa"'l1 Dlpc'e ; L1 + LZ= ~ I Z

Fig 2-1- Heff-weve 012) dipole.

It' s tem pting to start out looking at
a tiny radiating element consisting of
a short conductor with an alternating
current flowing in it. Th en you could
consider all other antenna structures
as collections of such mini-antennas.
each piece with a slightly different lo
cati on, current magnitude and current
pha se. The radiating electromagnetic
field results from the summation of
all the fields radiated by all the min i
antennas. In fac t, that' s the way many
antenna-analysis softw are programs
analyze the performance of co mpli
cated antennas.

How ever , I won', start there
because it's hard to imagine just how
you CHn make those mini-antennas
work without conside ring all (he
interconnecting wires, and these
intercon nec ting wires may well be
more sig nifican t than the antennas
themselves. J will thus start with
an examin ation o f an antenna that
will actually work and is frequently
enco untered - the half wave (i,J2 )
dipole. I

A IJ2 dipole an tenna is formed
by having a conductor that is electri 
cally haIfa wavele ngth long at the
frequency that will be transmitted
or rec eive d. Here , A repre sents the
distance the electrical signal would
travel down the wire duri ng the

2~2 Chapter 2

L1

time of one cycle of the sine wave
alternating current [ac) sig nal from a
generator at the operating frequency
fo' I willdiscuss the antenna first as a
transmitting an tenna and later discuss
receiving appli cations. Thill ante nna
is a good place to start because:

• The 'iJ2 dipol e is frequ entl y used
as an antenna in many real applica
tions.

• Many other antennas arc made up
of combinations of j.J2 dipoles in
various config uratio ns.

• The IJ2 dipole is a reference stan
dard for comparison of the perfor
mance of other antenn as.

The layout of a»2 dipole is shown
in Fig 2-1. The circle in the center
represents a generator that generates
a signal at the operating frequency
f~ . The total length of the conductor
from end -to-end is approximately
in.

The distance of one wavelength in
free spa<.:e is just the speed of light

L2

multiplied by the time it takes to
make a complete cyc le. The time for
one cycle is the waveform 's period or
lifo. Thus a wavelen gth in free space
is given by the following formula :

t.. == effa
Here c is the speed of light and

fo is the frequency of the sign al that
generated the wave. The re are many
units that can be used ; however, it is
important that they be consistent. liar
example, if c is in meters per seco nd,
fuis in Hertz (cycles per second), then
Awill be in meters. For example . for
a frequency of 10 MHz, you have

}, '" 300,000,000 meter s per second
+ 10,000.000 Hert z == 30 meters.
Note , for radio work, it is ccnve-

nient to use a value for c of 300 mil
lion meters per second, and f" in
MH z, which neat ly cance ls out the
six zeros in numerator and denomma
tor .

). '" 300 million meters pcT second
+ IO:MHz == 30 meters.



So u o« Does 1I Dipol« Work ?

,..."
L2

Cur...... t on iJ2 OlpoIe

L2

an electrical circui t. with connections
going 10 the antenna from the genera 
tor. Infrf' € space, away from ground
(more about free space later) you lind
tha i the voltage at that point is j ust 73
times the current. Thus the generator
sees a load that looks like a resistor o f
73 0: = FiI. This value can be rather
srren ue usly derived. but it is much
ea.sier to imagine measurin g it!~

L1

Fig 2-3 - Voltage along a 112 di po le.

F)g 2·2 - Cunent al ong a iJ2 di pol e.

formed from on elect rical signal into
a radiated electromagnetic wave . The
an tenna power willJUSl be the curren t
at lhe center mull iplied by the vol tage
at the center, .....hich is, of cou rse , the
current and voltage supplied by the
generator. Ohm's Law. just as in an)'

other circuit. defines the relationship
between the voltage endcurre nt. Note
that the feed point of the dipole is jUM

The key 10 understanding how a
dipole works is to look. at the bound
aries or endpoints, where some condi
(ions exert themselves. Physicists
wou ld call these boundary conditions
because they occ ur at the boundary
between regions. In Ihis case you
have a boundary between a conduct
ing wire and free space at each end
o f the dipole. The conditi on is thai
there canbe no current Bow at the
open end of a conductor - there's no
place (or current 10 go! If the genera
tor i..delivering any {K'M'ef ( 0 th is
ant enna, and it is. then ').J4 back from
the place where the CUlTI:':n t is zero.
the current must be at its maximum,
as shown tn Fig 2-2.

Similarly, with no current flowing
at the end of the antenna. the voltage
must beat its maximum. Again. the
minimum voltage is found )J4 back
from the place when: it is: maximum.
as shown in FiJI; W . Thai would be
at the center of the dipole, )j 4 from
each end, ju st where l've hooked up
the generator.

The power the gencral()(" puts into
the antenna wil l (you hope) be trans-

The HaIf~Wave Dipole Antenna In Free Space 2-3



Where Does the Power Go?
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Fig 2-5 - Direction of radiation from a AI2 dipole.

The amount of power that the
generator delivers is the same that
it would deli ver into a resistor with
a resistance of 13 n. This forms a
convenient boundary between the
circuit portionof a system and the
radiat ing-field portion of the system.
The generatorcan be designed to
deliver power to a 73 Q resistor and
that power (less any losses ) will be
transformed into a radiated field by
the changing currents flowing 011 the
dipole. This res istance is called the
radiation resistance.

The radiating field leaves the
dipole in a three-dimensional fashion
that is a little difficu lt to describe ful 
ly in words. Outgoing electrical and
magnetic fields created by the an
tenna are perpendicular to each other,
and each field is also perpe ndicular
to the direct ion in wh ich a wave
trave ls away from the ante nna. The
overall field strength in any direction
is proportional to the magn itudes
of the two field components. Thi s
results in a radiating field that leaves
with maxim um strength in a direc
tion perpendicular to the wire mak
ing up the dipole. The field strength
is reduced as you move around the
dipole towards the direction of the
ends. at which point there are neither
magnetic nor electric field lines. Thi s
is roughly shown in Fig 2-5.

A more precise representation
of the field strength in each direc
tion as you move fro m one end half
way aro und the antenna is shown in
I'ig 2-6. Here I have plotted both the
relative strength ei ther of the electric
or of the magnetic field (since they
are proportional) , as we ll as the
power, which is proportional to the
squ are of the field strength.

Fig 2-6 - Calculated rela tive field strength and power.
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Antenna Analvsis Tools

It is quite possible to manually calculate the field strength from antennas, particularly simple ones such as a dipole .
Such calculations require math skills beyond the scope of this book. Fortunately, through the use of computer model
ing, you can avoid such efforts. Computer modeling is 0\.<;0of great benefit for the analysis of more complex structures.
providing: convenient, easy-to-use output formats.

There are a number of such programs available. 1 will use EZNEC, a program written by Roy Lewallen, W7EL. that
is easy to use, and which, at this writing, is avai lable in a limited size freedemonstration •version on his Web sire.
www.eznec.com. A description of the basics of how to use EZNEC is provided in Appendix A.

Polar Plots

Fig 2·7- Modeled reilltive power in decibels (dB) as
e function of azimuth angle on e polar plot.

Fig 2-8 - Modeled relat ive power vs elevation
angle.
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While a representation as shown
in Fig 2-6 can be usedco describe the
strength of the field" or the power
in a particular direction, it is more
common to show the information in
something called a polar plot. This
kind of plot represents the intensity
in a partic ular direction by the length
of a line , at any angle from the center
of the plot to the pattern. Fig 2-7 is
a polar plot of the radiation from a
dipole in free space as a function
of the azimuth angle with 0° being
perpe ndicular to the antenna. This
is one of the outputs from /:ZNEC
and you will be using this view
extensively throughout the book . The
relative power is generally shown in
decibels (dB), a convenient logarith
mic representation that makes it easy
to add up system gains and losse s. If
you are not familiar "..-i rh dec ibels, see
Appendix 13.

l'ig 2-8 is a representation of
the field strength as a function of
elevation ang le, taken at the azim uth
angle of maximum output. Note thai
because yOU are in free space anti
thus have not considered any gro und
effect s. the elevation pattern is cun
stanr. You will see quite a difference
when you get "dow n to Earth" in the
next chapter!
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Which Wo." is Up ?

An antenna in fru space, such as
we have been discussing, is inter
esti ng because you doli" need 10
consider the interactions between the
antenna and anything else aro und it.
10 the extreme cas e. your antenna
is considered to be the only object
in the univers e. Wbile this might be
simple ttl discuss, it is very hard to
actually measure - Where would
you stand to make a mea surement ?

Polarization
In real life many antenna... are

m-ar, and occas ionally even under,
the Earth . I will discuss how this
affects antenna operation in late r
chapters. However, it is important ar
this point to de-tine anIennll orienta 
non.A dipole antenna constructed
near the Barth could be oriented in a
number of ways. Tbeextreme cases,
and those most often encountered.
are with the dipole conductors in a
straight line. either paral lel to. or per
pendicu lar to , the Earth's surface .

If the dipole i" oriented parallel 10
the Earth. the electric field would also
be paral lel to the Earth . As seen by
an observer on the gro und. bol:h tbe
antenna and the electric field wou kl
appear ( 0 be horizon tal. Such an
antenna is said to behorizontally Po
larized. Not too ~urprh:ingly, a dipole
perpendicular to the Earth 's surface is
said to be vertically polari zed.

The polarizati on direction of an
antenna is important fur a number of
reasons:

• Ante nnas that are hori zontally
polarized will not receive any
signal from a verticall)' polarized
wavefron t, and vice-versa .

• Antennas that are horizontally
polarized have performance c har
acteristics very d ifferen t from
those vertically polarized when
both arenear the ground.

Either polarization ca n be effec
tively used; however, it is important
to understand the difference. so Ihat

)'OU ca n make good use of their dis
tinct properties . Note also thai the re
is nothing that s.ays an antenna can' t
beoriented in-between horizonta l
and venicat Such an aorenna is said
to have ske-w ('fllari:nrion. It can be
considered II com binatio n of horizon
tal and vertica l polarization . with part
of its power associated with each.
dependi ng un how far it is lilted .

It is also possible to have an
antenna thai generates a wavefront
tha t sh ifts in pola rizatio n as it leave s
the antenna. cont inually changing in
space . Thi s is called circular polar
h:'£I t ion, and I will discuss it. as we ll
as skew po larization, in application s
later in thi s book.

No...

'See Chapter 1.

tJ. Kraus. W8JK. AAtsMaS, McGra"" HiR
Book~ny. New York, 1950. pp
143-146.

Review Questions
2.1. DC<;CTibe circumstances for which a "free space" d ipole model can

re present a real ante nna.
2.2. Calculate the approximate length of }J2 dipole.. fnr O. I. J, 10. 100 and

1000 MHz.
2.3. Discuss applicatio ns for which a horizontally polarized d ipole might be

most appropriate. Repeat for a dipole with vert ical polerieeuon.
2.4 . Con sider an amplifi er with 20 dB of gain, matching networks at inpm

and out put eac b 'With a lou of I dB and an antenna with a gain o f 5 dB. w hat
is the total system gai n? (See Appendix B. if needed.)

2.5. If an inpu t signal of 0 dBm is applied to that li)' sLCm. what is the output
radiated power in d8m. mW?
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I have di scussed the WilY a dipole works if far removed from the Earth. wb tk thi s is a useful place to begin. andmay
be d irectly applicable for s.pace communications , I now wan t to discuss the very real case of an tennas near the Earth.
The Earth bas two major effec ts on antenna perform ance and behavior :

• Reflections from the Earth's surface interact with rad iation leaving dire ctly from the an tenna, res ulting in a change to
the direc tion at which that radiation seems to leave the an tenna .

• Pro ximity to the Earth may change lhe electrical parameters o f the antenna, such as its feed-point i'"fWdanc~, as I' ll
get into later.

Youmust first grasp the fundam ental concept of the phase of a wavefront.

Phase ofan Electromagnetic Wm"e

.......

,

,
- - ~ .I,,,

,,,
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l 1'O V •
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'"'V
2AO V

-240 V

- 340 V

- 120 V

-vc V

Fig W- VOltag8 01a second 120V 6O-Hz K s ignal
opposite in ph ase to A g 3-1.

Ag 3-2 - Resultant voltage 01two signals 0' Ag 3-1
adding together verau s time.

F~ 3-1 - Voltage 01 a 120V ac sine-wave signal 8$ a
1unction of time.

In the last chapter. when I spoke o ( the
strength of an elec tromagnet ic wave. or its parts
- lhc electric and magnetic fields - I \\<3S

talk ing about the magnitude of an ac sine wave
at the frequency of the generator dri ving the
anten na. JU S.l a" when you talk abo ut a 120 V ac
househol d circuit , you recognize that 120 V
is the root-means-square (RMS ) or effective
value of the sine wave . The ac tual vo ltage varie s
with lime at a frequency of 60 Hz. as shown in
rio ) "1.

If you sam ple the voltage at vari ous times ,
you will measure an instantaneous voltage
anywhere fro m -1 70 to + 170 V. If you wert III

combine two such signals in a circuit that added
the voltages, the result could range anywhere
between - 340 to +340 V, depending on the rela
tive phase of the two signals, If you were to add
two signals of the same phase, you 101.'OU1d end up
with twice the voltage, as shown in Fig 3-2.

On the other ex treme, if one signal were at its
max imum positive level at exactly the same time
as the other is at its ma ximum negative level, the
resulting net voltage wou ld add lip 10 0 V. ]0 oth
er words, the sig nals woul d cana l each other.
Fig 3--3 shows a signal whose ph ase is exactly
oot-of-pbasewith the signal in Fig 3-1.

Electromagnetic waves travel from an origin
to a des tinatio n via multiple path s. especially
throu gh the ionosphere, and as a consequence
they exhibit all so rts of variations , Dependi ng on
the re lative phase of the signals at (he reception
point , they could add. Of they could subtract
from each other. Consider the case of only rwo
signals arri ving at a receiver wi th exac tly the
same strength. They can combine to pro duce a
signal that is somewhere between twice the level
of each signal by itse lf. down to a level of zero,
where they completely cancel each other. FadillR
and signal enhancement can occur for many dif
ferenrreasons.
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What is the t.flect of Ground Reflections '!

Fig 3-5 -Image antenna concept for Visualizing ground reflection. Note
opposite pOlarity (180° phase shift) 0' ima ge for horizontal polarization,

10

""""""

To
Ob~_

--

path length difference is a bit eas ier
to visualize and calcu late. Again. the
two antenna'! are in-phase for the case
of ...crtically polari zed antennas and
out-o f-phase for horizon tal ones. The
co nfiguratio n is shown in Hit 3-5 for
hori zontal an tenna s.

Note the poin t of the arrowhead
on the image antenna, indicting op
posite polarity from the real antenna.
The vert ica l antenna configuration is
show n in .Fig 3-6. The he ight is at the
center of the antenna. Note that the
antenna and its image haw the same
po lari ty for the vertica l case.

+ ,,,.--

knowing the difference in path length.
the signal freq uency and the speed
o f propagation (....hich is the same as
the speed of light in air). you could
eas ily co mpu te W phase difference
due to the di fferent path and thus me
resultant amplitude. Fortunately. you
can also use ante nna-modeling tools
to de tennine the same th ing .

You also can imagine that the
reflected wav e comes from another
antenna that is located under the ea rth
the same dis tance that the real anten
na is above the ea rth . Th is i" called an
imag e Q/Ilenna and isn' t real. bu t the

Fig 3..41-lIIustratlon of additional path length (and thus pheae delay) 0'
reflected wave compared to direct space wave

, - - +
Heigl'1 --

A signal transmitted in an) ' d irec 
lion from an antenna near the Earth
will have a d irect path. and it will
also have a pa rh (hat res ults from a re
flect ion from the ..urface o f the Earth.
Consider a simple case 10 start. A~

sume thai ),ou are an observer located
some distance fmm UK: antenna such
tha t (he Earth between you and the
antenna looks like it is flat. Assume
that the antenna is mounted over
perfectl y conducting grou nd. This is
depicted in F ig l-4.

For any elevation or takeoff angle
there is a d irect path from the antenna
to the observer, and the re is abo a
reflected path . Thcsse two paths have
differen tlengths , with the reflected
path always longer than the dire ct
path. The d ifference in length will
depend on how h igh the an tenna is
above the grou nd andthe elevat ion
angle. Not e that thi s fiat Earth model
falls epan for the ca se of zero eleva 
tion bec ame there can be no re flec
tion. bur ignore that extreme case for
the time be ing.

As the downward wave stri kes 'he
Earth. the comb inat ion of the incident
wave and reflec ted wavecannot
create an electric field at the surface
of the gro und since the fields can' ,
exi st in a perfect ly conduc ting ground
med ium - they are. in essence,
shorted out by the ground. For a hori
zontal ly polarized antenna in Fig 3-4
the reflec ted wave therefore must be
ocr-of-phase with the incid ent wave.
J bave indicated !he polariza tio n of a
hori zontally polarized antenn a ..... ith
a "+" sign . This represents the tail of
an arrow (or vector ) hading into the
paper

Interestingly. and importandy, Ii

vertically polarized wave m ust ha...-e
the reflected and incident waves in
phase wi th each other beca use oppo
site ends of the field are at lite Earth' s
surface when they arc in -phase.

Note tha t for an y takeoff angle
and height, you could calcula te the
d iffere nce in parh length using plane
geo metry and trigonometry. By

The Field From a Dipole Near the Earth 3-3
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Fig 3-6 -Image antenna concept for visualizing ground ref lection. Nole
sa me polarity (0· phase shift) of Imag. for vertical polartzaflon.

10 UI'I2
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the free -space cas e. Thi s can be a real
advantage if tha t's wbere you wan t
the energy to go!

What About a Belter
Ground?

The model used for Fig 3-7 was
an attempt 10 model typical din. For
those who like the details. it as 
sumcd ground with a conduc tivity of
0.005 stemenvmeter and a d ielectric
constant of 13. F1 .NEC allows you
to ente r the exact gro und parameters
for yuu r location, or you can choose
a perfect ground model. For perfect
gro und. imagine a few acres of gold
foil under the antenna. head ing off
in all directions. Tbe results are
also shown in Fig 3~7. Note that the
general shapes are similar. However,
the upward cancellation is complete
over perfect gro und since the wave is
completely reflected from a perfect
conductor. The resulting gro und
reflection gain is a bit higher as a

Fig 3-7 - EZNEC overlay or the broad side
elevattort pattem of a horlzonlal dipole
antenna mounted a hair wavekmglh over ,.81
ground (dashed line) compared 10Ih8t same
.menn. over perfect ground (sol id).

Where Does the Power Go?

the horizon cancels with the out-o f
phase reflectedwave. resu lting in no
radia tion at 0° elevation .

•

Nothing in the process I just
described heats up or otherwise
absorbs power, so me tota l power is
redistributed to the areas that aren' t
reduced by the reflected signal . The
areas with the most signal ban a
sign ifican tly stronger sign al than they
had in the free-space case, because
the other areas have a significantly
weaker signal. This effect is referred
to a." ground 1T~ction gain. It isn 't a
rea l gai n. such as you might gel from
an amp lifier. but is more of a redi s
tribution. On the oth er band, if you
want the sig nal 10 So where the signal
combined with its ground reflection
goes, it seems just like an amplifier 10
a distant receiver,

This redistribution happened to
a certai n extent with the dipole in
free space described in
Chapter 2. Note that be-
cause the rad iation does
not occur fro m the ends
of the dipole , the main
beam is abou t 2 decibels
(dR) stronger than if j t

wen: a completely uni
form isotropic radiator
(a theoretical ante nna
thaI rad iates equally in
all directions). By tend
ing to cance l the upward
and horizonta l signals,
the maximum signal in
the main beam is about
5.5 dB stronger than fo r

,,,.

How Do The Numbers Add
Up?

Kno,,"ing the phase of the reflected
wave and the height of the antenna.
you can thus determine the resul tan t
phase of the direct andreflec ted
signals as a fuoctioo of height. Thi s
just means that you need to know
the difference in path length in term s
o f wavelengths. For example. if the
polarization is vertical. and the differ
ence in pall! length is an odd multiple
of a half wavelength. the signal s will
beout-of-phase and cancel at that
angle. At othe r e levation angles. the
difference ma y bean even number
of half wavelengths and the signals
will be the same phase and will add
together. For hori zontally polarized
waves, it is just the reverse. Inter
mediate angles will have values in
between these extremes .

You can determi ne the intensity of
the combination of the two antennas
by mere ly add ing up the signals for
each elevation and azimuth angle. Al
ternately, you cou ld take advantage of
the capabilities of an antenna-analy sis
program to do so. such a." E7,NEC,
which I've ment ioned previously in
Chapter 2.

Dipole Over Typical Ground
As you would expect based on

the earl ier discu ssion. the elevation
pertem of an antenna near the Earth
will bequite different from one far
removed from the Earth. Thi s is all
due to reflec tions from the Earth .
Ifyou move the antenna with the
modeled uniform eleva tion show n
earlier in Fig 2-8 from o uter space
down to ~ .....a...elength above ground
(abo ut 50 fee t at this freq uency). you
will get the pattern shown in F ig 3-7,
which compares the elevation pa t
tern for a dipol e 0,; wa...c above both
perfef:' groUlld and typical so il. First.
consider the reflected wave. Remem
ber for a horizontal antenna at dUs
heigh t the reflecti on is c ut-of-phase
to start with. So ~ wavelength ( 1 80~)

off ground gives a phase reversa l at
the renecnon (another 180") and one
more !hwavelength ( ISOO) up towards
the antenna result in an out-of-phase
signal tha t cancels the upward going
wave. Note also lhat the wa..c alons
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Table 1- - --- --~ +--- .--.---------.-."~-~--. ,-..~-~-'" . ,.."' -...-, ,,,, ~ -.

Lowest Elevation Peakand Ground Reflection Gain at Various Elevation Angles for Dipole Over Real
Ground

Height Above Ground

1,'4 Wavelength

'e Wavelength

1 Wavelength

2 Wavelenglt1s

C6nter of Peak Gain at 10"(dBI} Gain at 2O"{dBi) Gain al300(dBi) Gain at 90 0{dBi)

90" -3.7 1.5 3.e 5 .7

28" 2.55 6 .71 7.38 - 5 .5

14" 6.86 5.a - 10.6 -5 6

7' 5.• 6.s -9.1 -4.2

consequence.
While perfect gro und may be hard

(0 come by, saltwater provides a close
approximation. It is also possible to
sim ulate almost-perfect ground o ver a
region with a large expanse of bonded
"ire mesh, or simi lar structures.

What Happens at Different
Heights?

If you examine again the geometry
ill Fig 3-4 or F ig 3·5, it's clear that
the elevation pattern of a horizo ntal
antenna is very dependent upon the
height above ground. If the antenna
is much lower than the ~ wave length
you have been looking at, a horizon
tal anten na will not have the upward
direc tion energy cancelled, with the
result that most of the energy heads
upward. Th is is shown for the cas e of
a ))4 high dipole in~ 3-8, whic h
overlays the responses for three hori
zontal dipoles - ;;. , 1 and 2 wave -

MSJ(Galn ;7.66dBi

lengths high. Later in this book when
I discuss how signals get from place
to place, you' ll discover that a low
anten na can work well for medium
distance communicatio ns.

As the height over gro und in
creases, the patterns for a horizo ntally
polarized antenna tend to get mo re
complex, and you get a n increased
number of elevation ang les with nulls.
Th is is shown clearly in the case of a
horizontal anten na a full wave above
gro und and for one that is two wave
length" above ground in Fig 3-8 . Note
that as the antenna height increases,
the first radiation peak moves down
to lower angle s and each peak covers
a narrow range of elevation before
the next null . Thi s results in gaps in
elevation-angle coverage . A summary
of the signal intensity for each case is
shown in Table 1.

J haven 't mentioned the azimuth
pattern in a whi le, largely because

10 MHz

not much happens as the antenna
height is cha nged. Above the very
lowest heights, it stays abo ut the
same. Compare Fig 3-1), a plot of the
azimuth pattern of a horizontal dipole
mounted 2 wavele ngths above ground
with that of the horizontal dipole
in free space (Fig 2-7) and note the
sim ilari ty.

How About Vertically
Polarized Antennas?

So far I have been discussing
horizontally polarized dipo les. I could
have just as well started wit h ante n
nas with vertica l polarization near
the grou nd. As noted in Fig 3-6, the
geo metry is the same, but the big
difference is tha t the signal from the
image is in the same phase as that
from the antenna. This means that
the signals add towards the horizon
for perfect ground rather than having
a nun at DC elevation. The elevation

Fig 3-8 - EZNEC overlay of broadside elevation
patterns of 8 horizontal dipole mounted at three
heights over real ground: 2 iI.. =solk:lllne, 1 iI.. =dashed
line, fJ4 =dotted line .

Fig 3-9 - EZNEC azimuth plot fo r a
horizontal dipole mounted 2 Aabove
typical ground 81the peak of the first
elevation lobe (7').
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pauem of a If! wave dipole whose
bottom is I foot over perfect ground
is shown in Fig 3- 10. along with a
plot of the sa me antenna mounted
I foo t over typical soil. Note tha t
unlike the horizontal dipole. either
vertical dipnle rad iates equally we ll
at all azimuth angles . often an edvan
tage foesome types of systems sucb
as broadcast or mnh ile radio. You can
see v-ery clearly in Fig 3-10 tha t even

typical soil has a big effec t on the
level of signa l launched by a verti
cal an tenna. Thi s is due to the losses
incurred when the signal is reflected
from lossy soil.

The effects of ground reflections
are also appare nt for verncal antennas
as they are elevated. FigJ- l l lihows a
comparison wben the bottom of a ver
tkal dipole is elevated one and IwO
wavelengths above typical soil. You

can see that elev ating a vertical d ipole
well above lossy soil has a stro ng
effec t on lhe stren gth of signals
launched from that antenna.

Fig 3-12 compares the elevatio n
response for a vertical dipole whose
bottom is 2 wavelengths high and
3 horizontal d ipole that is 2 wave
lengths high. This is again over
typ ical soil.

...... Gain.. 6.n dBi I O~z

MaxGein ; 4.88 dB;

Ag 3-10 - EZNECovertBy 01elevation plots for a
vertical dipole antenll8 whose bottom Is mounted
1 loot above typical ground, compared to the same
dipole mounted over perfect ground.You can see Ihat
reflection losses In typical soil can be high.

Max Gain" 7.86 dBi toMHz

Fig 3-11 - EZNECovertay 01' elevation plots lor a
vertical dipole antenna whose bottom Is mounted
1 loot above typical ground (dotted line), compared
to the same dipole mountec:l1 l above typical ground
(dashed line) and the same dipo'e mounted 2 A over
typtcal ground (solid lina). The k)as In the ground
directty under the antenna (sometlmes called ''heating
up tha worms" ) can be substantial when the bottom
of the antenna lisdose to the .ail.

U Chapter 3

Fig 3-12 - EZNEC overlayS 01 elevation plot for 8
vertical dipole antenna whose bottom end Is mounted
2 ). above real ground (dashed line), compared with a
horizontal dipole mounted 2 i. high (solid line).



Chapter Summary

In this chapter I have examined the
effects of moving 0 simple antenna
from outer space to a practicalloca
ticn near the ground. You saw that
reflections from the ground result in
signal s that can addor subtract from
the antenna's main wave , depend-
ing on the relative phase of the two
signals . This effect can prove to be
beneficial or detrimental, depend-
ing on how the system will be used .
In any event, it is easi ly predictable
through modeling and you can decide,
as a system designer, how you want
everything to come toge ther.

The Earth is but one reflection
mechanism with whic h you will have
10 deal. Almost any object that a sig
nal encounters ....'ill change that signal
to a certain extent. Sometimes, as in
radar, a reflec ted signal is the rea son
for the system. In other circumstanc
es, it can be either helpful or cause
problem s. I will explore circumstanc
es of each type in later chapters .

Review Questions ----------..----..-
3. 1. Calculate the actual height of an antenna }J2 above the ground for fre 

quen cies of I, 10 and I00 ~nl7: .

3.2. Co mpare Figs 3-7 and 3-8 and consider why less-than-perfect ground
may still be fine for horizontally po larized antennas. Unde r what conditions
would perfect gro und help you?

3.3. Repeat question 3.2 . for vertica lly polarized ante nnas. Compare
Figs 3- 10 and 3- 12 10 get the idea. Why might you want to tak e extra care to
simulate a perfect gro und for a low vert ical dipole?

3.4. Based on their azimuth and elevation patterns, can you think of apphca
tions that would be host suited for vertical antennas? How abou t horizonta l
antennas?
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So far ] have discu ssed the half-
wave dipole in some of its differ-
ent forms . I have ahl..ays assumed
that there was a tran smitter (or
receiver) at the center of it. I haven 't
yet discussed how you connect the
tran smitter 10 the antenna, or whether
it's convenient to physically locate
the trensminer at the center of the
antenna. There are really two issues
here:

• How does the feed-po int input
impedanc e of me antenna compare
to the load impedance needed by
the transmitter ? Thi s chap ter will
discuss the nature of antenna feed
point impeda nces.

• The second issue is wbether or not

)-ou can (or wou ld want to ) physi
cally loca re the transmitte r at the

ce nter of the antenna. Thi s is som e
time s the case. and I could describe
some exam ples , but it is general ly
rcscrved fer situat ions in which the
antennas are relatively large and
the tram..miners are relatively small.
such as phased-array radars. In
othe r cases, you generally intercon
necr the transmitter and antenna
with a transm ission line .
A transmission line is a type of

cable des igned for the purpose. They
are available in a number of configu
rauoes. all ....i th the property that if
they are connected to an antenna (or
any load fIX that matter) that has an
impedance equal to the cha racteristic
impedance of the transmission line,
a value determined by the physical
properties of the line, the other end of

~ line; .....ill see the same impedance.
TImx if we match: the impedance of
the antenna to the transmission line.
we can locate the transmitter any
distance from the antenna and have it
act almost as if the transmitter were at
the center o f the antenna.

We .....ill dis cuss transmission lines,
as well as matching. in the next
chapter. The place ttl start is with the
Impedance of the antenna and the
knowledge that you don' t rea lly have
to loc ate the uansmiucr at the middle
of it. Anyone who has seen a photo of
the transmitte r room at a TV Of radio
sta tion or especially the Voice of
America will immediately apprec iate
the desirability of being able 10 sepa
rate the transmitter (Tom the antenna!

Antenna Impedance

Fig 4·1 - Voltage and current dlstrlbU1ion along Ihe
length of a resonant half-wave dIpole.

As with an)· circuit element. the
impedance an antenna presents to its
source can bede fined by the current
that flows when a voltage is applied
to it . Th ere are , after all. no footnotes
10 Ohm's law [hal repeal it for the
case of an antenna . Th us for any pos
sible connection point to an antenna.
if we know the levels of current and
voltage. Oh m' s law will reveal the
impe dance at that point .

Note tha t 1 could talk about are
cei ver connec ted 10 the antenna rather
than a transmi tter. Here, I will d iscuss
trans mitting antennas. with the under
standing tha t receiving antennas have
the same impedance characteristics.

The Impedance of a center
Fed Dipole

In Chapter 2, I discussed the CUI 

rent and voltage distribution along
the leng th of II ill dipole. I elected to
feed it in the center since that's where
rbe vol tage was ut a minimum and the
current at a maximum, The dra wm gs
of current and voltage are reproduced
as Fig 4-1. The ratio of voltage to
correct. the impeda nce, will "'ary as
you change any o f 11k:: key dipole

4-2 Chapter 4

parameters . If you change the length
throu gh values around U2, the rau o
will go through 3 point at which the
rat io is res tsuve. This is also de
scribed as the resonant point- tha t
i ~, there is no reac ti..e component and
thus the impe dance is enurely resis
live. This epccial tengm is referred
to as the resonan t half-wave dipole
length . E..en though it is spec ial, it is
very useful and frequently encoun
teredo

Impedance of a Dipole in
Free Space

I ....i ll discuss som e of the fact ors
that cause the impedance of a ill

dipo le (Q differ: however, as a starting
point, I'll consider the case of a thin
dipole in free space. At resonance
it will ha..e an Impedance of around
72 n. If you make the antenna just
a bit shorter (or cha nge to a slightly
lower frequency) , it will look like
a ressistance in series with a smal l
amount of capacitance. If you make
it jus t a hit longer. it \\.;11 look like
II resistance in series with a small
inductance.

A key parameter in determining
both the impedance of a resonant
dipole andhO\\' the impedance
change" with frequency is the ratio of
length-to-diameter; Using a to-MHz



Impedance of Nominal )J2 Dipole In Free Space (U, - Indlcales capacillve reactance)

un= 10,000 (47.81 Too/length) UD = 1000 (47.3 1 foof/ength) un '" 100 (45.98 fool19ngth)

Frequency Impedance Impedance Impedance
MHz A X A X A X

9.9 70.0 -16.0 69.7 -11 .7 69.6 - 7.3

9.95 71.0 -8.1 70.8 -5.9 70 .1 -3.7

10 .00 72.1 0 72. 1 0 72.0 0

10.05 72.2 +8.0 73.0 >6.8 73.2 -+3.5

10 .1 74.3 +16.1 74. 1 +11.8 74.4 ...7.2

UBNX28

Real , Ohms
""000"000

Anlenna Equivalent Load

'000""

Re5Ol1ati"ll Netw<xk

-5000 L '---__----l ---'- --'-__-----',

/
/

- 3000 f--+----"f-------j----+--- +------j

II
-<000 ~---+---+---___i---+--__1

Source (10.1 MHz)

Fig 4-3 -Impedance of 10 MHz" AI2 dipole with length-to-diameter
ratio (LJD)of 10,ooO:t from 1 to 50 MHz. The X axis is real (resistive)
componenl, while the Y axis is reactive. Positive values indicate inductive
reactance; negative values indicate capacitive reactance. Key frequencies
are shown.

~ -tooc f---4,L--~')~""'''''1=---+-+--__1
~

i

Fig 4-2 - Simplified diagram of an antenna as a load, with a resonating
network to provide a resistive load to the source.

dipole as an example, Table 4-1
provi des the results from an EZNEC
simulation of an Ideal loss-free dipo le
at three different length-to-diameter
ratios. The first. 10,000: 1, is fairly
typical of a dipole made from wire.
The second would correspond to an
antenna constructed from fairly thick
wire. while the third would represent
all anten na made from 5-inch tubing
(or more likely at this frequency, a
cage of wires). As frequencies go up
and down. the typicallength-to
diameter ratios change due [0

material availability, but all can be
encountered in the real world.

Tbere are a few points that should
beobserved as you look at Table 4-1:

1.As the conductor diameter increas
es, the length of the resonant dipole
decreases. Note thai: in free space.
J..f2 at 10 MHz is 49.2 feet, com
pared to 47.8 l feet for the wire case
(about 97%) down to 45.98 feet
for the very thic k dipole (about
93.5%) .

2. As the conductor diame ter in
creases . the change in impedance
with freq uency decreases. This will
bean important consideration when
we talk about wideband antennas
later in the book .

3. If the source is desig ned to feed a
resistive load , it is relatively simple
to provide a match to it even if the
anten na has a reactive component.
The circuit is shown in Fig 4-2. For
example, if we want to operate a
lO-MHz, liD = 1.000: 1 antenna un
10.1 MH z. the induc tive reactance
component is +11.8n.By insert
ing a capacitor with a capacitive
reactance of - 11.8 n at the antenna

The Impedance of an Antenna 4-3
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Fig 4-6 - Impedance of a resonant thin dipole as 8
function of height above ground, or other reflecting
surface. The solid line represents a perfectly
conducting surface, while the dashed line represents
"real" ground.
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(see Fig 4-2), you will pre sent the so urce with a resis
live load of 74. 4 n, alm ost the same as if we shortened
the antenna til make it res onant.

F ig!! 4-3 through 4-5 show the change in imped ance
over a wide frequency range for the length-to -diam eter
ranges of Table 4- 1. The differences are striking.

Impedance of a Dipole near Earth
Reflect ions from the ground couple to a dipole , much

in the way a load on one windin g of a transformer
couples to anothe r. Thus the impedance of a dipole will
be different at different heigh ts above ground. depen din g
on the magnitude and ph ase of the reflection - funct ions
of ground characteristics and the height above gro und .
Fig 4-6 shows the impedance of res onant hori zontal and
vert ica l dipoles at different hei ghts above ground. Note
[hat other conductive surfaces will have a similar effec t
on impedance. Coupled antenna elements will also, but
I'll reserve that di scussion for later.

Review Questions
4 .1 Why might we care what the impedance of an

antenna is?
4 .2 Wh at principl e accounts for the difference in the

effe ct o f ground between horizontal and vertic al
antennas?

4 .3 Wh at might be the effect of connecting an anten na
and a transmitter with different imp edances'!

4.4 Desc ribe advan tages and d isadvantages of thin and
thick antennas as shown in Pigs 4 -3 through 4-5.
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Transmission li nes come In many forms servtng many appUcations.
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As I have mentioned previously,
frequently the antenna and rad io are
not located in the same place . Th ere
are some nocable exceptions. particu
larl y in port able band held systems
and various microwave com munica
tions and radar systems. But in most
other cases, optimum performance
requires the transmitter and rec eiver
to be at some distance from the

antenna. (Tberemay also be a matter
of combat survival, especial ly if your
enemy 1S equipped with anti-rad iation
weaponry des igned to home in on a
signal. )

Th e component that makes the
interconnecti on is called a transmis
sion line . Tran smission lines are used
in place.. besides radio systems 
for example, power-distribution lines

arc a kind of transmission line. as are
telephone wire s and cable TV con
nections.

In addi tion to j ust transporting
signals, tran smission lines have
some impo rtant pro pert ies that you
will need to understand to allow you
to make proper use of them. This
section brie tly d iscusses these key
para meters,

Characteristic Impedance

A tran smission line generally is
composed o f two conductors . either
parallel wires. such as we see on pow
er trans mission poles. or one wire sur
roun ding the other, as in coaxial cable
T V wire . The two con figurations are
shown in Fl g s~l . Either I)'pe has a
certain inductance and cap acitance
per uni t length and can be modeled as
shown in FiJI5-2. with the values de
te rmined by the physical dimen sions
of the conductors and the properties
of the insulating material bet wee n the
conductors.

If a voltage or signal is app lied
to such a network. there will be an
initial current flow independent of

whatever is on the far end of the line.
but based only on the L and C values.
TIle initial current will be the result of
the source charging the shunt capaci
tors through the series inductors and
willbe the same as if the source were
connec ted to a resistor wh ose value
is equal to the square root of UC. If
the far end of the line is terminated in
a resistive load of the same value , all
the power sent down the line will be
de livered to the joed. This is caned a
nwtched condition. The impedance
detennined in this way is cal led the
characteristic impedanceof the trans
mission line and is perhaps the most
important parameter associated with a

transmission line.
Common coaxial tra nsmission

lines have characteristic impedances
(referred to as z..l between 35 and
100 O. while balanced lines are found
in the range of 70 to 600 n. What this
means to us as radio people is that if
we have an antenn a that has an im
pedance of 50 n and a radio transmit
ter designed to dri ve a 50 n load. we
can connect the two with any length
of the appropriate 50 0 coax ial cab le
and the transmitter will th ink it i!i
right next to the antenna. The antenna
will receive most (see next section ) of
the tra nsmitted power and all is well
with the world!

y - - u

•,,
u

~)

~ E~ &
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- H

Fig 5-1 - Parallel wIre (A) a nd C08xjal (8)
transmission lines.
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Ag 5-2 - Lumped constant equivalent of en Ideal
transminion line.



Attcnuation

The ideal transmission line model
shown in fig 5· 2 passes all input
power to a matched load ar the output.
A real tran smission line . bcwever,
has loss resistance associated with
the wire conduc tors and loses some
signal due 10 the lossy nature of the
insulating material. As tran smission
lines are made of larger conductors.
the resistance is redu ced and as. the
dielec tric materi al gets clo ser to low
loss air. the losses are reduced. Th e
skin ~ff('C't causes currents to trave l
nearer to the surface of the conduc
tors at higher freque ncies, and the
effective loss thus Increases as the

frequency is increased .
Fi2 5-3 provides some real -worl d

exam ples of the losses as a function
of frequency for the most common
type s of transmission line . Note that
the loss increases linearly with length
and the values are for a le ngth o f
100 feet. Note also that the tosses
show n are for transmission lines
feeding loads matched to their Zo. As
will be discussed shortly, losses can
increase significantly if the line is not
matched.

The "open-wire vline shown
consists of two parallel wires with.
air dielectric and spacers, typically

resulting in a~ of 600 Cl, while the
!OSf;CS of such a line are 10'0'.', they
only work well if spaced from metal
objects and not coiled up. while co
a ...ial cable) have higher toss, almost
the entire signal ill kep t withi n the
outer conductor. Coaxial cable can be
run inside conduit, co iled up. placed
next to oth er wires and is therefore
much more convenient to work with.
Sometimes a long straight run of
open-wire line will be transformed to
50 n at the ends with coaxial cable
used at the antenna and radio ends to
take advantage of the benefits of both.

Cable Attenuation. dB Per Hundred Feet

"

, , 5 7 10 ,. '" " '" 100 200 300 SoX! 700 1000 2OOO)COO sooc roQ(I10000

Fl9queoc:y (MHz)

Fig 5-3 - Loss of 80me typical tranamlsalon lines In dB per 100 teet as a 'uReUon of fr~uencv.The
RG-58 transmission line. 'Ill 50 n polyethylene Insulated coax ial cable slightly less than '!.l Inch In
diameter.The RG·B through RG·218 af. 50 and 70 n polyethylene Insulaled transmission unee with a
diameter somewhat less than lh Inch,Ttle " hardll ne" typea have 8 feam dleleclrlc: very near te air.
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Propagation Velocity

Signals in ai r dielectric uansmis 
sia n lines propagate at almost the
speed of light. Other d ielec tric
materials cause the sig nal s in trans
mission lines to slow down. just as
you can ob serve with light rays trav
eling through wate r. In many cases.
this is Dot a mauer of conc ern, since
you usually only care that the signals
get out the other end ; however. the re
are some exceptions .

1be velocity is reduced by a facta
of oneover the squareroot of the
relative d ielectric constant. Some
cable specifications provide the rela
tive velocity as a fraction of the speed
of light. If not. and you know the

mat erial. mos t e nginee ring hand
boo ks include tebtes of properties of
material s. For example . polyet hylene
is a commo n cable insu lat ing material
and has a relative d ielectric constant
of 2.26. The sq uare root of 2.25 is
1.5. so the propagation velocit y in
polyethyle ne insulated coaxial cable
is 311.5 x IO' or 2 x 100m/sec. Th¢

velocey of light in air is
3 x 1()I m/sec.

Some app lications actually use
coaxial cables to provide delayed
signals in pul se applications. Having
a way to accurately pred ict the delay
ju st by knowing the cable characte r
istics and measuring the length of the

cable can save a lot of lab time. In the
radio world , we will talk about driv
ing antenna elements in a particular
phase re lationship to obtain a desired
antenna pattern. If a transmission line
i~ used to provi de the two signals of
d ifferent phase. we need rokoowhow
fa.>;t the signa l propagates in order to
dete rmine the req uired line length. As
.....e will d iscuss in the next section.
transmission lines of part icular elec
trical lengths can heused as imped
ance transformers. linless we know
the pmpagatio n velocity we can't
determine the proper length .

Lines With Unmatched Terminations

In our di scussions so far. we have
been talking about transmission lines
feeding termi narious matc hed to
their charac teris tic impedance. Other
than that case. the vol tage-current
relationship at the load will re flect
the impedance of the load - not the
characteristic impedance. Along the
line the voltage and cu rren t will vary
with di stance. pro..-idlng a load to
the trans mitte r end that is general ly
neither that of the far end ~. nor the
7" of the transmission line. The tram
miner load can becalc ulated knowing
the 4. the Z'l and the elec tric al length
of the line as di scussed in the follow.
jng sideb ar.

The ratio of maxi mum voltage on
the line to minimum voltage on the
line is called the standing wave ratio
nr SWR. A matched line has an S\'lR
of I:1. A 50 0. tine terminated with a
25 or loo n load will have an SWR
of 2:1. There is a whole family of
complex impedances that will also
have a 2:1 SWR. By the way, the
computation of SW R is easier with
res istive loads.

5-4 Chapter 5

There are some interesting special
cases with a mismatched Line. 'Ole
load impedance. resistive or c0m

plex repeats eve ry 1J2. for example.
The impedance goes to the oppos ite
extreme in odd mul tiples of a IJ4. For
examp le , our 25 n load would get
transformed to l oo n in A/4 or 3/4).
transmis sion line sectio ns and vice
versa. This effect can be used to our
adva ntage if we wilih to transform
impedances al a speci nc frequency.

A genera lly less desirable effect of
mismatched lines is tha t the losses in
crea se. This is ea~y 10 see. if voltages
and currents are higher. we might
expect 10!i~ to incr ease as well.
ng5-4 pro vides the add itional loss
for a mismatched line that needs to be
add ed to the matched loss in
Fig 5-3. As is evident, the combine
tion of matched loss and high SWR
results in dramatic increa ses in
loss. Thi s is why antenna designs
that don't use matched transmission
Jines o ften use air-dielectric lines,
which have inhcrenlly less loss under
mat ched conditions to ..tart off with.

FIg 5-4 - Addltfonalloas of
• transmlssJon line when
mismatched.Th is los s needs to
be addltd to the toss In FIg 5-3 for
mismatched lines.

Notes

' n Wis supplied with The ARRL
All tellna Book, 21at Edition,
Available from your AARL dealer or
the ARA l Bookstore, AARL order
nc 9876. Telephone 860-594--0355,
or toll-free in the US 888-277-5289;
www.sm.orgfahopt. pubulesO
em.Of'g.



Determining the Input Impedance of an Unmatched
Transmission Line

The input Impedance of 8 trans
mission lineof 8.ftIJ length withany
terminating Impedance can be
detemMecf II 8 nurrber 01difterenl
weys. The most straightforward way
is tu'ough clrec:tcaJculation. Untortu
nately. this is alsopertlaps the rroet
time conllOOling and pethaps most
error pronemethod, at IeasIuntil you
haYe It set 1.4) ona spn:mdsheet or
otherprogam.The input I~nce

can be found as ioIlows:

Z ZLCOsh(l t}+~s:inh("" ()
in" z, ZL ~inh (y'5+~coiJi( 't'l)

where
Z... oompleximpedance at input to

Ina in 0
~ =complex load ~edanceat end

of line =R. :t j X.
z,. "'"""'" than>cteris1k; Imped 

anceoftle Ina
t . _ Ienglh of "," 'roe
y..~ toss coeffident = a ....,
0." matehed-line loss atteBJation

constant in neperslme1er. (No$e
c:ne nepe r :: 8.668 dB. Cables
In USweoe_sped1Ied In
d8l100 _ )

Il- phase constant of line in rac:liansl

IIIlt Jength. Note that 2 'l: ratians =
onewavelengttl.
",,"",-,'
~ . 2 wlf:/F x 983.6'1 (MHz)) '" l

;,feet
If ee Ine is bssless (or Is short

8l1OlJ!tl that losses are not sigr.ificant),
the expression redJces 10the s0me

what simpler:

Z _ 7 . ~+~tan(Pi)
" - -0 + tan(Jlt)

Notethai most scientificcaicue 
tors, includingthe Windows scientffic
calculatorand MicrosoftExcel,can
be used to evaluate the hypefboliC 1rig
functions. even if you'renot comfort
at»e with them. If you set l4) (and save)
an ExceI'NOrksheet with the tormlJa
above, you wtD be ready to q,Jiddy de
termine the input impedance 8nJ time
youhave all the input parameters. As
noted. be carefut 'oWh the lXltts.

My fa\Iorite wrtj to determinethe ilput
~. as wellas the I.. kiss,
S1anCing wave ratio (S WRl is using n.W
(Tl'WlSmisskln Unslor Wi'Wws) soft
werethat comeswith The ARRLAn
teml!JBook.1 The mainscreenis shown
... Flg 5-Apeoom*.g ananatjsls d

the concUion of the L'D of 10,QOO:1
case tromTabie 4-1 at 10.1 MHz. Note
the antanna ilpu( impedance (74.3 +
i 16.1 1is w,serted In the LOAD box.The
oulplA impedancethrough 100 feet d
RG-58A 50 n coax is Pf'O"Aded at the
bottOO1 in both rectanglJar (69.02 
16.23) and poIar C1XXlinat9S (69.53
at an angle of -5.15°), along With~
SWRat '"" Input (1.40) and output
(1.62) as weKas nne loss (l .6Bl dB)
- bothfor the matched case
(1.555 dB) and the additional lossdue
to mismatch (0.1 06 dB).That's about
everythingI could think to ask, except
which pile in the basementactually
holdsmyRG·58A1

A. thirdVMf to fWSluale the input lrn
pedanoe Is bough a graphical mem
00. A Smiltlchart. see Ag 5-S. can
be used 10 determine the input imped
ance of a transmission line.This was
very COfl"lIOOnfy used be fore the per
sonalCOl'f'lPlAer became L.bi~OlJS.

In addrtion to the aa:uracy limitations
due to the input and output resolution
merent n actlart, the Smithchart
assenes thai the line Is Iossless.This
may result In sigtlficarrt error depend
ilg onthe 8IT1O\Ilt of line Io6s.

_ "' _ _ . I G _ .. ..- IW ,. .. e- Il~_ u. o.o._ ..0,. , ..._ ... .~ , .. _ ._.0:_. e tl:i ·, lO :;J- _ . oe c oo- .. ' ~o.,.oo .

F1g 5-A - The main IICreen ot nw
(»aMmIsslon Une #orWIndows) eot'tw.... Is
Shown pertonntng an ana'Y-" of tI'M LJD of
10,000:1 case from Chapter 4'. Table 4-1 at
10.1 MHz.

Fig !S-S - A SmIth chm used for the graphical
dMannlnatton of the Input tmped.~ of a
loa.... tnInsmlsston line.
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Review Questions
5-1. Desc ribe three reasons it might be de sirable to have a tran smi tter and an

antenna in different locations.
5 -2. If you want to make a AJ4 section of RG2 13 for a 10 MHz system , how

long would you make it?
5-3. A lOOO W tr.msmitteral lS MHz is feeding a matched load throug h 200 feet

of RG~8 transmission line. How much power reaches the antenna? Repeat if the
freq uency is 150MH z. Repeat both cases if the antenna has an SWR of 3:1.
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Making Real Dipole Antennas
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A dipole Is easy to make and works well for many applications.
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Table 1

Maximum Tenston for Stressed, Unloaded, Antenna Wire.

American Recommended Tension' Weight

(pounds) (pounds per 1000 feat)

Wire Gauge Copper-CIBd SteeP HBrd-Drawn Copper Copper-Clad Stee r

4 495 2 14 tIS.B

6 310 130 72'
8 195 84 45.5
10 120 52 28.8

12 75 32 te.I.. 50 20 tf .4I. 31 13 7.1

" 19 e 4.5

20 12 5 2.8

Haro-Drawn cccoe
126.0

79.5

50.0

3 1.4

19.8

12.4

7.8

4.9

3. I

'Approximalely one-tenth the bfeaking load. Might be increased by 50% if the end supports are firm and there is no danger of icing.
~COPpe1WBfd, 1M 40% copper

t
' '''

._- Hall S~n -=,,,-,__.
Fig 6·5 - The hall span and associated sag
of an unloaded wire su spended trom both

ends. Som e have used stretching ele-
ments at the antenna insulators. Some
insulators are made with internal
springs: however, their travel range
is usually insufficient to solve a seri
om; tree- sway problem. Some have
employed scree n door clo sing springs
for the purpose . Another approach is
to have a sacrificial halyard section
of lighte r line holding the ends of a
loop of the main halyard. If tree f,way
strain happen s. the ligh t line will
break and the loop insert s enough ex
tra halyard 10 avoid excessive tension .
A combinat ion of these methods can
also he used.

A better \1.' ay is to use the pulley
arrangement shown in F ig 6·7. Thi s
solves all the problems at once . T here
is 11 0 chafing because the rope ho ld
ing up the pulle y is fixed (as long as it
is secured to the same trunk, as noted
previously). A constan t tension is
applied by the weight, independent o f
tree sway. You can adjust the tension
easily by adjusting the weight used .

dit ional sag.
An additional failure

mode is ha lyard chafin!!.
As the tree moves back
and forth , the bark cuts
into the hal yard rope.
eventually causing it to
break. Chafing can be
minimized if the halyard
is run directly down and
secured to the trunk of the
same tree that it' s over. In
that way the halyard tends
to move with the tree
rather than having lite tree
move along the halyard.

Some rope is better than others
at resisting chafing. Twisted nylon
rope has excellent stretch charac
teristics; however. it seems to chafe
very quickly. I have found "yacht
braid." a generic name for rope used
for sailboat halyards, a rope that lasts
quite long in antenna-mounting ser
vice . Although it is designed for low
stretch, it makes up for tha t de ficiency
by resis ting chafing.

I sUppo'\C lite strongest halyard
materia l is stranded airc..iran -grade
stainless -steel rope . although it ma y
saw thro ugh the supporting tree limb
in place of chafing. One trick to
reduce chafe breakage is 10 Mart with
an ext ra long halyard. Every year or
so. lower the antenna end and inspect
for chafing. If it has started. cut off
a few feet of rope at the antenna
end and re-hoi st. You will mo ve the
chafed area away from the limb.

ing sag in (he center of the half s.pan
(see Ffg 6-5) for a given amount of
tension can be est imated using (he
nomograp h shown in Fig 6·6.

Many other mechanical configura
tions have been used. with the most
commo n perhaps being rhe dipol e
slung between two trees. Thi s is often
constructed by using some kind of
line launcher, such as a sling shot.
fly-casting rod. bow and alTOW or
even a radio-controlled helicopte r to
get the line over a desired tree limb.
While this method has been used sue
cessfully many times. almost all such
installations eventually fail due 10 a
combination of factors. The major
problem is that the trees move in the
wind . If the trees at both ends moved
the same distance , in the same direc
tion and at the same time , the tension
would remain con stant. Unfortunate
ly, trees can 't be counted on to do any
of those thing s.

Keeping It Up In that Tree
To maximize the success of a

tree-mounted dipole , you must take
tree sway into account. One way is
to note the maximum sway of the
trees at each end and add that length
to each halyard once set for the ap
propnate sag to give the max imum
tension specified in Table 6-1. Note
that if there is no cen ter support, and
the weight of the transmission line is
thus also supported by the antenna ,
additionaltension will be applied to
the wire and you must allow for ad-

6-4 Chapter 6



Fig 6-6 - Nomograph tor determining wire
sag. (John Elengo, Jr, K1AFR)

....•..,

antennas are more onen of the I1UHW 

pole variety (lbin). ha lf a dipole}.
because they ca n beea sily fed at the
base . We will discus-,monopoles in
another chapter Inter in the boo k.

Vertical half-wave HF dipoles ate.

however. sometimes encountered .
The primary advan tages o f a vertical
d ipole ov-er a horizontal o ne are that
they provi de omnidirectional azimuth
coverage and. like an inverted V, they
require a single support - almost.
In order to work most effec tively.
the feed line should be perpe ndic ula r
to the ante nna for Dt least JJ4. This
generally requires a seco nd support at
leas t half as high as the primary one
as shown in H Il:: 6- 10. An addi tiona l
advantage is tha t the)' provide 10""
angle cov erage. even at low heights.
The major support must be at least
)J2 bigh for a full -sized )J2 ven i-
c al di pole, and the actual low angle
response of an inverted V on the same
support ma y have a similar patte rn.

A potential disadvanta ge of a
typical vertically polarized antenna
compared 10 a horizontal one is that
the reflected signa l from a horiz ontal
amenoa above lea l ground tend ... to
add significantly to the signal at me
dium elevation angles, Over perfect
ground. the reflected in-phase signal
from a vertical theo retically should
add significant pov.'er at very low
takeoff angles; however, this reflected
J'O'I'er is lo st for waves tra....eling over
typical lossy soil, Now. if you ha ...·e

Fig ~7 - Pulley arrangement tor securlng an
ante nna hatyard to a tree whi le avoi ding Chaffing
a nd high tension during tree movement.

•

ee

,
,

i ,
••,
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Vertical Dipoles for
HF

We have been conceu
trating on horizontal HF
d ipoles so far because
they art the mo st
rrequeraly encountered
IIF dipoles. Vert ical HF

Th e downside 10 the in 
verted \0' dipole is that the
maximum radiation oc
curs at a somewhat h igher
angle than for a horizo ntal
dipole 31the same height,
See Flit~9. It shows the
e levation pattern ofa 10
MHz iJ 2 flattop dipole
at 50 feet over typical
ground. compared to the
pattern for an inverted V
with an incl uded angle
betwee n the two legs
of 9()0. .....ith its apex at
50 feet, the same height
as the flattop di po le. Th e
V has it.. maximu m radi a
tion ar 3 10 rather than 17°
for the dipole . The 50 foot
dipole could be 100';er~

abo ut 12% 10 44 feet and
have the sa me elevation
response . The inverted V
also has abo ut I dB less
gain OIl its maximum el 
evation. In many applica 
lions. these are rea sonable
trade-offs.

For the same wire
le ngth. a 90" inverted V will have a
reson ant frequency abou t 6% higher
tha n determined by the 468/F for
mula. depending o n t~ droop angle
from the hori zontal. Shallower ang les.
~lt V 1 20~. wil l be closet 10 the per
f(~ance of a horizontal dipol e, and
steeper d rooping angles could also be
used, with corre spond,
ingly reduced pcrfur
mance. One advantage of
the Inve rted V con figura
tion is that the real part
o f the feed-po int imped
ance drop.. somewhat
as the dipole arms are
lowered and :1-"1a res ult
the match to commonly
used 50 n coax ial cable
is improved.

"

"
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A Special Case -the
Inverted V Dipole

Finding two or. even bener yet.
ucee solid supports for a dipo le is
often di fficult. Fortu nately, an
antenna with simi lar. bur nOI quite
equal pertormaoce . can be coo
structed wuh a single suppo rt by
pulling me apex of the antenn a on
topof the support and ex tending the
dipole arms at an angle d own ward 10
he secured near the ground, F i2 6-8
.m(JW~ the configuration. In add ition
to reeding only a single support.
thi..arrangement has the advantage
ihat tbe support can al so support lhe
Il.eight of the center struc ture and
Ir'J.R~mi ~~ion line.

For all halyard arrang emen ts. ylHl
should provide an extra downhaul
line from the halyard side of the cnd
insulator. This line is used to get the
endof the halyard down in the event
theante nn a breaks. There 's nothing
more frustrati ng than comple ting a
five-minute an ten na repair and then
spending the whole day ge tting the
halyard bac k up in the tree !

Making Real Dipole Antennas 6-5
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Fig 6-8- Inverted V wire dipole.

Fig 6-9 - ElevatIon pattern of Inverted V
wire dipole (dashed) compared to that of
horizontal dipole (so lid)

TI1I'IlI'niss.on
l irle SlJpport

\

", TmnS/TII O>Sioo l.i1!1- I

i \I "'s" lalors

- - M~_ ._-..

' ?7/~///?'//mh;:;';;;W/7,0~??

Fig 6-10 -Vertical HF wire dipole showing need
for second support to maintain perpend ieular
transmission line.

Fig 6-11 - Elevatton pertem ct vertical
10 MHz:dipole suspended from 50 foot
support (dashed) compared 10 that from
an inverted V from the same support In Its
preferred direction (solid).

seawater in the desired direct io ns, a vert ical would have much
more reflec ted signal 31 low elevation s tha n even a higher
horizontal dipole. Hut for most types o f los sy soil, the situation
is as shewn in Fig 6- 11"

What About Other Lengths?
A dipole with a le ngth of approx imately )J2 is often used

because it provides a convenient imp edance match to pop ular
transmission line types. As noted in Table 4-1 and Figs 4-3 to
4 -5. dipoles of o ther lengths can also be used. but the feed
poin t impedance will be quite differen t. These leng ths can
al so reuMXI effec tively, as long as an appropriate matching
network is provided to match the impedance TO tbat required
by the radio equipment or the uaosmtssion line. I ",;11 d iscuss
some particular applications of different length di poles in
Chapter 12.

VHF and UHF Dipoles
( have been focu sing on HF dip oles .... far. However, a

d ipole also works well at higher frcquendt.~. As a matter of
construction convenience . dipole!'. abo ve the HF range tend 10
he made fro m so lid tubing rather than Ileaihlc wire. Rigid tub
ing has the advan tage that it can he supported from the cente r
insulator and thus doesn' t require support or insulators at the
ends" In many cases , since their size makes it so easy, at VHf;
and UHF dipoles are part s of directional arrays, a topic fo r
later discussion.

6-6 Chapter 6
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Review Questions , - . ' ..,
6-1 'What are two reason s why it is desirable 10 have a support at me center

of a ....-ire dipole?
6-2 What are the results of changing from a thin coaxial cable 10a thid ;er

one with lower loss ? Case 1 with no SUPlX'lt at the center of the dipole ; case 2
with a support?

6·3 Why is it better Lo sec ure an antenna ha lyard at the base of the same tree
thai the halyard is over?

Making Real Oipo~ Antennas 6-7
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The Field From Two Horizontal
Dipoles

Chuck Hutchinson, KBCH, adjusts his two element
array.
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The Field From Two Horizontal Dipoles

In Chapter 3 I des cribed the action of a dipole in the presence of itv below-gro und " image antenna: ' II is also com 
mo n to find antenna arrays of mollirk real dipoles. As you migh t expect fro m the d iscussio n uribe dipole abo ve its
image antenna in Chapter 3. horizontally polarized antennas co mbined abo..e 00< another will res ult In a change of the
elevatio n paucrn, while side-by -side antennas will change the azimuth paucm . Thi~ chapter will begin to examine how
two dipoles can I~ combined tn achieve some desired outcomes.

Horizontal Dipoles in a "Stack"

Perbap.. Ihc easiest configuration 10 stall with
j .. to add an additional dipole above the one ),ou
used in !he IlI!>1few chapters and find how it
performs. A broadside view of the configuration
is show" in Fig 7· 1. with an end view shown
in Fi~ 7-2. It looks very much as you would
expect. hut nt~C that unlike the image configu
ration in Chapter .1" I chose here 10 feed both
antennas in the same phase. Unlike the image
situation. this i ~ a choice depe nding o n how you
connec t the sou rces . I could have connec ted
eac h antenna to sources that are our-of-phase.

Another di fference of note is that the height
o( thi~ two-eleme nt iUT d)' (and oth er large anten
na struc tures} i~ taken as the height of the cemer
of [he array. Th at wa" true of the single dipole
as well. bu t for IhL: "ingle dipole the height also
was as high as the amer ma gal. Th is m;ty have
ramifications on the size of support structures
and c learance ... , so keep it in mind .

If you divide the available transmitte r power
in half and apply each half to the two dipoles in
free space. each will separately attempt to radi
ale the same kind of signa l I described in Chap
ter 2.1 However. since the signals are on the
same frequency, .... hen you look at the ~sponse

you see the comhirunion of the output from both
antennass, not ju...t ( Ilk:: .

Di~2

'6rj

I

r s;)aC'f'og

I '6Y!

Hei~ 1 C.,., 1

I
""""'"'W /////4?Wh7h7/,/////////I/07 '

co"""'"
Fig 7·' - Front y.." 01 configuration of two !n-phase
stacked horizontal dipoles.

U~1

Fig 7-2 - End view of the two horizontal dipoles with
polar ity as Indicated,
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What If We Get Back Down to
Earth?

While the free-space pattern is a
good way 10 isolate the effect of add
ing the second antenn a, me real-world
situation is near the ground. As you
might expect. you still have the effect

i llustrates the co ncept. of antenna
gain. although there rea lly isn"t any
more power. you herve JUSt moved il
aro und. concentrating the power more
in certain direction.s.

Note that someone from righ t
above the antenna mig ht th ink you
turned off your transmitter! Xotc also
that the azimuth patt ern (see FiJ:, 7 ·4 )
remains largely unchanged,

o L-'-_~_~~.~_~~~~ 0

toMHz

Fig 7-3 - EZNECelevation p lot for two e lement
horizontal array in free space.

Fig 74 - EZNEC plot 0' azImuth pattern of two
element Brra y In free space,

the billboard) and less elsewhe re. If
you compare the field strengths at the
maximum of the ele vation patterns
of the two-d ipole array (Fig 7-3)
with that of the single d ipole in free
space (Fig 2-8) you will find jhat the
difference in maximum signal is 5.88
- 2.06 = 3.82 dB.! Th is fl.-pn:scnt~ an
increase in power by a factor of 2AI,
II bit more tha n do uble tha t from the
single d ipole in the ma ximu m d irec
tion.

Someone listening from the'd irec
tion of maximum radiation (the main
lobe) . iftbey d idn ' t know allUul the
exact con figuration o f the an tenna,
could think you more than douhled
the transmitter power. This e ffec t

50 What Happens?
The first an tenna configura tion thaI

I will examine is one in which the
dipo les are spaced An apart. Because
the dipoles are driven in the same
phase. every point in space that is the
same distance from eac h anten na will
receive the benefit of each an tenna's
pattern adding together. nus clear ly
happe ns going borizontally away
from the plane of the ant enna.. (for
any spacing), as shown in~ 7·).
Thi s is the direction bro ads ide to the
plane of the arra y (imagine the amen 
nas stapled to a bill board) and thus
this configuration of dipoles is often
ca lled a broadside army. Note t hat if
you feed them in the opp osite phase
the signals in the broadside direct ion
would cancel, j ust as in the case of a
horizontal antenna aod its image 
more about this later.

A single d ipole in free space will
radiate the same level signal at all
elevation angles. As seen in Fig 7·3.
this is nee happening with two
dipoles. Let 's conside r the radi atio n
from one. say the tower, dipole that
would head upwards if left to itself.
The radiation going upwards. towa rds
the second dipole. starts out in the
same phase as is fed to the second
dipole, but by the time the signal has
traveled the U2 towards tbe upper di
pole, the signal in the upper dipole is
exactly 1800 co t-of-phase. Since the
signals in that d irection are the same
strength, they combine by cancelling
nut go ing upwards! You have made
an antenna with a null in the pattern
at II 90° elevation angle. Note that for
the free -spac e case. the exact same
thing happens going downw ard.

What Happens 10 Ail lhe
Energy?
~otc that nowhere d id Ltalk about

anything getti ng warm or ot herw ise
dissipating energy. All the energy
fed to the anten na system will be
radiated. If il doesn' t go nne place.
it will go another. Just as the light
from a nashlight bulb with a ret lecmr
is brighter going o ut the fron t. and
weaker elsewhere, the e ncrgy from
this broa dside an tenna is greatest
perpendicular 10 the "billboard" (un
like the flashlight, on both side s nf

The Field From Two Horizontal Dipoles 7-3
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Fig 7·S - EZNECplot of elevation pattern 01 two
element hor izontal array over perfect ground.

Fig 7-6 - EZNEC plo t of elevation pattern 01 two
element horizontal array over typical ground.

Fig 7-7 - EZNECelevation plot of two
element e nd-fire a rray of vertically
stacked elements in free space.

of the reflections from the ground 10
deal with. even though you don'. have
any signal heading straight down 
ward from the two stacked dipo les in
Fig 7-2.

No matter how complex the array,
the effect of the ground is still that of
an image ante nna, 1goo out-or-phase
with the real horizon tally pola r-
ized antenna. and the same distance
below rhe ground. The result for a
hori zontally polarized antenna is still
a cancellation of energy at 0° eleva
tion and a reduction of radiatio n at
very 1 0\~: angles, as shown in Fig 7-5
for perfect ground and over typical
ground in Fig 7-fJ.

Let's Feed the Two Antennas
Out-of-Phase

signal heading downward has the
same result and anot her lobe, at
least in free space, heads down
ward. Thesigna ls perpendicular to
the array. the broad side direction
that had the maximum response
previously, now has. a null. Th e
name often given to thi s. config u
ration is somew hat confusing .
since it is called an end-fire array.
A mort descriptive nam e might
be edge-fire. or something else
that doe sn't make it sound like the
signal is leaving the ends of the
elements. After all , the azimuth
pattern still has a null off the
ends of the dipoles. Fig 7·7 is. the
elevation pattern in free space for
the 180 0 out -of-phase case .

c -

UBAQQ47

Fig 7·8 - End view of the two horizontal end-lire dipoles, with phases as
ind ica ted .

Ground

\

Take-off or
Elevation Angle

;rV Wavefront
./ \

./ \ ;r
./ \ /'

/' ./\
Diffe rence in e '}........... ......... ......... .........
Path Length \ -o\~......... '\ .......... \A ~./

r-~ . ~I _Spacing _

Height,

So far you 've been loo king at the
case where the generators attached to
the antennas are of the same phase,
This is a useful and frequently en
countered case, but clearly only one
of many ways you could drive the
antennas. The other extreme case is to
tum one of the gene rator s around so
that the two antennas are fed out-of
phase. If you think about it. this is
similar to the horizontal antenna and
irs image , but in this case both ele
menrs are above ground.

For the case of ~j2 spacing, the
wave from the lower antenna starts
out at the opposite phase from the sig
nal in the upper antenna. By the time
it propagates to the upper antenn a.
the phase of the signal in thai antenna
has shifted exactly 180" and now the
two signals propagate upward in the
same phase and thus they add , as seen
by any receiver direct ly above. Th e

74 Chapter 7



The End·Flre Array on Its Side
An interesti ng case to co nsider is the end-fire

array with both antennas at the same heigh t. and
still fed l8ne ou t-of-pha se as sbown in 1"12 7-8. An
a'iEC ele vation plot over typical real ground is
shown in Fig 7-9. and it is interesting to compare
this with tbe similar loo king plot o f the broadside
array respo nse in Fig 7-5. Th is is an indication of
an import ant general princip le -there are of-
ten multiple config urations thai will provide the
response yo u want. You can pick the one that best
suits, the phyvical lirnitatico s of a particular instal
latio n.

What nWe Use a Different Dipole
Spacing?

The )J2 spacing cases j ust examin ed represent a
very special distance in .....hicb the radiation in the
plane containing the elements. cancels or add.. hc
cause the time it takes a wave to move betwee n IDe
two elements results in exact ly a t8<J' phase d iffer
ence. Th ere is nothing to prevent you (rom picking
an}' other spacing, and there may be rell">(lnS why
other spacings are beneficial . One extreme would
be a spacing of zero, or one dipo le rest ing nn the
other. If the two are fed in the same phase, they just
act like a single, but slightly thicker antenna. If you
attempt to feed the two dipoles ocr-of-phase, i l will
act as if you short-circuited the tra nsmitter and you
....ill not be able to put any energ)" into the system.

At other spacings you will find that the shape of
lhe response gradually changes. AI smaller !.pac
tugs the cancella tion in the previou s null direcuuns
is less than I()()%; while at larger spacings there
can be additional peaks and nulls because ther e are
path differences greater than Al2. I wilt examine
the effect of spacing in more detail in the chapter
on Arrays of MUUi ple Elements.

A Unidirectional End-Fire Array
A very interesting special case of the end-fire

configuration exrsts if yuu change the spacing
to A./4 and the phase between the elements from
ISW to 90"'. With this arrangement. as shown in
tia:7 -10. with a 900 de lay (we' ll show hOY>' to do
that soon! 10 the signal connec ted to Dipole I, irs
signal M'i ad..anced to 0" by the time the signal
from Dipole 2 gelr. there and they add in-phase in
lhe direction from Dipo le I towards Dipole 2. On
the other hand. the xignal from Dipole 2 at _90 0

reaches Dipole I when it is at +90", cancelling in
that direction. See Fig 7 · 11 for the elevation-plane
plOl of this array and Fig 7-12 for the azimuthal
pattern.

It should beclear that there are many applica 
tionsin which a unidirectio nal ante nna would be
usefulc-. for example a radar operator could ItU
11" an aircraft iii in fronl of or behind the radar. As I

Fig 7-9 - EZNEC elevation plot of end·
fire array a.75k above real ground.

Fig 7-10 - Physical configuration 01two
element unidIrectional array.

Fig 7·11 - EZNEC plol of elevation
pattem 01two element unidirectional
array over IyplC81 ground.

F~ 7·12 - EZNEC plol of azimuth
patl8m of twoelement unidirectional
array e1 peak or elevation pattern.

The Field From Two Horizontal Dipoles 7-5



will discuss later, this is just one of many ways in whic h you can generate a unidirectional pattern .

Two Dipoles In Line - Collinear arrays
Another configuratio n of t....o d ipoles is to have them along the same line. end-to-end. The config uration is shown in

Fig ' -13. with the path d ifference in the signals shown in Fl g ' ·14. Note thai the spacing can be any length larger than
).n..since the} would overlap if less. and the n they wou ld not act as two sepa rate dipole s. For the case o f the minimal
in spacing at a height of in over realground. the azim uth pattern is shown in F1g 7-1S. In the d irec tion broadside to
the two d ipoles. the pattern s add . a s you would expect. but at any o ther azimuth the propagat ion distance is different. as
shown in Fig 7-14.

The further you move away from broadside. the greater the d ifferen ce in the path length, with the result that the pat
terns from the two antennas no longer reinforce eac h other as you shift o ff axi s. Unlike the stacked case. )'ou have thus
modified the azimuth pattern . but not the elevatio n pattern (co mpare Fi g ' . 16. (he elevation pattern , with Fig 3-7).

-I
----'1' 6)r:-' -- - ---'1' 6)r:-' - -

Fig 7-13 - Front v iew of two element collinear array.

Rg 7-14 - Physical configuration of two element
collinear array.

Fig 7-15 - EZNECplot of azimuth
reepcese 01 two element collinear array.
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Fig 7-16 - EZNEC plot 01elevation pattern of the
collinear array over real ground.
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Chapter Summary

In this chapter 1 have introduced
and discussed the topic of bow two
horizontally polarized dipoles can
be used to deliver more RF energy
to smaller volumes of space than a
single dipole would. Jf you stack the
dipoles one above the other, you lim it
the elevation coverage . In a special
case you can limit the coverage to a
single direction.

If you put the dipoles side-by-side,
you do not change the elevation cov
erage. but limit the azim uth coverage.
Either arrangement can be used to
advantage. since it makes sense to
send the energy to places where it can
beused.

Notes

'To implemenl "haft-power" in the
EZNEC mode l description, each
source vollage or current should
be set at 0.707 limes the full value
(usually 1.0) because the power is
proporliona l to the square of the
voltage or current.

II! you are not comfortable working
with decibels, spend some time
with Appendix A.

Review Questions
7.1 Under what circumstances might a 2-element broadside array be benefi

cial '!
7.2 Given that broadside and end-fire array s can have simi lar responses , why

might one be preferable to the other?
7.3 What are some of the benefit s of a collinear array, and some of the dis

advantages in compari son to the other two antenn as?
7.4 Describe two potentially bene ficial U&eS for a unidirectional array .

The Field FromTwo Horizontal Dipoles 7-7



Chapter 8

The Field From Two Vertical
Dipoles

The combined field from multiple antennas can be oriented In many helpful ways.
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The Field Front Two Vertical Dipoles

In Chapter 7 J described the ....ay rbc fields from two hori zontal dipoles combine at a distant point. I poi nted ou t
that if the t wo dipoles .......er e fed eq ual amou nts of energy in the sa me phase that the energy would add every where the
distance 10 each of the dipoles was Inc same . I also noted that the presence of the ground reflec tion coul d modi fy the
resu lt. dependi ng on how high at....ovc the ground the an tenna dements were located. If the elements were fed in opposite
phase (180°) the energy wou ld cancel in directio ns that wer e equal di stances from the elements and thus the directional
characteristics would be chenged .

As you might expect, simi lar thin gs happ en (0 dipoles tha i are oriented vertically, In fact. you may wonde r why vcru
cal dipol es rote a whole chapter, since they arc essential ly die same as horizontal antennas placed on the ir side. Tbc big
differen ce is in the way that gro und reflect ion s act on vertically polarized signals. 1 will start with essentially the sam e
configurations as in the horizonta l case in Ch apter 7 .

Side-by-Side verticai Dipoles

Fig 8-1 - Front view of conflguratk>n of two in-phase
stacked vertical dIpoles.

The side-by-side case is in many respects simi 
lar to the "s tack" of horizontal dipoles [ starte d
with in the last chapter. A broadside view of the
configuration is shown in "'iK8-1 with a bird 's
eye vi ew in Fig 8-2. Here both di pole s are fed in
the same phase , This means that their fields ....i ll
add in the di rection perpendicular to the plane of
the antennas.

By conventio n. the height of this array is taken
as the height of the center o f the array. With a
vertical ')J2 dipole. this distance c annot be less
than }J4 because otherwise (he bottom would be
on the gro und. I have chosen a height of 36 feel
for a 30 meter dipole. Thi s place s the bottom
12 fee t above the ground. Thi s is a special he ight,
a.s I willdi sc uss later, but 1 cou ld have selected
any height greater than about 24 feel 10 keep the
bot tom of the dipole o ff the ground .

,- -

•

/

•

In-Phase Performance
With equal power to the two elements, the

free -spece az imuth pattern ...hown in . 'ig 8· 3 will
result. As expected, the max imum field strength
occurs in the di rection broad... ide 10 the plan e of
the elements (0" per the indicated azimuth angle
in Fig 8·2) , You won 't be too surpri sed ettbc
free-space elev ation pattern, taken at the maxi
mum of the azimuth pattern - in W broadside
di rection and shown in Fig~.

If you modify the £ZJ\iEC model by pul-
ling the antenna above perfect ground. yo u wiJI
see in Fig K-5 the first major-change frum the
horizontal case. Unlike the hnrizonral array. the
vertical arra y provides the stron gest signal ill
the horizon (O~ elevation]. Agai n, th is i\ a resul t

8-2 Chapter 8
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A g 8-2 - End view of the two vertical dipoles, with
polllrity a8 Indicated.



of the antenna image (the app arent
starting point of the gro und reflec
tion) being in-phase with the antenna
itself for vertical polarization . Arrays
of this sort can approximate the
perfec t-gro und case if there is highly
conductive ground in the desired
broadside direc tion . If the antenna
array is loca ted adja cent to a body
of sa ltwater. or if many wavelength s
of wire mesh are used to simulate a
highly conduc tive ground. very low
takeoff angles can be achi eved.

Over typical ground. the picture
is not quite so rosy . The electromag
net ic waves traveling adj acent to

the gro und heat up the lossy grou nd
resulting in less energy traveling
along the surface . A num ber of other
effects combine to eliminate the very
low-angle propagation. as shown in
F ig 8-6.......here the pattern s for perfect
and typical grounds are compared .
Compare these results to those of
the horizontal array in Chapter 4 at a
compara ble height and note that the
peak of the vertical beam is still at a
slightly lower angle.

Different applications oflen find
one orientation superior to ano ther.
For example. early naval shipbo ard
radar sys tems tried vertical polariza-

tion. with the hope that the low-angle
coverage ....uuld he excel lent for
obse rving distant surface vesse ls.
What they fou nd instead was that
reflections from seawater wave
fronts (called sea clutter in the radar
business) overloaded the receivers
and masked real targets. A change
to hori zon tal polarization with its
null at the horizon largely eliminated
the prob lem. The hei ght of the usual
naval shipboard radar was sufficie nt
that dist ant targe ts could still be seen
above the horizon.

,eo

Q

1 1) ~Hz

30

\

' 50

MEll( . ce.n =5.9 d8110 MHz\lID . Ga,n . 5 .11dBi

Fig 8-3 - EZNEC plot of azimuth pattern of two
element array In free space.

Fig Q..4 - EZNEC elevation plot two element
vertical array In free space.

eo
50

o [-ll~1::::{~t!l::::::r~LL~ 0

Fig 8-5- EZNEC plot of elevation pattern of two
element vertical array over pertecr ground.

Fig 8-6 - EZNECplot of elevation pattern of two
element vertical array over typical ground.
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Vertical Dipoles in a Line

Vertical dipole s in a collinear configura tion make a particularly use
ful anten na system. By placing one dipo le above the oth er, as shown in
Fig 8-7 , and feeding them in phase we reinforce the rad iation near the
horizon. The resulting elevation pattern is shown in Fig 8-8 for two col 
linear dipoles (das hed line) com pared to JUI>{ the lower dipole (so lid line).
When the second dipole is added, the peak field intensity becomes some
what stro nger and is foc used closer to the horizo n. This configuration,
as well as designs with additional in-phase dipoles , are commonly used
by VHF and CHF base stations who need to commu nicate with veh icle
mounted radios in all directions. At VHI;/U HIi a number of dipoles can
be combined in such a vert ica l co llinear configuration and still be of
reasonab le size. The additional gain improves the signal-to-noise ratio at
the edges of the coverage area,

It is interesting to look at the effect of element spacing on the resu ltant
pattern. The maximum gain of two collinear dipo les occurs at a spac-
ing of I ). UJ2 bet ween e lement ends ). The resulting pat tern is shown in
Fig 8-9. While the peak gain is about 1.7 dB higher tha n the close-spaced
collinear. the energy going upward is starting to become predominant.
This is because at wider spacings the path length from the two eleme nts
can be in-phase at angles other than the broadside direction .

The peak at abo ut 43~ elevation resu lts because there is still enoug h
energy in each element's pattern and they are close enough to being in
phase tha t they add to a large measure . At 43~ elevatio n. the difference
in path length is 0,68 J.. (244" compared to I ;... or 360~ for in-phase). At
a spaci ng of I I., the next elevation at which the two waves will be in
phase is 9<P, or straight-up . But the individual elements don' t radiate at
90". Hence there is nothing 10 combine and (here is thus still a null at the
vertical.

Ull.o.oc<l1

•
Dlpoie2 "v -

-

r- Sp.acing

J•

"""~
Dlpoje 1 <.

-

G~""

"/////// / /////:C;C:-:// / / /

A g 8-7 - Elevation view of two
verti cal dipoles in col linear
configuration.

o
Max. Gain" 1.76 dBI

90

o
10 MHz

o
Max. Gain = 3.44 d~

90

10 MHz

Fig 8-8 - EZNEC elevation pattern of two closely
spaced collinear verucet dipoles (daShed line)
compared to the patte rn ot lust the lower dipo le
(sOlid li ne) above typical ground.
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Fig 8-9 - EZNEC plot of elevation pattern of two
element vertical collinear array with center-to-center
spacing ot 1 A.



For any spacings great er man t:Xl0
(~4)

there will be elevat ion angles at which the
path difference ilo 360" ....nthin lhc pattern
of each antenna. so the combined pattern
gels more complex and often less useful .
Fur example, Fig 8-10 shows the peuem at
a spac ing of 2 A.. At this spacin g. the waves
from the two dipoles are still in-phase at
the horizo n. hut are in-phase again at an
elevatio n angle of 300

, (Sec the sidebar for
a description of the calculatio n.) Since the
individual d ipole penems are ooty down a
small amount there, a significa nt add itional
lobe results.

90

Fig 8-10- EZNECpot of . ieVlllion pattern of two
element ve rtical col linellr array with center-to-center
spacing of 2 J...

Phase Steered Arravs

Fig 8-11 - Vtew 01 one panel of
Pave Paws ph ased array system.

to prov ide nearly 210n total covcragu)
are composed of 896 distinct antenna
elements , eac h with its own transmit
ter and receiver front-end. The array
is abo ut 12 feel wide with an ope rat
ing frequency in the 435 MHLnm~c .

By combining the signals from each
of the elements with carefully con
trolled phase. a phase -steered bea m
with an azimuth and elevation w idth
of 2.2~ is achieved. capable of detect
ing targets up to 3000 nautical miles
away , There are many advantages of
such a system compared to the usual
rotating radar antenna - faster track
ing. possibility of mult iple simultane
ous beam s and less wear and tear
to name a few,

patterns can be had along the plane
of the wires. Th is is similar to the
horizontal unidirectional arr angement
of Chapter 4 , In addition. the two ele
ments can be fed in-phase to provide
broadside bidirectional coverage. at
somew hat less gain than the more
wide-spaced Case' .

Perhaps the most extreme example
o f an applica tion of phase-steering
technology is that of the USAI'
A!'lIFPS -115 Pave Paws phased array
radar shown in fig 8-1 J. Th is system
provides a "no mo ving parts" radar
system in which each of the two face 
plates (one shown. the other oriented

.'.-•...\'; c.._-~
-~-I'< ...... ' . -----.._,.._.

· ~ ..~_ .. 1''''''''''' ''' .,
--~ ,"'....~' ... .,_ "" w..

The two element vert ical array can
be used as an antenna system that
can be steered to point in differe nt
directions by changing phase. Whil e
lhe )J4 spaced hori zont al array can
have iLS direction switched by chang
ing the \CC:luence o f feeding the two

dipoles. a vertical array offers more
possibilities. It shoul d be eas ), 10

imagine a pair of )J2 spaced ..erucal
dipoles pm..iding ei ther eas t-wee...
or north-sooth coverage, depending
on whether they are fed in-phase o r
oc t-of-phase . A possibly even more
useful case is the jlJ4 spaced case .
where either of twu unidirectional

The Field From Two Vertical Dipoles 8-5
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Review Questions - -
M.l w hy arc array s of vertical dipoles usually used as base stations for mobile

netw orks?
8 .2 Oi"Cu!l..s some of the benefits of vertically polarised antenna system s rom

pared 10 horizontal ones . Con sider physical characteristics a.... ....e ll us electrical
one".

8.3 Why might you nor wentto use vertical ly po lar ized anten na sys tems to
commu nicate with nea rby airc raft '!

8.4 Wh..t do you think wou ld happe n as you added more and more vert ical col
linear clem ents above the first two?

8.5 Under what circumstances might a conventional mechanically rotating array
have ad vantages ove r a phase steer ed system. such as Pave Paw s?

The Field From Two Vertical Dipoles 8·7



Chapter 9

Transmission Lines as

Transformers

., ...

Trans mission line. C8 n serve In many roles. Here one Is used 8Sa resonant clrcu rt.

Contents
Lines With Unmatched Terminations 9-2

Review Questions 9-4



10 discussions so far. I have mostly been talki ng about transmission lines feeding terminat kmv matched to their
characteri..tic impedance (~). It is often the case. either by dc!>ign or accident, that the load impedance dnes not match
the line ~,. As I ment ioned in Chapter ~ , the impedance M.'Cn at the input o f a transmission line i.. a function of the load
impedance. the line characteristic impedance, the loss in the line and the number (or f....tction ) of wavelengths of line.

Lines With Unmatched Terminations

UBA0Q67

Fig 9-2 - Extended double Zepp with matching section of line.

Fig 9-1 - Quarter-wave transmission-line trenstcrmer.

v:= Zo2
, Zl

To solve fur (he needed uan smis
sio n line ~. we rearrange a..:

71) '= ,J7.;ZI.

A few obscrvauon v are in order.
While the quantitjev arc shown as
complex numbers. tra nsmis...ion lines
are available (for practical purposes)
only with real. non-reactive Z.,.
Th is implies that the formu lation
works best for real values of 1.1..' as
in the above example. Th is is not
a limitation if you work with rem
nant antennas. which hy definition
offer a resistive load.Note. as I will

-f'v
, Tra ns mis sion Line Leng1l

and ZO10 be Determined to
Match Antenna Z to 50 0

Tota l Length 2 x 0.65 A Each Side =1.3 A

Zi - :Sl;;;;iiikOtwt\ '}!; ":%1 C" '

a specific frequency. For exa mple, if
you have an antenna with an imped
ance of 100 n and you co nnect it
(Q a }J4 section of 7~ {1 coax, the
SWR will be loonS or 1.33;1. At
the other end of the }J4 sect ion . the
impedance will be 7~/ 1.33 or 56 O . a
close match (S\1,'R of 1.12:1) to 50 n
transmission line , You could then usc
standard SOQ coax cable for a long
run to you r SOn transmitter with
lower losses than if you had used the
origina l 100 Q load directl y, with its
2:1 SWR.

The general expression for the
input impedance (z.) of a ').)41<ier.: linn
of transmission line with churactcris
tic impedance Zooterminated in a load
ofZl is:

The Quarter-Wava (IJ4)
Transmission-Une
Transformer

Along a transmission line that is
001 matched to its load, the voltage
andcurre nt will Val)' with d istance.
providing a load to the transmitter
end that is generally neither thai of
the far end ~, nor the ~ of the trans
mission line. The ralio of max imum
voltag e on the line to minimum volt
age on the line is cal led the stand
ing WQI'(' ratio or SW'R. A matched
line has an SWR of 1:1, a 50 n line
termi nated with a 25 or 100 0 load
will have an SWR of 2:1. There are a
whole family of complex impedances
1hal will also have a 2:1 SWR. by the
way. However, the com putation h
much easier with resistive loads .

for a lossless line (and approxi
mately fo r a short secti on of real
transmission line) the SWR will re
main the same along the length of the
line. The load impedance. resistive or
compl ex. repeats ever~.. in .Th e im
pedance goes (0 the opposite extre me
at odd multip les of A/4. Por example,
a 25 n load would gel trnnsfonned 10
100!l with )J4 or 3A!4 tran smis sion
line sect ions and vice versa. This ef
feet can be used 10 your advantage if
you wish to transform impedances at

It is often beneficial to operat e
tra nsmission lines into matched luads .
TIle line loss will be lowest for that
cesc. voltages and current" are easi ly
predic table, avoiding stress on com
ponents con nected to the line . There
arc Cll !>CS in which operating lines in
an unmatched condition can provide
just wha t we need - easny predict
able impedance tran sformation,

9--2 Chapter 9



fig 9-3 - Extended double zepp azimuth panern.

discuss , complex impe danc es can be
transformed to match rcal transmi s
sicn lines by using transmission line
lengths other than }.J4 ,

The utility of [he )J4 transm is
sion-line transforme r method can
be limited by [he range of 3\IDI·
u.le transmission line impedances.
Coaxial cable is generally available
with ZJ [rom about 30 to 90 n. wh ile
balanced line is available from aboet
70 to 600 H . It is prac tical 10 connect
transmission Lines in paral le l (particu
larly coa x) to obtain lower values of
~. r'OT VHF and UHF work , it is also
feasible to fabricate transmission-lin e
sections with a wider range of values,
or non-standard values. through the
uscof available copper or aluminum
tubing.

Smce the transformation \\OiU
repeat with any odd number ofA.1~
!iCct ion~. it is tempting to consider us
ing 3iJ4 or higher odd multiples of a
;;4. This has two potentially sign ifi
cam pitfalls that should be eval uated
6~1 . The use of longer mismatched
>eetions will result in higher losses.
Onen more serious, for sections
N)J4, the cha nge in ZI with frequency
will happen N times mo re rapidly
with the longer secnon. effectively
rtdueing the operating bandw idth of
ibc \y"-tem.

It is also possible to use succes sive

\4u. Gain :=10.58 dB,
180

10 t.lHz

iJ4 sections of line with differe nt
~I IO work from one impedance to
ano ther in steps. Thi s method shares
the pitfall described above.

Transformation With Other
Lengths of Transmission
Line

While a }J4 tran smission line
transfo rmer is very useful. especially
fOl'" res isriv-e loads, someti mes lither
situatio ns require transformation. A
good example is to co nsider a popul ar
antenna with a reactive input imped
ance. the extended double Zepp. Th is
antenna is just a ce nter-fed dipole
with eac h side of length 0.625 J•• It
is the lo ngest type of simp le antenna
that can sti ll focus its energy into a
..ingle lo be on each side. The e xtra
length and spacing. similar to the
two-element coll inear, but with a
simple r feed system. result in a bi
d irectional pencil-..harp pattern with
higher gain than a dip ole . Thi s can be
uscfultu work stations in a partic ular
direction.

While you could perf orm a lot of
math and determine the impe dance
(II the cen ter of this antenna, you can
more simply model it using EZVEC.
The resulting azi muth pattern is
shown in .1g 9·3. while the imped
ance plct is shown in t ig 9 -4. Xote

chal the impedance III the ce nter at:

10.0 MHz is 237.7 - j 1187 n.not
suggestive of a standard transmission
line! Ag ain. avoiding tedious math.
you cou ld turn to the TLn' program
and insert the antenna impedance in
the LOAD window. using the minus
sign 10 indicate - j . ~CAt. adjU1il lhe
two avai lable paramete rs , the line
length and Zoountil you find some
thing that loo ks like the desired input
impedance in the IMPEtlAACEAT INPlIT
indication at the botto m. It takes a
few trials to see a direction. bUI )'()U
can find a reas onable length of easily
available open-wire 600 !l line that
transform s the impedance to 50 0. f l llr

a CQa'{ run to the trans mitter.
1 was lucky to find an easy sol ution

In this matching problem. perhaps a
reason that th is is a popular antenna
Thi.. will ooc always be the case. If
this tec hnique doesn ' t result in a result
tha t is e..1SYto deal with . sometimes
an intermediate value can be found so
it can be transformed to your desired
impedance through a ~J4 transmission
line transformer. Even better for this
ante nna might be to use a iJ2 long 4: I
balanced -to-unbalanced transformer
a.~ shown in the next section. It is also
pll...sible to try various non stan dard.
but buildable line sections using the
USER DEFINED TRANSMISSION LINEop
tion in TLW.

The Half·Wave Loop 4:1
Balanced-to-Unbalanced
Transformer

As discussed in Chapter 6, many
antennas are naturally balanced with
respect to ground. while coaxia l

..-~.. ••-_._... .. . ~ ~ ,
~ ~ ~-• • . . -. .- ,.

0 .-
•••• . .. .. . , ;-... , ....._.....--.-.._.,...,....
• 1 -_. , .. .. .-... ., . " <---

, .. .. .
" , ,

• ;.. . . .. ., .. ._- .... -- _..- '" • ~-,, ... ,.,,--'-- ..'... ......--FIg 9-4 - TLW Impedance a nd
SWR of ed anded double Zepp.
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Fig 9·6 - Coaxial loop 4:1
tran s former-balu n.
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Fig 9-5 -Impedance of e xtended doubfe zepe transformed through
emplrk:alty determtned line section.

transmission lines are naturally un
balanced. Sometimes the re sulting
discontinuity obtained by hooking an
unba lanced line to a balanced antenna
can cause problems of various types.

In Chapter 6, [ mentioned the
choke balun as a way [ 0 avoid the ef
fects of the unbalance. Anothe r way
is through the use of a coaxial cable
loop balun, as shown in Jo'ig 9·S . The
secret to how thi s works is that a ;')2
of transmission line repeats at its

input whatever the load impedan ce
is at the output. It is often possible to
arrange an antenna impedance to be
a 200 {} balanced load. As shown in
Fig 9-5. half of the load, one side at
ground or common potential. appears
on one end of the loop. At the oeber
end of the loop it is 100 {} again and
in parallel with the )00 {} of the'other
side. Because of the phase diffe rence
of 180", due to the iJ21ength of line.
the two sides are out-of-phase and

can drive thc antenna proper ty, The
two combine 1(1 form II 50 n load
with one side al grou nd potential - a
perfect ~pot fur connection to 50 n
coaxial cable.

Note that the transformation ratio
of 4: I will happe n for <I n)"load and
any cable 7.... The closer the cable ~
is to tbc half lmllJ.lhc k~s rapidly Z
will change with changes in frcq~en'
cy, or equivalently, thc less fu!>sy the
balun will he abou t cutting accuracy.

Review Questions -- - -
9-1 You wish to feed two soon impedan ce antennas in phase by j oining the ir transmis..ion lines

together. How might you transfonn the resulting 25-0 to provide a close match to 50-0 trans
mission line ?

9-2. Repeat question 9-1 in a differen t way so tha t the impedance of the connections nfthe two
antenna feeds is SOn . (Hint - this will require two rrensrormers.)

9-3 Consider a U2 transmission-line loo p balun cons tructed from KG-58 coax ca ble and de signed
ttl feed a IG-MH l antenna with an impedance of 200 o. What will be the loss in the length of
cable considering the resulting SWR?

9-4 Repeat 9-3 for RG-213 cab le?

94 Chapter 9
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Practical Two Element
Antenna Arrays

Thi s two element array U8et1 loop elements.

Contents
The Two Element Broadside Array 1(}2

Changing The Spacing 10-4

Feeding Collinear Dipoles 10-5

The Double Zepp 10-6

Review Questions " 10·6



It's not much more d ifficu lt to consuuct two elem en t (or even more) antenna arrays than 10 construct the dipoles
described in Chapter b, In this chapter, I wi ll discuss a few cle sic IWO element an tennas. and even toss in a simple
four-element array [0 se t rhe stage for more co mplex ante nna. .

The Two element Broadside Array

Fig 1lH - Details of a si mple two element HF
broad side . rray.

U8AOO12

O .-----,.-- - ----iiJ ::",r - - - - - .....IXi'

60

--sa~__
7'.; 0il0I& .

• The connections are made in the
sa me direction. Th at is, both right
hand dipole arms must becon
ncctcd through the line s to the same
point at the junction . If they are
reversed the d ipoles will be 181)=
out-of- phase - a poss ible co ntigu-

-,;</----~. :'"

s

) L.;..:E::s.;:'::::':::::::Cr:L::r::.::::;;,..~:.u 0
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Fig 10-2 - Elevation pattern of (he 10 MHz broadside
array (soUd) compared with dipoles at 50 feet
jdashedl and 74.6 feet (dotted).

that you are actually feeding the pair
in-phase . Thi s can be accomplished
if:
• The transmission lines fro m the

junction in tlg 10-1 to each dipole
are the same type a nd the sa me
length

If you suspend two d ipoles , as in
Fig 6- I . o ne abov e theother. you will
make a simple broad side arra y, As I
di scussed in Chapter 7. by feed ing the
two in-phase. you focus the radiation
towards the horizon (for free space)
or for real grou nd move it more in
that direction.

Fig 10-1 shows the con figurat ion.
Note that I have de tined [he hei gh t
(h ) as that to the array center, and [he
spacing (s) us the separa tion betwee n
the 1'....0 elements, You can see the
benefits of the con figuration with 10.12
spacing by looking at the soli d trace
in Fi~ 10-2 that shows lhe eleva -
tion pattern of the array over typical
ground. A dipole also at a hei ght of
50 feel is shown in the das hed trace.
Since you need a suppo rt of about
75 fee l to have thecec rer at .50 feet.
it seemed fair In abo show a single
dipole at that height. Its elevation pal
tern is shown ill the dot ted trace. Note
that even though the peak o f the d.-)(
led trace is at a le e...er elevation angle
than the peak of the broadside array.
the actual radiat ion at every low
elevation angle i!o stronger with the
broadside alTay. The array has nulled
out the vertic al radiat ion. a benefit in
some cases, e spec ially if noise tends
to appear from high ele..ration angles.
as it often does .

If it were free space. without
ground redecnons that ca lled ;I[ the
horizon . the mU Dtote of the army
wou ld be more than 3 d B stronger
than ei ther dipole. In this real-wor ld
case the improvement is a hit less
than 2 dlj , still worth doing.

Putting the Broadside Array
Together

PUlling together a broadside array
is somethi ng like putting up two di
p' llcs . TIle main trick is to make sure

1~2 Chapter 10



Hooking Them Up
A key issue is the mutual coupling

of the two closely spaced dipole s.
Because the two elem ents are closely
spaced, the murnal inductance be
tween them has a significant effect
and red uces the feed -point impedance
of each di pole to 3 very low value.
For example. at 0.1 ).. in theory a
spacing with high gain . the pred icted
imped ance of each d ipole is only
around en At 0 .1S ), it rises to about
12.5 H , perhaps a value tha t can be
matched more efficiently.

U you feed each dipole with a ;Vol

described by me late John Kraus.
WlUK, Professor Emeritus at Ohio
State Lnr vers iey and the force behind
one of the earliest rad io telescope
development efforts. The antenna still
bears his call sign and is called the
"1:!JK Hat -top Array ."

The H~ end-fire array is just two
dipoles at the same heighl fed l80~

ou r-of-phase. Skyward energy is
cance lled and all availab le po",ver is
radiated towards the horizon. The
original llJ K was des igne d using lon
ger elements. and l' tI ta lk about that
contiguration again in the multiband
antenna chapter. But for now, let's
look at the single-band H2 resonant
case.

The basic configuration is shown in
lol g 10..3. There is not hing surprising
here, but as ofte n the case , the dev il i~

in the detail s.

ToTr8fl~

The 8JK, an Effective and
Easy Encf.Flre Array

The classic HF end-fire array wa s

With standard coax thi s means thai
me antennas could be up to 0.66 A
apart. a spacing that provides even
higher gain.
Another way is sometimes en

countered This one requires some
care to resu lt ill equal signals going
10 the two an tennas, but doe s offer a
simplicity that is hard to beat. If the
two antennas are connec ted together
via an exact iJ2 k ngth of transmi s
sion line that is reversed (upper shield
to jhe rig ht element arm , lower shie ld
to me left) the resulting signals to
the two antennas ....i ll be in-phase. In
addition, because the ~J2 tran smi s
sion line repeats the impedance of
the upper antenna the impedance of
the upper antenna will be repeated at
the junction and the parallel con nec
tion should result in an imped ance of
about40n.

In a similar way. II I Asection uf
rransmt ssion line will also repeat the
Imped ance of the upper ant enna at the
lower. This time the: two an tennas will
he in-phase if connected to the sa me
side of each an tenna. This allows a
spaci ng of up to 0 .66 A.. which should
resu lt in higher-gai n and an imped
ance that is even hig her due to mutual
impedance and thu s a closer march ttl

SOn coax at the junction poi nt.

In Search of a Better Match
There are a number of ways to

conned the antennas and achie..-e a
reasonable match to 50 n coaxi al
cable. Two ihat are alm ost painless
life as follows:
• Usc readily available 7S n coax for

the ).)4 sec tions goi ng to each an
rcnna. The 1J4 tran sform ation wi th
80 n ar the input will result in 70 n
foreach feed . This will combine to
make35 n.resulting in an SWR
0( 1.4:1. Thi s is usual ly a work
able match. Note that wilh standard
coax. the antenn as could be only
0.33 ~. apart (perhaps 0.4 ), with
foam dielectric coax ). This spactng
..... ilI .... ork al most as we ll as ;';2, but
..... ill not quite canc el the upward
lobe and will have a bit less gain .

• llse 50n coax for the lines going
10 each antenna. but make them
an electrical )12 long. The )J2

sections will both repeal the 80 n
at the inpu l for each teed. 'lbese
'0\;(1combine in parallel for 40 n.
resulting in an SWR of 1.25:1.

ration, but not .....hat you want
here.

Hooking Them Up
An interes ting property of

two parallel antennas is that
their coupling due to proximity
re~ ults in a mutual impedance
lhal co mbines with each amen-
na's self-impedance 10 result in
B new impedance at each feed
pcin!.Thi s effect will be found
10 'iOffiC extent for all muhicle-
mcntm ap •. For a broadside
array, the effect is tha t each
dipole 's impedanc e (that by
itself would be about 65 n at
this height above ground) will
t-c: raised Laaround 80 n by the Fig 1D-3 - Deta ils of 8 simple HF end·ftre arra y. Note 180" phase reversal Is
effect o f mut ual coupling.H requi red at the ju nction po int,
}'\Xl were to feed each antenna
.... ith )J4 of 50 n coax. me
impedance rransformadon due to the
)J4 li~ discussed in Chapter 9 would
result in an impedance at the bottom
of eacb line of 31.15 n.Thi s results
in 15.ti n when they are connected
in parallel . The resu lt is a fairly high
(3.2:I) stand ing wave ra tio (or the
run to the tran smiuer if 50 n coax is
used .

Praetlcal2-Element Antenna Arrays 10-3
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Fig 10-4 - Elevation response o f
the 10-MHz half-wave end-fire array

of Fig 10-3 with 0.15 Aspacing,
50 feet above ground.

length of 50 n coax . the impedance
at the end of each shou ld be 200 f.., If
we combine them in parallel (remem
bering (0 reverse the connections
at one dipo le 10 make them out-of
phase ) the resul t should be 100 L
Now you either can usc 50 0: coax
with an SWR of 2:1, or you call insert

a }.J4 sectionof75 n coax andhaver---------------~==============:an almost perfect match ttl 50 n .

An Easy Collinea' Array
The arr ays I have described so far

in this chapter have been designed
to focus their energy at low rad ia
tion angl es while still maimainln g
the wide azi muth pattern of a dip ole.
It is easy to make a horizontaJ array
that doesn' t restrict the elevation
pattern, but instead has a sharper
azimuth pattern to genera te gain in
the main lobe. Th is is accomplished
by putting two (or more eleme nts
along the same axis, or in-line as
show n in Fig 10-5 . This configura
tion is called a collinear array.

5

To Tr allSmitter

_ --.Irnnsm issl.on-t..il1C
Juocfo n

GroJnC

Fig t 0-5 - Configuration of two element collinear array.

Changing the Spacing

Fig 10-6 - Azimuth pattern o f two
element collinear array with center
to-center spacing of 0.5 '"

Fig 10-7 - Azimuth pattern of
two element collinear a rray with
center-to-center spacing of 0.625 '"

Freq " 10 MHzM... . Ga 'rl = 10.IHl dBiFlll (l. = 10 MI-Ll:Max. Gain " 9.See

The minimum center-to-center
spaci ng of W dip oles is 0.5 " and
the resu lting azimuth pattern of a pair
of common 3D-MHz dipoles, 50 feet
high is shown in Fig 10·6. The sharp
ness and gain of the two- lobed pattern
increases as the elements are sepu
rated, up to a spacing of 0 .625 1.., at
which poin t the bcamwidrh is reduce d
to 40° and the gain in the main lob es
increases to a bit more than 3 dR
compared to a dipole (dBd). Above
that spacing, the sharp ness of the
main lobe increases; however, power
also appears in additional lobes,
red ucing the increase in main -lobe
gain . This is illu strated in the azimuth
plot shown in Fig 10·8 for a spacing
of I A. The multi-lobed pattern can
scmcumcs prove useful if yOUare
trying La communicate with regio ns at
different azim uths at the same time .
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Feeding Collinear Dipoles

As with e ther multi-clement
systems. you must be conce rned 'With
the effects of mutua l impedance as
you try to feed collinear elements .
As you might expect, the co upling
between wires on the same axis i, 111)(

very strong and the effects are small
excep t at close spacings. The real
partof the impedance of each dipole
goes up smartly at IJ2 spacing, b UI

is negligible fo r spac ings at 0 .625 J.
andgreater. The reactive part of the
mutual impedance results in a need
to shorten each dipole by about 1%
at d ose spacings in order to achieve
resonance. The results are sum ma
rized in Ta ble }O·I . Each dipole can
befed with equallength sections of
50 n line with reasonable (less than
3:1) SWR at 50 n expected at the
junc tion. If 93 0 cable is avai lable . a
)J4 transformer call be used to trans
form the impedance above 100 Q .

followed by An. sections of 50 n
cable so a pair of para lleled feed lines
....i11 be just above 50!l. A 75!l cable
can do almost a~ well.

Table 10-1

Summary of Collinear Paramete rs Compared to Single Dipole

C·C Spacing Gain (dBI) Gain (dBd) Baamwidth Z(U) Length
Correction

Single Dipole 7.6 0 a5 .8~ 67 100'%.

0.5:'" 9.5 1.9 53.4' SS 99%

0.625 l. 10.8 3 2 40· ., 99%

1.0 l. 10.5 2.9 29.W· 66 1000:;,

-Broads ide ccee only_

- - -~-- -- ---- --- -

,
~~

,.
u., . _Ga.. " 10 .t6 08i

Fig 1().8 - AzlmU1hpauern of
two element collinear array wtth
center-to-center spaci ng of 1 A..

Practical 2-Element Antenna Arrays 10·5



The Double Zepp

Total Length 2 x 0 .5}o. Each Side " 1.0}' total

Fig 10-9 - Configuration of center fed Zepp ve rs ion o f two
e leme nt collinear array.

Quarte r-Wave Transformer
. __ w ith Zo of 60D (l

~ to Match Antenna Z to
approximately 50 a

'J. Kraus , W8JK (SKl , "Directio nal

Antennas with Close ly-Spaced

Elements," QST, Jan 1938, PP

21-25 .

to work wel l in mos t applications and
is oncn easier to cons truct.

Noles

ing section is de scribed in Chap ter 9 .
The extended double 7epp azimuth
pattern is shown in Fig 9-3. Note that
the cu t-of-phase radiation fro m the
center section of the ex tended double
Zcpp results in a slightly ragged pat
tern compared 10 the 0 .025 }_dual-fed
collinear: however, it is dose enough

UBA(MlIlll

The extended double Zepp (EDZ),
di scussed in Chap ter 910 illustrate
transmission-line transformation of
nonresisrive loads. and its compan
ion. the (non-extended) double Zepp.
are two easy -to-implement collinear
arrays . The doub le Zepp loo ks like
a center-fed full-wave dipo le, but i ..
really two ))2 dipo les, each end-fed
in-phase with a single transmission
line. The impedance at that point
at re sonanc e is qui te high. around
5800 n for a 10 MH1, system of# 12
wire 50 feet high.

Using our expression from Chap
ter 9 for finding the impedance of
a),)4 matching xectinn In match to
50 Q. reveal s that a 538 0 line is
needed. Wh ile you could construct
that line , a common 600 0 line will
transform the impedance to t'i2 fl,
yieldmg a usually acceptable SWR of
1.2: I for 50 n line. The configuration
was shown in Fig 10-9.

The azimuth paucm of the double
Zepp is the carne u.~ a dual-fed
collinear with 0.5 }. spacing. The
extended-do uble 7.cpp with lts match-

Review Questions "
10· 1. Discuss the benefits and limitations of z- efemenr broadside array" as a

means of focusing radiation at low elevation ang les.
10·2. Discuss the benefits and limitations of2-e leme nt end-fire aITay ~ .

10-3. Consider the co llinear arTay of Fig to -5, Why can't it be fed via a pai r
of "-14 matching sections?

10-4. What factor s might you cons ider to decide between us ing an extended
double -Zepp and a dual O.6 23- t.. spaced dual-fed collinear pair?
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Wideband Dipole Antennas

The X-Shaped spreaders on either side of the center of
the wideband cage dipole at WtAW
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What 's the Storr About Bandwidth ?

Bandwidths of Com mo n Tra ns mission Modes

Table 11·1 - ------

'Typical . varies significantly With nsetee and plJlse shape.

Do We Have a Problem?
A good exa mple of such a band

is the US 80 meter amateur band. It
exte nd, from 3.5 to 4.0 MHz, a width
of 0.5 ~1Hl, or 13.3% of the band
center. Other ama teur HF bands have
a narro.....cr percentage bandwidth. so
Ibis is a good limiting case 10 look at.
If you can male 80 meters hap pen.
you can succeed on any oth er HF
amateur band .

I' ll start examining the issue b)"
looking at a good baseline con figura
tion - a ")J2long thin wire dipole.
I will ass ume thai you have a rad io
system that can work into a 2: I SWR
at 50 U . I will use a standard dipole
height of 50 feet. and find a length
that makes the SWR approximately
equal al the: band edges. T he res ult

In either of (he above examples.
operational simplicity results if the
des ign of the antenna is such that
an operator can select an )" ch annel
within a band wnhou r havin g to make
a change in the antenna system or
the transmitter o utput circuit. The
abi lity to acc ompflsh this is usually
a funcuon of the ..... idth of the band
as a fraction of the band's center
frequency.

Mode Use Typical Bandwidth

Radiotelegraph Manual Keying <100 Hz

Radioleletype Manual Keyboard <300 Hz

SSBV~ Communicatioo 3 kHz

AM Voioe Communication 6.6 kHz

AM VoicelMusic Broadcast 10 kHz

FM VoiCE! Communication 15 kHz

FM Stereo Music Broadcast 150 kHz

Analog TeleVision Broadcast 6 MHz
p,,,,, OatalAadiolocation 2/Pulse Width'

Operation Across a Band of
Freq uencies

Instead of a single frequency of
operation, some services require
users to he able to operate on dif
ferent channels within a band of
frequencies. Examples of this kind
of ope ration include the Amateu r
Radio service that allows. operation
on multiple, fairly wide bands across
the rad io spec trum. Another example
is the mari time rad io service.

Maritime HF operation occurs in
multiple bands al-TOSS HF and into
VHF to allow for different ran ges
and propagation conditions. WilJlin
each band the operator initiates com
munication on a culling channel and
then switcbcs 10 one of a number of
working channels to pass traffic. The
selected wading c hannel will depend
on the type of service, ca tegory!of
di ..rant station (shipboard , shore sta
tion. dra wbridge or USCG. as exam
pies - each with di fferent assigned
groups of channels) and whether or
not a particular channel is in usc . so
most stations must he prepared to
operate on virtually any channel.

These fall in a few categorie s that I' ll
discuss below.

To dale I have been discuss
iog antennas designed for a single
frequency. usually a convenient
10 MHz. It is important 10 recognize
that any signal. e xcept: for a steady
carrier. include.. sidebands around
the opcruu ng frequency. To avoid
distorti on of the transmit ted signal.
the antenna needs, at a minim um, to
be able to radiate all the frequencies
that are part of the transmitted signal
- without distortion.

How Much Bandwidth do You
Need?

Different transmission~'S

requ ire di fferent bandwidths 10 carry
the associated sidebands. Ta hle 11·1
is a summary o f common signal
types encounteredin radio systems.
along with their requ isite bandwidths.
These bandwidth s apply to a tranr..•
mission sys tem operating on a single
ca rrier frequency. while there an:
many such sing le-freq uency broad 
cas ters and communications sys tem..,
there are also many that require
operation 0 11multiple frequencies.

The Effects 01Bandwidth
Restriction

All of the antenna parameters we
ha..' t' discussed - SWR . elevatio n
pattern and az imuth pattern - will
chang e when the transmit frequency
is changed . Eac h can also ha..c the
effect of mak:ing a change in the rc
ceived signal level. even if the receiv
ing antenna has no restrictions itself.

For narro wban d signals, usually
the first transmit parame ter to exhibit
a noticeable difference is tile SWR.
While the SWR itse lf won't result in
3. change in antenna response, the reo
suiting change in imped ance as seen
at the transmitter will often resu lt in
a change in the power del ivered to
the load . Depending on the toss of
the transmiss ion line to start with. an
increase in SWR can also resu lt in an
increase in line lo ss. also reducing the
power delivered 10 the antenna.

11·2 Chapter 11
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is show n in Fig II -I . The 2: I SWR
bandwidth is around 150 kHz. with
an SWR that rises above 5:I at the
band edges. It looks like someth ing
will have 10 happen to obtai n an
antenna that meets the req uire
ments - it would take more than
wee separate dipo les of rbls simple
design to cove r the entire band! At
MOund 130 feet in length . this is not
a solution for eve ryone - besides, I
don't wane to requi re the operator to
have to reme mber to switch ante n
nas in mid-operation as channels are
changed,

2.0lk'-I---+-++-HI---+-l--b.I

' .0ae
FreQUef"q (MHzl

'·"~NC-+-++-f-:yr-t--l

1 1 ~:!::±:±""t=±±±=:l:=:l1.0':

"

Fig 11-1 - SWR plot of 80 mete r
d ipole of #12 wire at 50 feet.

Fig 11-2 - SWR plot of 80 mete r
dipole of 1112 wire a t 50 feet
referenced to 69 Q .

Fig 11.J - SWR plot of 24 Inc h
diameter 80 meter dipole at 50 feel
re fe renced to 69 n.

So What Should You Do?
The first step is to o bserve that J

have posed a bit of a hurdle by not
having an antenna that has an imped
ance of 50 0 at any frequ ency in the
band. Assume thai I can design a
wideband 69:50 n transformer thAI
wi lltransform the antenna mid-band
load of 69 {} to the 50 n that the
transmission line and radio want to
see. There are a number of ways to
do that . so plea se assume I have one
at hand . Th e result is shown in the
plot of Fig 11-2. Note that I now can
co\'er 200 kHz with all S\VR of 2:I
- I' m headed in the rig ht direction
hutI'm not there yet,

In Chapter 4. I discussed the
relationship of antenna length- to
thickness ratio as it affects impedance
change with frequen cy. Another term
for that is bandwidth ; so let' s exp lore
that as a possibili ty. Using EZIVEC.
it is easy to adju st the wire diam eter
10 get the SWR bandwidth I want. I
find that by increas ing the wire from
#12 (0 24 inches in diameter I can
achieve the desired SWR band width,
as shown in Fig 11-3 .

Using tubing for eleme nts is quite
co mmon at higher frequ encies. and
thick-diameter tubing is found as a
material in a number of broadband
VHf antenna designs. Unfortunately.
even with the shortened length of
the thicker anten na (from 127 to
118 feet). ho i..ting that much thick
tubing up 50 feet may not he a tea 
sible solution. in spite of howea sy it
is 10 model.

Wideband Dipole Antennas 11-3



Enter the Cage Antenna

Fig 11-4 - Deta ils of a four wire cag e antenna.

Instead nf using tubing. you can simu-
late the current flow on a tube by prov iding
multiple wires along its length at some rad ius
from the center. The more wires you have. the
closer it wiU act like a piece of tubing. Con
sider an anten na made of four wires. equally
spaced un the comers ot a square with an
Hfoot d iagonal shown in FiR 11-4. you
achieve virtually the sam e SWR perfor mance
as the 2 foot diameter tube, with much less
weigh t. Add itional wir es will res ult in a
smalle r cross sect ion required, but a heavier
structure . A cage antenna of six wires about
I [oul across was used at the US end of the
firs t ama teu r tran satlantic communication
bock in 1923.

lJllA4lOB4

______ T....."ilTl'S$ion-Linc

To Tf" nsmilter

A Two-Dimensional Cage - the "Fat "
Dipole Antenna

Instead uf making a th ree dimensional skeleton of tubi ng, you can ..implify things even further, by add ing 11 paral-
lel wire some distance from the tint. The con figuratio n is shown in Fig n·s . The ou tside ends arc both at the same
potential. so they can be connected, or nor as you wish. Wider spacing will de te rmine the bandwid th for this band , but a
spaci ng larger than about 1 fool doesn't change things much. I have made an EZJ.VEC SWR plut uf suc h a dipole with a
1 fool spac ing, as shown in F ill. 11·6 . Compare this with the SWI{ p lot of a single wire "thin" dipole in Fig I I- I .

While this con figurat ion almost meets a 3: I SWR goa l. rather than my 2:I SWR goal for 80 meters, when scaled it
wil l cov er any higher HF amateur band . Som e radios, more tolerant of SWR, will work across all of XO meters as wel l.

7 )'IC
~----

Il'lCI'easil'lg~ Rew ltll
n WIder Bano:twiOlh

I

..38
f '~ue'lCy (MHz)

2OH~"'+t--!H..,r+H

" HC--;--,\-++.tfC+ +-H
111 --l.:.J--±± I::±±±::i=l1.0,::

3.5

50 0 Tran~ lll'leTo Radio",..,..
Fig 11~5 - Details 0' an HF two d imensional "fat
dipole" configuration.

Fig 11-6 - SWR plot 01a n 80 me ter
fat dipole w ith 1 foot spaci ng between
wires.
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The Conical Dipole and Fall Dipole

An alternative to a large-diameter
cylinder antenna. or its wire equiva
lent, is a dipole made from conical
sections with their apcxC!'a t the
center o f the antenna Again. metal
cones are feasible at VI IF and above.
bUI mechanically difficult at UF. An
approximation (0 a cone can becon
strut ted using multiple WiTC~ on each
side of the antenna center. A fi ve wire
configuration is shown in FI~1i 11-7

and 11·8. The SWR plot in fi g 11-8
assumes the use of a transformer to
match frum 40 10 50 n.Again. th is
doesn't quite mee t my 2:1 crite rion
across the band. bur it is preu y d ose
and will work for band s with a hand
to-center frequency ratio of about 9%,

B y using a IWO dime nsional
equivalent of a cone, ),ou have the
f an dipole shown in .'l~ 11-9. This
provides consi derable mechan ica l

simplicity, since a single halyard can
easil y hoist each end. perhaps guided
by a spacer or lWO. I have selected a
spacing o f 4 fee t at the e nds for the
S\\'R curve shown in Fi~ 11-10. As
you would e xpect, it is nut quite as
effec tive as the three-dimensional
version, but it may be sufficient for
many applications.

-

"FreQueney (MHz)
' 0

Fig 11-7- Details of an HF "skeleton cone" dipole
configuration. Fig 11-8 - SWR plot at an 80 meter

skeleton cone dipole with 4 foot
radius cone.

r
r

5.0 .

~ 3.0' ~'."i'~~, :;+"'+'-l-"1P'-j:CL;+

1.1 +---
'.0

3 05 3 8 4 0

f""!U""CY (MHz )

50 0 Transmis 5iorl Line TORadio

FIg11·9 - Details of an HF two dimensional cone
ce-ten dipole" configuration.

Fig 11-10-- SWR of an 80 meter fan
dipole configuration with end spacIng
of 4 feet.
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The Folded Dipole Antenna

Fig 11-11 - Details ct en HF folded dipole
configuration.

An interes ting dipole variant is one
called e fotdcd dipole . Th is is act ually
two dipoles~ one fed in the center 
and one fcd at the ends, in close proxim
ity to eac h other, as show n in Fia 11·1 1.
TIu~ combination uf the two ante nnas
results in two differences. from the usual
dipole :

The imped ance is four times the im
peda nce of a single dipole - nomi nally
280 n rather than 70 n - II dose match
10 commun 300 n transmiss ion line. The
bandwidth is similar to a dipole with
win's of the same spacing; however, the
folded dipole offers an opport unity to
have such a dipo le with a higher impcd
ance - especially beneficial in some
kinds of arrays.

I

UBA[)()II I

Each Wire length. Approximately N2

/

300 n Transmission Line or
6 . 1 Transformer to 50 0

to Transmitter

I

The Terminated Wideband Folded Dipole
Antenna

Fig 11-12 - Details of 8 terminated wideband folded
dIpole (TWFD) configuration.

It will like ly not come as a surprise to
anyone who has read this far that one way to
have a wideband load on a transmitter is to
connect it to a resistor. Unfortunately. wh ile
providing a good match, resistors don't gen
erally radia te ene rgy, except perhaps as hea t,
very effectively !

An interesting combination of a resistive
load and long connecting wires that does
div ide power between resist ive heating and
radiation from the antenna is called the
terminated widebandfolded dipole (TWFD).
The configuration is shown in I<ig 11-12 .
They can be made in different lengths;
however. I have selected a 95-foo t vers ion
for modeling . This antenna is available as
a commercial prod uct. advertised to cover
the range of 110 10 MH ..: with a reasonable
S\VR. One look at the plot in Fj~ 11-13
indicates that it appears to deliver on the
band width promise.

11-6 Chapter 11
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Broadside GaJo1 (da,)

, "'::1,:

Fig 11-14 - Broadside gain of 95 foot terminated
wid.band folded dlpo~ (TWFD)_

' .03.
Freq.oency (MH7}

~- ' - ..
>1-+..-"+-+

L1E±=:::::±± ±=l::±± ±:J'0
35

Ag 11-13 - SWR of 9S loot terminated
wideband folded d ipole (TWFD).

Not surprisingly, there is a penalty
associated with Ihi ~ type of antenna
and lhat is in radiating efficiency. Any
power mat is dissi pated in the resistor
is not radiated and thus there is less
available than would be the case of an
antenna made of conducting ma teria l.
fig 11-14 shows the broadside gain
3S afunction of frequency. Compare
l~ values 10 a V2 dipole ove r typi
calground with a broadside gain of
at leai...7 dBi (increaving somewhat
with frequency], and you 'Wi ll see
that there is a penalty of atleast 4 dB
aarting above it!> U2 freq uency of
arour.d 5 MH7_ Below that its penally
is~ign i ficantly higher, reaching about
16 liM at 3 MHz.

Thedip in broadside ou tput at
20~lliz is due to pattern splitting.

The antenna actually has a gain of
lllOUntl 4 dBi at 50~ off broadside.
Thi s may or may not be an issue
depe nding on how it is used . If the
far end des tination is the same at
all frequencies, then this bro adside
null would make the antenna a poor
choice if it always has to rad iate to
wards the broads ide direction - such
as in a point-to-point automatic link
enahleme nt (A I.E) system, wh ich will
be: searching for freq uencies mat have
good propagation and automatically
switch equipment 10 an optimum
freq uency.

In spite of the fact tha i many dedi
ca red antenna fans don 't like to see
resistors in antennas. the TIVFD may
be a good choice in some applica
tions. At the lower portion of the Hf

spec tru m. received signet-to- noise ra
tio (SNR ) is ofte n limi ted by external
noise. so a loss in ' he antenna system
won' , reduce received SNR. On the
transmit side, a gove rnment-fu nded
station may he ahle to just throw a
switch [0 add 10 dB of power and
more than make up for the antenna
loss at many frequencies ! Being able
to change frequencies without worry 
ing ahout antenna operation is a great
convenience, especi ally for untrained
or stressed operators .

Notes

I TLWIs s upplied with The ARRL
Antenna Book, 21st Edition,
avai lable from the ARRL
Bookstore at www.arrl .org!
catalog! order numbe r 9876 
$44 .95.

Review Questions ---~-~--_. ~- ----

11-1. Describe some appl icat ions fo r whic h a thin-wire di pole would have
sufficient bandwidth.

J1-2. What would be the likely effe cts of operating a 1 .~ Mfl 7.lransminer
into an anten na wit h an SWR as shown in Fig I I-I ?

11-3. Under what co nditions might meTWFD antenna be a good choice ?
Wh al are the penalties of using one compared 10 separate dipoles for a number
of chan nels'!

Wlde band Dipole Antennas 11·7



Multiband Dipole Antennas

Resonant circuits allow both these antennas to operate on multiple bands.
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What Do We Mean bv Bands?

In Ibis context, a band is a range of
frequencies ass igned 10 a part icular
function. You arc familiar with the
MF AM broadcast band. coveri ng
550 to 170(J ldfz.. a range that is a
challenge for wideband antennas.
In addition. there is broadcasting
throughout the HF region in multip le
bands as shown in Table 12-]. Other
services with multiple HF bands
include: the Amateur Radio. marit ime
and aero nautical services.

In the Ca!>C of services using HF
alloca tions. it is commo n to have
multipl e bands assigne d to the same
func tion, in some cases car rying
the same information . so that as the
ionospheric conditions change a lis
tener can shift from a channel in one
band to a channel in another and slill
maintain communication. In some
cases. as with a d iversi ty receiving
system using frequency diversity,
this happens automatical ly. In oth er
case s a manual frequency change is
req uired . It is convenient to heable
to use the same antenna to cover mul
tip le hand s. While having a separate
anten na for each band is a possibi lity.
it often is not pract ical from a real 
estate resource standpoint.

Tab le 12-1

Selected US HF Frequency Allocations by Service· (MHz)

Amateur Aeronautical Maritime Broadcast

3.0- 3.155

3.2 - 3 ,4"

3.4 - 3.5

3 .5 - 4.0

3.9 - 4.05"

4.0 - 4.438

4.55 - 4.75

4.75 - 4.995· '

5.005 -5.1"
5.33-5.41·'·

5.45 - 5.73

5.9- 6.2

62 -6.525

6.525 -6.765

7.0 - 7.3

7.2 - 7.35"

S,195-S,B15

S.B15 - 9.040

9.5 - 9.9

10.005 - 10.1

10.1 - 10.15

11.175 -1 1.4

11.6 -12.1"

12.23- 13..2

132 - 13.36

13.57 - 13.87
14 ,0 -14.35

15,1 - 15.6

16.36 - 17.41

17.9 -18 ,03

18.068-1 6.168

19.68 - 19.8

21.0-21 .45

21 .45 - 21.85

21.924 - 22.0

24.89 - 24.99

25.07 - 25 .21

25.67 - 26.1

26.1 - 26.175

28.0 - 29.7

' This shoukl be considered repr esentative and not o~iciaJ .

There are some variations belween aioca1tOn9 in diftel"8llt regions 01the world .
Allocations do not necessarily imply usage .
"Outside US only.
'''Five specific channels allocated in this range.



What Does Multiband Mean ?

In our last chapter, we d iscussed wideband dipo le antennas . It should bed ear that if multiple bands nrc within the
bandwidth of a wideband euteuna, it co uld also serve as a multiband anten na. What 1 willbe talking about in this chap
ter is a grou p of dipole antennas type s that can operate on multip le distinct band s - hm 11mnecessarily all the freque n
cies in betw een, lIS would be the case with a wideband antenna.

Taking Advantage ofMultiple Resonances

Fig 12-3 - SWR plot o f a ntenna In
Fig 12-2 ove r the 15 met er band_

~~1
,~

J,
10 0

s.c 1-
" t- ,
s 3 0 .. , - -• K

ao

"
,

-

"",,. 21.5
FI1lQ.-.cy (MHz)

As noted in Chapter 4, particular ly
in Pigs 4-3 through 4-5. at frequen
cies that arc approximately odd
multiples o r a dipo le 's H 2 frequency
a dipole \\;11 sho w an impedance very
similar to that at its "'AI2 frequ ency.
If you ha..e allocations that include
bands that arc odd multiple.s of me
frequency of other bands, you ca n
talce advantage of this to get an ad
ditional hand for "free." As noted in
Table 12-1, most services have band
with, or close to, sueh a frequency
rcleuonship.

As an exa mple. consider the US
amateur bands at 7 and 21 MHz (40
and 15 meters ). If you construct a
Afl dipole for 7.15 MH 7.• at the usual
height of 50 feet abov e ground. you
....-ill find that iL has a 50 Q S\VR
curve such as that shown in rig 12- 1.
While the SWR is very clo se to the
usual design goal of 2: I across the
band, by inserting a 1.5;) trans fonner
at the feed it is even bette r. as shown
in li'ig 12· 2.

Matching a Dipole on Two
Bands

Now try feed ing the antenna al.TOSS

!he If i-meter band. You would think
this should work just fine. Oops - as
shown in Filo.': 12-3, thin gs don' t quite
work that way. On )5 meters the
same physical height abo ve grou nd
is three times as high in rerms of
wavelength than on .ro meters. And
other factors have similar effect.s. The
resul t is iliat the antenna is mist uned
on the higher band, By retuning the
antenna fur 15 mete rs in the £ZNEC
model. sho rtening it hy 1A feet.

'"'
,~.

! U I . I I
10 .0 +~SO

~ 3.0
,

I
2 0

' .5
,

t.t ~ I I
"" t .a

FrtIq ~~n<:y (MHZ)

FIg 12-1 - SWR plot of)J2 dipole
for 7.15 MHz. at a height o f 50 teet
above ground,

you end up with the result shown in
Fig J2-4. No te tha t this assumes that
the 1.5:1 transformer is designed to
work over the 7 to 2 L.45-M HI. range
- not usually a prob lem.

Now what is happening on our
original band-.w meters ? A..
she .....n in Fi~ )2-5. not surpr isingly. it
is not qu ite as good as it was before,
hut it comes very close to meeting the

UBM:MI

'"
I

11)0

I
--..f- - ,

•

ilJ"0 -
•

2 0 .

' .5 --- .~
u

,
"" ' .3

F,~q ~ency (MHz)

Fig 12-2 - SWR plot of antenna in
Fig 12-1 with 1.5:1 tra ns fo rmer at
feed point.

de sign criterion, II is generally true
that the tuning will bemuch more
critica l on the: higher band, so tuning
there - perhaps with II bit of "Ken
rocky windage" hack and forth - it
is often possible to come up with an
ante nna with a satisfactory march on
both bands.
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Fig 12-6 - Azimuth plot of antenna
on 40 meters (solid line) compared
to 15 meters (d ashed line).

Is That AIiTher. is to it?
It's fine to be able 10 properly feed

energy into - and receive ene rgy
from - an antenna on two ban ds. bu t
yo u al so need 10 consider where the
energy g~ 10 or co me:'> from. Your
antenna ar a height of 50 feet will be
abo ut 0.36 A. high un 40 meters and
1.08 Ahigh on 15 meters. Thi!\ differ
ence in electrical height means that
the pea k of the elevation lobe will
move from 40' on 40 meters to 13"
on 15 meters. Th is will have implica
tions for your tran...mission range.
because the 4U" elevation is opu
mum for medium ranges (sa y. ou t (0

2000 miles) while a 13° takeoff angle
will bebe st at lon ger ranges - it all
depends on the effective height of the
ionosphere.

In add ition, the azimuth pat -
tern will change from the familiar
bidire ctional " figure-eig ht" pattern
of a dipole to a much more comp lex
pattern , as shown in .'i~ 12-6 . 'tills is
a charac teristic of center-fed antenn as
tha t are used o n frequencies above
I A. long. Note tha i, j ust as in the case
o f elevation angles, this may be either
;I benefit or liab ility depen ding on
where [he other end of the commu
nication link is located. In th is case,
the gain at the peak of the broad side
beam is almost identica l for the fV,'O

cases, altho ugh more precise aim ing
accuracy is required on the higher
han d.

12-4 Cha pter 12
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Fig 12-4 - SWR plot or antenna in
Fig 12-2 shortened by 1.4 feet over
the 15 meter band.
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Fig 12·5 - SWA plot of antenna
01 shortened antenna over the 40
meter band.
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Multiple Resonator Antennas

"""'_
Transmission Lim.

to Radio

!
D1po1fl lot Band 0,.,.

URAll 1D2

.:.::I[,.....- - - . - - - 'I>, - - - - - - - ..."I' :/'1

Dipole '?'" Band One

\
~ _\

'---~<::::

Fig 12-8 - Configuration of parasitically coupled dipoles
for two bands.

Fig 12-7 - Configuration of parallel dipoles for two
bands.

for successful operation. The spaci ng between driven (lower
freq uency) dipole and parasitically coupled eleme nt needs to
be about 0 .003 to 0 .004 Ato achieve appropria te cou pling .

TIle good news is thaI the coupled c1emenl doe sn't have
much impact on the tuning or pattern performance of the driv•
en (lower frequ ency) dipole. TIle bad news is that the SWR
ban dwidth of the higher frequency clcrncnns) is narrow er than
would be the case for a connected dipole on the same band.
Adding additional bands in this way makes for additional
interaction and complexity. although the promise of a compact
and inex pensive muhiband structure certainly seems attractive.

Parasitically Coupled Multiband
Antennas

A solution that is somewhat simil ar to the previ
0lL~ par allel d ipoles is actually another form of
parallel dipole - in a differen t sense of the word.
While para llel in the previous section referred to a
parallel elec trical connec tion. it is also poss ible to
CQUpJe from one parallel dipole to another tuned to
a different freq uency without direct connections.
This is based on mut ual imped ances and is called
pcrasisic coupling. Sec rig 12-8.

Severa! commercial manufac turers o f Amateur
Radio directive an tennas for the higher HF regions
have used th is concept successfully. While the
concept is simple. successful implementation may
be a hit tricky . Modeling efforts ind icate that spac 
ing between driven and parasitic clement is cri tical

Parallel Dipoles lor Multiple Bands
One approach is to join multiple an tennas

together in the same space and using thesa me trans 
micsjon line . Thi s is generally referred to as parallel
dipoles. and is shown in Fig 12· 7.

TIle concept on whi ch thi s is based is that with
antennas at wide ly different frequencies . each will
be resonant with in its band and will have a suffi
cienrly high impedance on other bands so it doesn't
readily accept powe r from the transmission line.
While this ma kes a 6ne story, and the arrangement
is often successfu lly employed . there are two pitfalls
thai can limit the usefulness of th is approach:
• In add ition to the connected parallel impedance

ofl.he additional dipole. there is a significant
mutua lly coupled impedance that may be hard to
predict. Jt will range from negligible to significant
as the di rection of the second di pole i$; changed
from being perpendicu lar to. towards being paraI
Iel to the first.

• While the impedance may be high. exce pt for
harmonic frequencies. it will generally be reactive
resulti ng in a nee d to retu ne the antenna length s
compared to a single-band dipo le.
You mu st do some trimming to ma ke everything

work. The good news is that any energy that goes
into the off-band dipole will be radiated. although
not necessarily in the desired di rectio n.

The use of antennas on odd harm oni c resonances
is convenient, hul will likcly never cove r all your
multiband antenna requirements. There ace anum
her of approaches that can provide similar perfor
mance. usual ly at some cost in terms of additio nal
complexity.

Multlbancl Dipole Antennas 12-5



Antennas with Resonant Traps

A parallel- resonan t circui t has the
properly that it has a high irnped
alice at ib resonant frequency. A high
impedance act s very much like an
insulator. By placing such a circ uit on
eac h side of a dipole antenna at the
)J2 end poin ts co rresponding 10 the

reso nant frequency, the antenna ef
fecuv'C1y ends there for that freq uen
cy. AI a lower freq uency. the parallel
resona nt circ uit is no longer resonant
and looks like an inductance . TIle
config ura tion is shown in Plg 12·9 .

Fj~ 12-10 shows the SWR plot of
such an ante nna made for the 80 and
40 meter amateur band!'>. The traps
arc made from 10 IlH indu ctors in
paral lel with 50 pF ca pac itors. along

with the additional capac itance of
the leads. Thi s resu lts in resonance
around 7 MHz. Onthe 100000L'f frequen
cy. the trap looks like an ind uctance.
and it se rves to act as if part o f the an
tenn a became rolled up. resulting in a
shortened overall elec trical length.

There is nothing to prevent the
add ition of o ther trap s on each side
to prov ide operation on addi tional
hands, and you will frequent ly en
cou nter this. An advantage of this ar
rangement over others to he discussed
is that this method maint ains the
broadside respon~e patte rn of a dipole
on each band - nOI the case with
some other mult iband dcr; igns.

On any higher-frequency han ds

without trdp:>. tbe trap acts like a
capacitor and thus tends 10 make the
antenna look elec trically shorter than
its physical length. Since there are an
infinite numbe r of comhinations of L
and C that can be resonant at any frc
quency. it is possible to select a pair
that arc resonant at 7.15 Mllz and
take advantage of th is property. Ches
ter Buchanan, W ) DI7" developed
suc h a trap dipole in the 1950s with
resonances in the 80, 40 , 20. 15 and
10 meter bands - all the HF amateur
hands at that time.' Fig 12-11 shows
the EZIIIJ;:C SWR plot of such an
antenna.

[)pole for Band Two - - _

""""'"TranwniMiorl Line
to Radio

Fig 12-9 - Configuration of two-band trap dipole tor 80 and 40 meter s .
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Fig 12-1D- SWR of two -band trap
dIpole In Fig 12-9 showing resonances
on 80 and 40 meters.

Ag 12-11 - SWA of two-band trap
dipole in Fig 12·9 from 10 to 32 MHz
showing additional resonances on 20,
15 and 10 meters .
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1

The Center Fed Zepp

Tabl e 12-2

Fig 12-12 - Configu ration of canter fed zepp.

Fig 12-13 - SWR plot (400 U
refere nce) of center-fed l epp.

Wn Leng lh. "68 1F ill u-st Ft'0qUeI'ICy
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Design Parameters for center-Fed l epp

"""''''ncr Antennaz. n SWR at 4(J() 0 Line Loss (dB)

3.6 63 - ; 39 6 .4 0.128

5.3 35 1 + ; 868 7.25 0.176

7.2 4253 - j 1232 11.5 ' .399
10.1 105 - j 595 12.4 0.501

14.2 1472 +; 18 16 9 .45 0.428

21.2 648 + ; 1042 6.27 0.365

28 ,3 348.4 +1606 4 .43 0.3 18

----- "---------...-

A~ noted in Table ..... l and Figs 4-3 to 4-5
and earlier sections of rt rls chap ter. you can
use dipoles of electrical lengths other than
'Al2 effectively. The consequence of using an
antenna that isn' t resonant (or which is reso
nanl but does n't match the transmission feed
line) is thai you will need a matching net
work to couple power fmm the transmitter to

the antenna system. If the matching sys tem.
generally cal led an antenna tUller , is located
at the antenna itself. 50 (} coaxi al cable can
be used for the run to the radio room. If the
matching network is loca ted near the rad io
equipment. part icular attention musl he paid
10 losses in the tran..mission line. since the
SWR will be qu ite high on many hands.

A popular antenna system for wide
freque ncy coverage is one called a center
fed app. Thi s anten na is a variation of the
antenna that used to tra il behind Zeppelin
airshlps in the 19305. The antenna is not
"wideband' in the same sense as previous
examples . Instead, it has a feed impedance
that varies widely with frequency, bUI which
is compe nsated for er [he radio end of The
transmiss ion line by a tunable matching
network. The center fed Zepp can operate un
311 frequencies abo ve (and even somewhat
below) its 'iJ2 resonant frequency.

The: concept of this antenna is to start with
a j12dip ole at the lowest freq uency of opera
non. as shown in Fig 12- 12. Peed the dipole
with a low-loss transmiss ion line and use a
matching device at the radio end 10 adjust for
whatever impedance is fou nd 0 11 the frequ en
cy you wish to operate.

The des ign parameters for such an antenna
arc based on )J2 at 3.6 MHz and fcd with
100 feet of nominal 450 0: (actual ~ around
4011(1 ) "window" transm ission line. The
resulting SWR curve is show n in folg 1 ~13.

The resu lting line losses are sho wn in Ta-
ble 12·2 . The dipol e length in fee l is found
bydividing 468 by 3.6. resulting in 130 feet.
I will assume a height of 50 feet. reasonable
for many locations with mature trees.

Note thai in spite of an SWR a.. high 3\
12:I, the worst-case loss in this low-loss
transmission line is only aro und 0.5 d B
hardly noticeable. By contra st. co nsider
feeding the antenna wuh typ ical 50 n coax,
which would be fine at the antenna's ,) 2

Multiband Dipole Antennas 12-7



rcsonance. ff you used lightweight RG-58A 'able , for example. the SWR, at 28.3 MHz would be 28.2:1. And the total
loss in the cable would be a staggering 10.5 dB -burni ng up more than 90~ of the power in the rransmiss jon tine.
with less than 10% of the power actually delivered 10 the antenna.

Note the azimuth radiation patterns for selec ted ban ds shown in Fig 12-14 through Fig 12-17. At 7.2 MHz. where
the antenna is about 1 j.. lung. the pattern looks very much like what you would expect to see from a Al2 dipole. The
sharp-eyed observer will note that co mpared to that of a Al2 dipole. [he lobes are sharper and the gain is a bit higher. As
the electrical length moves above I J... the pattern gets significantly more complex . This can hea mixed ble...sing. On the
plus side. you gel more gain and coverage into differe nt regions on the higher bands. 0 11 the other side, i f ~ou wish In
communicate (or listen) to specifi c locations. you may wi"h you had the dipole 's simple pattern on c..cry hand.

Aoo ther band-to-band difference is tha i at the single heighl of 50 fee l. the eleva tion angle response is lower as the
operating frequency is increased, This allows for longer-range communicat ion at higher frequencies. again a poss ible
benefi t. depending on requirements ,

,

,~

Max. Gain = 7.69 dBi FrElq. = 7.2 MHZ

Fig 12-14 - Azimuth radiation
pattern of 3.6 MHz center fed zepp at
7.2 MHz.

'M
Milx. Gam" 10,24 dBi Freq. =10.2 MHz

Fig 12-15 - Azimuth radiatkm
pattern of 3.6 MHz center led zepp et
10.1 MHz.

UllAl:l10 o UllA0 111

'MH--'---t>l

' K
Max. Gil;" " 9 2fi dElI Frflq.. · 14.2 MHl

Ag 12-16 - Azimulh radialion
pattern of 3.6 MH:I: center led Zepp et
14.2 MHz_
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Mu.Gatn .. 10.9SdB. F~ :28.3 MHZ

Ag 12-17 - Azimuth redtenon
pattern of 3.6 MHz cente r fed zepp at
28.3 MHz.



The G5RV Dipole

Fig 12-18 - SWR plot (50 n reference)
01 G5RV dipo le_
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The ( i:m.v. named for its late
developer Louis Varney. G5RV, is
3 variation of the center fed Zepp.
Varney originally de~ i pl~ the dipole
to be 1 . 5 )~ long on the 20 meier
band. where it could achieve a mod
est amo unt of gain over a half wave
dipole. and yer could also operate on
OIJlI.:r amateur bands with an antenna
tuner, This approach is in contrast to
mOM mulliband single- wire di poles

described earlie r. which start off wit h
a halt- wave-long w ire at [he 10lH;'.r t

frequency of operation. The GSRV
employs a simple feed system using
a transition between open -wire and
coaxial transmission line.. and has
moderate S\VR on bands other than
20 meleN.

The GSRV antenna has a "tlat top"
length of 102 feel and Varfk:Yfed
his. with what he called a M20 meier
marching section ' of 34 fed of low 
loss 30n n TV-ribbon line, followed
by enough 75 n coax to get down 10
the transmitter. Most designs nowa-

Wrap-Up

It is clearly possible to use a dipole
antenna or its variants !O achieve
satisfactory operation on multiple
hands. This can be very helpful Lo

those trying tn install an II J.' station
on a property of limited size. In addi 
tion. thc ability to nnl have to switch
antennas when changing frequencies
is a major benefit.

The downside is thai while a
single-hand dipok is VCl) easy to
tunc and place into ope rat ion. most
multiband antennas (the center-ted
Zepp is a notable exception) req uire
considerable interrelated tuning steps

days use morecommonly avail
able ~50 n window line for the
3.1. foot marching section.

A plotof du: S\VR of an £ LNEC
mode l is !>h()\\.T1 in Fig J2- IK tOr
50 !l ooax.On 1 5111~ler-. the SWR

is rather high, in excess01'2.5: I. for
example. In the 20-merer band. lhe
SWR ri ~es as high as about -' :1.

I have used a few G5RV,
over the years and believe that
their simplicity, more than their
performan ce. accounts for their
popularity. In my experience it
is very difficult to adjust the l WO

available parameters - flat-lop
length and matching line length
- and end up with good SWR
performance on many amateur bands.
That being said, [ have achieved a
5:1 SWR on most hands and find that
i..10,", enough to use low 10<.s 50 (}
coax if the runs are short enough. As
Varney recommended. a tuner makes
life eas ier at the radio end of the feed
line.

to get everything working as amici
paled.

There arc other types of multiband
antennas besides those based on the
}J2 horizontal d ipole. I will discuss
them in subsequent chapters.

Notes

' TLW is supplied wrth The ARRL Afllenna
Book, 21st Edition. available from
the ARRl Bookstore at www.arrL
orgleatalog/ c roer number 9876 
$39 .95.

'C. tl lJChanan, W3DZZ. "The M!Jllimald'l
Antenna System: OST. Mar 1955, pp
22-24 .
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Review Questions - s-s-c-s-s-s-«.. ._.-_.__ .-

12-1. Why is a muhihand antenna a benefi t?
12-2. Of the antennas JCM.-TibcJ. which provides maximum si~na l strengt h in
the broadside d irect ion on all bands?
12-3. What are the benefits of a rnulnoand ante nna with differe nt azimuth pat
terns OIl different bands?

12·10 Chapter 12



Vertical Monopole Antennas

The field from a monopole extendsuniformly In all directions.

Contents
How Can Half a Dipole Work? 13·2

Wrap Up 13-5

Review Questions 13-5
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How Can Half a Dipole Work?

o "
Max Gain '"5.16 dBi rreo. '" 10 MHz

Fig 13-2 - Elevation pattern of
antenna In Fig 13·18.

The Ground as a Part of the
Antenna Load

To connec t a transmi ssion line
(usually a coaxial cable ) 10 a mono
pole , you have two connections
to make. The cente r conduc tor is
usually connected to the insulat ed
monopole . The shie ld must be con 
nectcd to something else - ground.
Thi s gro und connection must Carry

every bit of current that thc mo no:
pole does, in order for the antenna
to accept the transmitter power. A
major hitch is thai impe rfec t gro und
doesn't have a good GROUND termi
nal to con nect to .

To properly connect to the
ground, we need to connect to the
region on which the electric lines
of force terminate . Thi s gener-
ally requires bare radial wires at or
beneath the surface of the ground.
Note that the "ground rods" often
used for lightning protection and
power neutral gro undin g connect
largely below the surface. Bec ause
of the skin effect, higher frequency
currents tend to flow nea r the surface
of real soil . The resulting con nection

will have some effective resistance,
lot s in the typical groun d rod, less as
more and lo nger ground radials are
used near the surface. For the purpo se
of determining the power that act ually
reaches the antenna, the situation can
be anal yzed as an equ ivalent circ uit.
See Fig 13-3.

At reso nance . LA= C , and thus the
res istance shown as R represents

, "the load ot the antenna itself. as if
it were over perfect ground . Thi s is
called the radiation resistance of
the antenna. Powe r diss ipated in the
rad iation resi stan ce bec omes the
actual power radiated by the antenna.
The resonan t radiation resista nce of
this ideal monopole is just half of that
of a resonant dipole in free spac e, or
36 0:.

R (; represents the equivalent RF
resistance o f the ground connection.
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ground must be taken into account.
The properti es of real ground that
chang e the wayan antenna performs
can be character ized by its conduc tiv
ity and dielectric co nstant. These vary
widel y by region. as well as by local 
ized conditions with in a region. The
gro und has two distinct effects on the
performance of a monopole. Many
people confuse these, so it is impor
tant that they be clearly understood .

Fig 13-1 - At A, electric field lines of
a vert ical d ipole . At B, monopole over
perfect ground.

Radiation from a Monopole
The radiation elev ation patt ern

of a 1J4 monopo le over perfect
ground is shown in Fig 13·2. With
a "perfec t ground" both under the
antenna and at some distan ce, the
reflected and direct signals combine
to result in maximum radi ation at the
horizon, just as you would have from
a vert ical dipole in free space. Thi s
condi tion is similar to what occurs
with a vertical mon opole erec ted in
an ocean communica ting to another
vertical antenna in the same ocean
at distances at which the Earth is ap
proximatel y flat. For longer di stance s,
the broadside signal will maintain
its direction tangent to the Eart h's
surface, resu lting in long distance
propaga tion if the ionosphere sup
ports that frequency.

If by just looking at the name,
you conclude that a monopole ought
to be half a dipole - you 'd be right!
Th e hard part comes in understand
ing what happens to the ather half
of the antenna . The key is that a
monopole is located adjacent to
some kind of ground . Howwell it
works is closely re lated to the nature
of the nearb y - as well as more
distan t - ground.

The key to the operation of a
)J4 vert ical is that the electric field
generated by a source driving the
an tenna termi nates on the ground in
stead of on the other half of a dipole.
Fig 13-1 compares tbe elec tric field
of a verticall y oriented }J2 dipole
in free space with the field of a )J4
monopole above a perfect ly con"
dueling ground. Note that the fields
are identical in the region above
gro und. Not surprisingly, they don' t
exist below ground.

The Effects of Imperfect
Ground

In many cases, an ocean is not
at hand and the reality of imperfect

13-2 Chapter 13
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Fig 13-3 - Equivalent electrical circuit of monopole
antenna over real ground.

Fig 13-4 - Configuration of ground
mounted monopole with radial ground
system.

Fig 13·5 - Measured resistance 01resonant monopole
01 Fig 13-4 as a function of the number 01 buried radials
over typical soil.

ANT0991

use a small number of radials, let's
say three, a look at Fig 13-5 indicates
that the antenna impedance in his
soil would be about 72 n. If it were,
in fact, 72 n, Ru would be: R - RR=
(72 - 36) or 36 n. The resulting ef
ficiency, per Eq 13-3, is thus
36/72 = 50%, corresponding to a sig
nal loss of 3 dB, or half your power.
Note that a nice match to
50n cable occurs with 10 radials in
this soil. While that is convenient,
it also implies that R

G
= 14 n. The

resulting efficiency is thus 36/50 =
72%, or a signal loss of 1.4 dB .

For any desired efficiency, it is
conceptually a simple matter to add
ground radials until Ru is reduced to a
value that results in an acceptable ef
ficiency. There is often an easy trade
off between the cost of increasing

transmitter power and
the cost of additional ra
dials. While the efficien
cy impacts both transmit
and receive performance,
in the lower HF region,
the receiver performance
is generally limited by
received noise, which is
reduced along with the
desired signal, making
the improvement moot.

There are some
services, for example
Amateur Radio, in which
government regulations
limit transmitter output
power. In that case, once
the limit is reached,
improving antenna ef
ficiency may be the only

30 4050 70 100345678 10 20
Number of Radials

2

ground, the antenna's effectiveness
is a direct function of radial quantity.
The resistance of ~ as measured by
Jerry Sevick, W2FMI, in typical New
Jersey soil is shown in Fig 13·5.

Note that the ground resistance ap
proaches an and thus the total load
resistance approaches the value of RR
as the quantity reaches 100 radials.
This requires a large quantity of wire,
not to mention a significant amount
of effort with a digging tool; however,
that is exactly what is done by most
commercial AM broadcast stations,
which are typical monopole users. In
addition. broadcasters tend to search
out areas with high conductivity, so
when you see such an antenna in a
swamp, it isn't just because the real
estate cost was low!

While it might be convenient to

0

II ! II t
0'"

t

II
o "- I0

I\.
0 l-I ,0

I I ~ I
0

Eq 13-1

Thus the resulting efficiency is:

Eq 13-3

Achieving High
Efficiency with a
Ground Mounted
Monopole

The usual ground
system for feeding power
to a vertical monopole
consists of buried radial
wires extending out in all
directions from a point just
beneath the base of the
antenna. See Fig 13-4. The
radials 'WTIes ideally would
beunlnsulated to make
maximum contact with the
Earth's surface. Each radial
is typically }J4 to IJ2 in
length. Over typically lossy

P=i1 x(RR +RGJ

While the radiated power is just:

P
,2 R Eq 13-2

I?:: I X R

Power dissipated in this resistance
ends up warming up the ground 
notusually a goal of the antenna
designer. The total power delivered
by the source is thus split up into a
portion that is radiated and a por
tion that is dissipated in the ground.
Theefficiency of a monopole can be
defined as the fraction of the power
delivered by the source that ends up
being radiated by the antenna, For a
current i that flows in the circuit, the
power delivered is:

Vertical Monopole Antennas 13-3



Dipole

Freq. = 10 MHz

c e

c L.L.J.--'>o...w...J.~<L-.L=
Max. Gain" 5.9 dBI

Fig 13-8 - Elevation pattern of
tJ4 monopole over typical ground
compared to horizontal dipole tJ4
above typical ground.

Fig 13-7 - Elevation pattern of)J4
monopole over typical ground.

UBAD11B 90

Max. Gain = -0.3 dBi Freq." 1DMHz

tion of a monopole with eight radials
over typical ground. Note that, unlike
the perfect-ground case, shown in
Fig 13-3, there is no resultant radia
tion at the horizon and all the low
angle radiation is reduced.

You can construct an extended
ground system extending many
wavelengths from the antenna base to
support the very low angle radiation;
however, the amount of real estate
required is quite large. I have seen this
done on one occasion and it worked
well; however, it made use of an
abandoned Air Force base, and had
(surprise) a large budget.

It is interesting to compare this
typical monopole with a dipole at
the same height as the top of the
monopole (A/4). The two patterns are
shown together in Fi~ 13·8, consid
ering the broadside response of the
dipole~ it isn't quite omnidirec
tional, even at this height. The dipole
has about the same signal at the low
angles, in its best direction, as well as
considerably more at the high angles.
The reason for this comparison is
that you clearly can get at least one
support that high! Of course, a higher
dipole would have significantly more
low angle response.

UBA0119

The Ground as a Reflector
and Attenuator for the Far
Field

A somewhat more subtle, but
often much more significant,

ground effect occurs particularly with
respect to the low-angle reflection
leaving the monopole. We often
select a monopole because we would
like long-distance propagation by
low angle radiation; however, ground
conductivity impacts us in two ways.

Lossy ground actually slows down
the radiation in contact with the
Earth's surface, resulting in a tilt to
the wavefront that makes it stay in
closer contact with the ground for
greater distances before it is launched
into space. This effect can be of
benefit to medium-wave AM broad
casters, who obtain extended ground
wave coverage as a result.

For those interested in the wave
front leaving the surface and launch
ing skyward , the extended proximity
to the lossy ground results in signals
being attenuated by heating of the
ground. This is compounded by the
fact that lossy ground is a less effec
tive reflector than a perfect ground
or an ocean, so that the reinforce
ment at the horizon that we would
like from the reflected wave is less
effective than it might be.

Unfortunately, once we pick an
antenna location, the ground at
some distance from our antenna
is even less under our control
than that underneath the antenna.
The result of lossy ground in the
vicinity of the antenna can be seen
in Fi~ 13·7, an EZNEC predic-

radials. Unfortunately, some of
the benefits of the monopole are
lost in the process, including its
low visibility and lack of required
dedicated real estate. Consid
ered from another point of view,
a monopole with four elevated
radials requires exactly the same
hardware and number of supports
as two dipoles, not counting the
monopole itself. If the supports
can be made somewhat higher, in
most cases (except perhaps on the
oceanfront) the resulting dipole
system will be more effective.

LlBA0117

Typical Height
AboutB feel

;(::;;://;X;;;rB<'7/~ff/77
Fig 13-6 - Configuration of a
monopole with an elevated ground
system.

choice in order to achieve optimized
transmit effectiveness from a mono
pole. There may be other issues to
deal with. I once worked on an off
shore system with vertical monopoles
in which some local nationals would
steal the radials at night to sell for
scrap. There, we had a distinct incen
tive to find a way to optimize using
fewer radials!

Achieving High Efficiency
with an Elevated Monopole

A typical ground system for feed
ing power to a vertical monopole
suffers from the losses due to the con
ductivity of imperfect soil. One way
to improve on this is to elevate the
monopole above ground and create an
artificial ground structure with mirti
mal losses. This can be accomplished
by having multiple resonant insulated
radials , each tuned to be11./4 long, at
some height above real ground.

Usual practice is to have the radials
at least 8 feet above ground to avoid
human strangulation or deer-antler
interference (some areas may require
greater heights or perhaps fenc-
ing). The configuration is shown in
Fig 13-6. If raised well above the
Earth, this antenna is called a ground
plane and is quite popular as a VHF
omnidirectional fixed-station antenna.

A monopole with an elevated
ground system approaches the effi
ciency of a ground-mounted mono
pole with a large number of buried

13-4 Chapter 13



The monopole has a null directly overhead - which is the dipole's maxi
mum elevation angle - sometimes an advantage for either antenna, depend
ing on your objective. In some cases, received noise comes from medium
range sources that propagate at high angles. This often provides a significant
advantage in received signal-to-noise ratio if the desired signal arrives at a low
angle. In this application, the monopole shines, although there are even more
capable antennas that will be covered later in the book.

Wrap Up

A ground-mounted vertical monopole may be a logical choice for an HF antenna, especially if omnidirectional cover
age is desired. It often can be less obvious aesthetically than a horizontal antenna, and perhaps even be disguised as a
flagpoleor a rain gutter. A vertical also takes up very little real estate - once the ground system is installed , of course.
It also can really shine in performance - especially if its base is right at the water's edge.

Monopoles are quite useful as element s in multielement HF arrays, as will be discussed in the next chapter. They offer
the possibility of effective electronic beam steering in azimuth - often difficult to do with other types of elements.

Review Questions *"'~"~,,~""~
13-1. Under what conditions can a ground mounted monopole be more effec
tive than a horizontal antenna?
13-2. What are the major disadvantages of a monopole?
13-3. what problem does a monopole with an elevated ground solve? Why
might it not be a good trade-off?

Vertical Monopole Antennas 13-5



Arrays ofVertical Monopole

Antennas

The fields from multiple monopoles can be combined to add in desired
directions.This array uses four vertical elements on corners of a square.

Contents
Arrays of Vertical Monopole Antennas 14·2
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Chapter Summary 14-6
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Arrays o] Vertical Monopole Antennas

One afthe benefits of a vertical monopole discussed in the previous chapter is its omnidirectional azimuth radiation pat
tern. This is ideal in some applications, such as broadcasting or for a base station that needs to communicate with mobile
stations in many directions. The other side of that coin is that the radiation intensity in any particular direction is less than
would result from most horizontal antennas with their limited azimuth coverage. However, by using multiple monopoles
arranged in arrays virtually any desired azimuth coverage can be obtained with resulting gain in desired directions. In some
cases the same physical antenna array can be aimed in different directions in response to changes in requirements.

Lining Up Elements ofa Vertical Array

Fig 14·1 - Configuration of a broadside array of two
monopole antennas.

Freq, = 10 MHz

UBA0 121
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Max, Gain" 8.79 dBi

Fig 14-2
Azimuth pattern

of a broadside
array of two

monopole
antennas with

')J2, spacing
(dashed nne)
compared to

that of a single
monopole (solid

line).
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UBA0120 Two Elements Driven In-Phase

The directivity of an array of monopoles will be determined by the quantity,
spacings and phase differences of the applied signals. I will discuss a number
of different cases, starting with perhaps the most straightforward.

Fig 14·3 - Azimuth pattern of a broadside
array of two monopole antennas with )J2
spacing (dotted line) compared to)J4 (solid
line) and A (dashed line).

IJ2 sp.acinQ

Max. G81<\ E 8.78 dB;

1./4Spa<:irIQ

Freq. = 10 MH.

'"'

o
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Two Element Broadside Array
This two-clement broadside array consists of two monopoles, fed

by equal in-phase signals. Fig 14-1 shows the configuration. The
signals combine at maximum strength along a line equidistant from
both monopoles, which is perpendicular to the center of a line drawn
between the elements.

The azimuth radiation pattern of such an array with a spacing of ')J2

is shown in Fig 14.2, compared to that of a single monopole. These
patterns are for the ideal case, over perfectly conducting ground. All the
effects of ground conditions relating to efficiency and far-field ground
losses discussed in the previous chapter also affect the radiation from
the array, to the same extent as the single monopole. The elevation
pattern is essentially unchanged from the single monopole.

Note that the spacing of A/2 is a special case in that the radiation
from each element. while starting in-phase with that of its neighbor,
is 180~ out-of-phase by the time it reaches the other element. This
results in a deep null along the line between the elements.

At spacings below tJ2, the null fills in and the reduction in side
ways rejection is much less, as shown in the 1J4 case in Fig 14-3. For
spacings greater than fJ2, the side radiation actually increases - to a

14-2 Chapter 14



Max. Gain = 9.74 dBi

By the time the signal from the
delayed element reaches the element
with the leading phase, its phase is
now 90° later and the two signals are
in-phase and add. The signal from the
leading element, on the other hand,
reaches the lagging element with a
delay such that the lagging element is
now 1800 behind its phase and thus
they cancel in that direction. The
result is a very useful unidirectional
pattern with a deep null to the rear,
as shown in Fig 14-8. A transmission
line section with an electrical length
of A.l4 can be used to yield the desired
90° delay. In some configurations the
feed line can be remotely switched
between the elements to provide
reversible directionality.

Freq. " 10 MHz

o

Fig 14-6 - Azimuth pattern of an
end-fire array of two monopole
antennas with JJ2 spacing (solid)
compared to 'AlB (dotted).

UBA0123
Fig 14-4 - Azimuth

pattern of a broadside
array of two monopole

antennas with 5N8
spacing.

Two Element Cardioid Array
An interesting and useful array is

onein which the elements are spaced
)J4 apart and fed 90" out-of-phase.

TwO Element End-Fire Array
Just as in the case of horizontal

dipoles, two monopoles fed equal
currents 1800 out of phase as shown
in Fig 14-5, will have no radiation in
the broadside direction. For spac
ing less than A., maximum gain is in
the plane of the elements. The gain
increases for close spacings. The
coupled mutual impedance subtracts
and thus reduces the impedance at
each element. Fig 14-6 shows the
pattern for spacings of ').l2 and ').l8.
Any additional gain is small.

In most cases, spacings of less than
about ').l8 start to show losses due to
the low impedances that may offset
the additional gain due to directiv-
ity. Fig 14-7 shows the impedance of
both broadside and end-fire arrays as
a function of element spacing.

maximum at a full A., since the energy
arriving at the other elements is now
3600 out-of-phase, which is the same
as being in-phase. Above ')J2 spacing,
arrays have significant lobes at other
azimuths, and thus most systems use
spacings less than ').l2. One exception
is a spacing of 5').l8, which offers the
maximum broadside gain at a cost of
some spurious lobes. Its azimuth pat
tern is shown in Fig 14-4.

Spacing

ii,,: ¥!HH" Maximum 'II!II!1!!I1IllI1
Radiation E

UBA0124 Two Elements Driven 180" Out-of-Phase

Fig 14-5 - Configuration of an end-fire array of two monopole
antennas.

Arrays of Vertical Monopole Antennas 14-3



Freoq, ~ 10 MHzMa•. Gain ~ 8.21 dBI

Fig 14-8 - Azimuth pattern of a
cardioid array of two monopole
antennas with )J4 spacing and
90° phase shtft.

Fig 14-7
Impedance of
each monopole
in broadside
and end-fire
configurations
as a function of
element spacing.
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Feeding Driven Arrays

Fig 14-9 - Configuration 01 a broadside array with delayed phase In one
element to steer beam by about 10°.

and phase. They often have remote
measurement systems to determine
the field strength in different
directions to ensure that the
adjustments are correctly made.

• A property of odd multiples of 1../4
lengths of transmission lines is that,
if fed in parallel, they will deliver
the identical currents to their loads
- even if the load impedances
for each line are different. This
property can be used in some
arrays to force identical currents
to multiple elements. (See Chapter
8 in late editions of The ARRL
Antenna Book for details.)

There is an issue that should be
raised at this point about feeding
complex driven arrays . Any that are
not fed either in-phase or 1800 out-of
phase require special attention. The
patterns shown assume equal currents
in each element at the desired phase.

We have mentioned that elements
have mutual coupling between
them that change the driving-point
impedance to that of the antenna
element itself plus or minus the
coupled impedance. This means
that unless the resulting impedance
of each of the elements is the same,
there will not be the same match
to the transmission line and thus
unequal currents as well as the
possibility of unanticipated phase
shifts, if the clement Impedances have
reactive components.

There are a number of ways to
deal with this issue. many beyond the
scope of this book. but a few should
provide examples of some current
practice.
• Many AM MF broadcast stations

use multielement phased antenna
arrays to reach selected regions of
customers or to avoid interference
to other users of the same channel.
They generally have adjustable
matching networks at the base
of each element to allow precise
adjustment of current amplitude

UBA0127

Broadside Direction

Steering the Beam From an
Array of Monopoles

So far I have discussed all the
extreme cases of feeding two driven
antenna elements. In addition, in
termediare phasing of elements can
be used to steer a beam in virtually
any direction. By delaying the phase
of the signal to one element, it is
(almost) equivalent to physically
moving that element back (or the
other one forward) by a distance cor
responding to the signal delay.

Consider a signal delayed some
fraction of a wavelength, in this ex-

Element 1, O· Relative Phase

"~ \J \~V
\ I Apparent Antenna Allis

1---1;;/
\ I, , r-_-F1-_
\ I ----_ 10" I
\ I ----.
\ I

~
Element 2, -0· Relative Phase
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Fig 14-10 - Azimuth pattern of the
steered array of Fig 14-9.

""

Freq. = 10 MHz

"
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Fig 14-11 - Azimu1h pattern of
the steered array of Fig 14-9 with
added cardioid shaping elements.

' 00
Max. Gain ~ 11.91 dBi Freq z 10 MHz

""Max. Gain'" 11.52dBi Freq.-10MHz

'00
Max. Gain = 12.-45 dBi

Fig 14-12 - Azimuth pattern of
eight element broadside array with
uniform current distribution.

Fig 14-13 - Azimuth pattern of
eight element broadside array with
linear tapered current distribution.

gain is 12.5 dBi, a very respect
able signal. Notice something
else, the spurious sidelobes. These
have cropped up because of the
in-phase combinations of the outer
elements at 45° off axis on each
side . For many applications these
extra lobes are a small price to
pay for the additional gain of the
larger array. There are some ap
plications, however, in which such
types of sidelobes are completely
unacceptable. For example, in a
radar system with a rotating an
tenna, a single aircraft would seem
to appear at different azimuths
(with different strengths), resulting
in false alarms and rnistargeting of

weapons. A modern digital system
with processing can be used to
eliminate the false targets; however,
it is also possible to eliminate them
through a change to the antenna de
sign based on adjusting the currents
in each element.

The resulting system is called a
tapered current distribution. The
idea is that the currents delivered
to the outside elements are reduced
in a systematic manner to deem
phasize their contributions to the
sidelobes, while still providing
some contribution to the desired
main beam. There are a number
of systems in use; I will briefly
describe two:

Linear taper- the currents in
each element are reduced linearly
starting in the center and tapering
down towards each end. The slope
of the taper can be adjusted with a
steep slope having the most benefit,
but also reducing the gain of the
main beam the most. Fig 14-13
shows the effect of applying a taper
of 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2,1 across the
array. Note that the sidelobes are
almost, but not quite, gone. The
beamwidth has increased by about
7° and the gain is down about 1 dB.

Binomial taper - The use of
binomial coefficients as a tapering
function can be shown to virtu-
ally eliminate sidelobes. albeit at a
greater cost in desired characteris
tics. The binomial coefficients for
an 8-element array are 1, 7, 21, 35,
35,21,7, 1. The azimuth pattern of

Freq. " 10 MHz'""

H--=f~ + --,-+1-1 '

Max. Gain - 8.54 dBi
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ample 1../12 or 30°. At a wavelength
of 30 meters, that corresponds to a
distance of 30/12 or 2.5 meters. Our
elements are spaced V? or 15 meters
apart. This is equivalent to shifting
the axis of the antenna by an angle of
sin-' (2.5/15) or 9.6° . See Fig 14-9.
The resulting pattern is shown in
Fig 14-10.

In many applications, it is desired
to have a steered unidirectional pat
tern. The steered array of Fig 14-9
can have additional elements )J4 be
hind them, phased by 90° from each
of the originals, to result in a pair of
cardioid arrays with a beam steered
as shown in Fig 14-11.

Arrays With Unequal
Currents

So far, all of the arrays examined
have been fed with equal currents.
This is generally the case with
pairs of elements, or pairs of pairs,
as in the steered-cardioid array in
Fig 14-11. In the case oflarger ar
rays, the width of the array often
exceeds 1J2, resulting in undesired
directions at which signals from the
further-apart elements add in-phase.
Consider an array consisting of eight
vertical monopoles each separated by
1J4 with the intent of feeding them
in-phase to obtain a narrow high-gain
beam broadside to the array. The
azimuth pattern of such a system is
shown in Fig 14-12.

Note that the design objectives
have been met. The main beam is less
than 26° wide on each side and the

Arrays of Vertical Monopole Antennas 14·5



Fig 14-14- Azimuth pattern of
eight element broadside array
with binomial tapered current
distribution.

such an array with that current distribution is shown in Fig 14-14. Note that
there are very low sidelobes; however, the deep side nulls are gone and the
beamwidth is significantly wider, reducing the gain.

Binomial Coefficients
Binomial coefficients are frequently encountered in antenna (as well as

filtering) systems. They are the constants preceding each variable term found
by performing the algebraic raising of a binomial to a power as in (a + b)".
For example , ifn 0:= 2, (a + b)lo:= 1 x a2 +2 x a x b + 1 X b', and the coefficients
are 1,2, 1. Ifn=3, (a+b))= 1 xa-'+3 x at x b ea x a x b'.- 1 x b', and the
coefficients are I , 3, 3, I.

'While the coefficients can be determined by algebraic multiplication, a
shortcut is to observe that if they are put above each other starting with n= I ,
any coefficient can be found by adding the term above to the one to the left of
the term above as in the following:

I , I
1,2, I
1,3,3, 1
1,4,6,4, I
1,5,10, io.s, 1
1,6,15,20,15,6,1
1,7,21,35,35,21 ,7, I
and so on.

Chapter Summary

UBAO,32

",
Max. Gain = 9.8 dB; Freq. · 10 MHz

TIlls chapter has introduced some interesting and significant concepts in the capabilities of antennas. We have seen
that multiple vertical monopoles can have their patterns shifted in various ways - broadside, end-fire, cardioid and even
towards almost any azimuth by shifting the relative phase of the currents in each element. This allows the possibility of
electronically steered antenna arrays, a very powerful tool in the toolbox of the antenna designer.

Review Questions
14-1. If you feed two monopoles with equal lengths of coax cable, which

way will the pattern point?
14-2. If you add a IJ2 section of transmission line to one of the monopoles

in question 14-1, what change will occur to the pattern?
14-3. If you feed two monopoles spaced '),)4 with equal currents 90 out-of

phase, what happens to the resulting pattern?
14-4. Why might you want to feed a large array with non-uniform element

currents? What are the trade-off's involved?

14-6 Chapter 14



Practical Multielement Driven
Arrays

These multiple elements are combined to achieve an omnidirectional pattern.
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Practical Multielement Driven Arra.vs

In earlier chapters 1 have discussed a number of arrangements of horizontal and vertical elements used as single and
multi-element antenna arrays. Almost any combination of them, in almost any quantity, can be (and probably has been)
used to construct antennas that meet specific requirements. In this chapter r will discuss how principles described in
preceding chapters have been effectively used to construct some classic antenna arrays.

The Bobtail Curtain Array

How Does It Work?
The Bobtail Curtain is quite

directive, as shown in Fig 15.2, with
significant gain compared to a single

each outer element has half
the current of the center.
Thus we have the kind of
taper described in the last
chapter. Note that with
three elements, the taper
will be 1 ~2-I,which

can be considered either a
linear or a binomial taper,
if you worry about naming
such things!

The horizontal wires
would also radiate, but
because they are carry
ing identical currents in
opposite directions, their
radiation broadside to the

elements cancels, while the nulls
from the ends largely takes care of
the rest.

Because there is a low impedance
at the top, it is also possible to feed
the junction at the top of the center
element directly with a low-imped
ance transmission line. This is not
usually done, however, because it is
often difficult to install a transmis
sion line without coupling it to the
other portions of the antenna. The
modeled impedance at that point is a
close match to the usual 50 n coaxial
cable, although there really isn 't quite
a ground at that point, so an isolating
choke or balun would have to beem
ployed to keep common-mode current
off the coax shield .

UBA0148

The high-impedance feed results
in the maximum current being at the
top of each monopole. This raises
the area of maximum radiation away
from ground and makes the efficiency
somewhat less dependent on the
conditions of the ground beneath the
array. The effect of ground conditions
beyond the near field is still the limit
ing factor for far-field radiation in the
far field, as with any vertical HF ar
ray. Note that having the high-voltage
end near the ground suggests that
proper protection should be employed
to avoid accidental contact by humans
or animals during operation.

The low impedance point at the top
of each outer vertical is connected
in parallel to the center one through
a).)2 section of wire, so the imped
ance is low again at the connection
point. Because all the current flows
up the center element and then splits
to head towards the outer elements.

Fig 15-1 - Configuration of a Bobtail Curtainthree
element monopole broadside antenna system.

One of the simplest,
and perhaps oldest, three
element vertical monopole
arrays is called a Bobtail
Curtain. It consists of
three vertical monopoles
fed in-phase to form a
broadside array with a ta
pered current distribution.
The construction shown
in Fig 15·1 is deceptively
simple. but it has some
unusual features in spite of
its simplicity.

The three monopoles
are fed via a single con
nection to the bottom
of the center element. Note that the
outer two verticals are not connected
to ground. This makes the bottoms
the high voltage end of each outer
monopole. The center vertical also
exhibits a high impedance at the bot
tom, by virtue of its being connected
to the other two through the lengths
specified. It thus requires a transfor
mation to match to low-impedance
transmission line. In its earliest days,
this transformation was generally
accomplished with a link-coupled
tuned circuit. The link would form
the low-impedance driving point,
while the resonant circuit would be
resonated at the desired frequency.
The antenna was connected to one
end of the parallel-tuned resonant
circuit, and there was a connection
to a ground system on the other end.
These days, a weatherproof remote
automatic antenna-tuning unit is com
monly used for matching.

15-2 Chapter15



Ffeq : 10 MHz

•

Max. Gain • 5.49 dEli

,.
Mao; , GtIin· 10.12 dEl i Freq . • 11)MI1.1:

•

Fig 15-2 - Azimuth pattern at a
Bobtail Curtain array at 10" elevation
angle over typical tlat ground.

Fig 15-3 - Azimuth pattern ot 8

Bobtail Curtain (solid line), co mpa red
to a full-wave center-fed horizontal
antenna (dashed line) over typical flat
ground at 30" elevation.

monopole. Th e sharpne....of it s
azi muth pattern makes il well suited
for point-to-point linb . Or you could
use a number of Bobta il Curtains
for wider coverage - especia lly if
multiple supports are available.

Tbe large horizontal section might
make a reader wonder about the rela
tive benefits of this ant enna compared
to a full-wave center-roo hori zo ntal
antenna hang ing from the same sup
ports.1be horizontal antenna ha..
almost the sameazimuth panern.
as shown in Fi g 15-3. However the
choice between the two is clearly
highlighted in Fig 15-4. which com
pares their ele vation patterns over
typica l ground. Note that the horizon
tal ante nna act ually has a higher peak
gain; however, it is generally directed
at higher elevation angles. Note that
the gain of the vertical c urtain is
significantly higher at lowe r e levation
angles. The c hoices are thus:
-If you acedesigning an HF system

fo r medium-range communication
(typically I<XXJ mi les or less) by
means of Near vertical Incidence
Sk}""'un' (NVIS) propagation. the
horizontal system would be more
effective .
-On the other hand, if you want
longer-haul commenjcation at low
takeoff angles, the venice! array
\.\; 11 both provide so-a ngel signals
near the horizon and reduced in
terference and noise from closer-In
stations and noise sources, often a
limiting factor in recept ion.
For many installations seeking

lung-haul propagation, the issue often
becomes height of available, or fea
sibfe. supports. AI the 10000'er frequen
cies in the HF or MP reg ion. even
)J4 heights can be cha llenging, and
It horizontal antenna capable of pro
docing low-angle radiation requires
heights well above ill. For example.
at 1.8 MHz a JJ2 high antenna would
be 273 feet high !

Fig 15-4 - Elevation pattern ot
a Bobta il Curtain (solid line),
eo mpared to a full-wave center-fed
horizontal antenna (dashed line),

Practical Multielement Driven Arrays 15-3



The X-Army Antenna

Fig 15-5 - Conflguratton 01 an X.Array of four
folded-dlpole elements.

Another simple array to construct
is Ute combination collinear-broad
side system known as the X-Arm)'.
Thi s antenna, shown in Fig U -S is
made from four folded dipoles fed
in-phase. The dimensions between
the elements are nee terribly critical;
howe..'cr. those shown result in 3 good
balance between gain and a clean pat
tern. The)' also result in a combined
drive-point impedance of close to
50 n.a good match to coax. if each
element feed line is an electrical full
wave and the parallel combination is
fed through a balun to transiuco from
balanced-to-unbalanced teed lines.

I.

r --,..-

"' 0,...

300QTr_;,;,n Leee .
"-:II ULonil'

Ag 1$-7 - Elevation pattern of an
X-Art..,.

FIg 15-6 - Azimuth pattern of an
X·Array at 17'> elevation angle.

Preq. .. 10 104 Hz

•

azimuth angles. particularly at the
higher frequencies. If the nulls are in
an unfortunate direction.,an antenna
such as the x-Array can be an effec
tive and simple way to fill in the gap.

o~~.
Malt GaOn a 13.52 c Bli Frvq, "10 wu.

,~

1.4 '".Gain . 13.62 dBi

are shown in Figs 15--6 and 15-7
respect ively. Note that the benefit of
the ground re flecnon adds signifi
cantly to overall gain, as compared
to vertical arrays. such as the Bob
tail Curtain.

While the Bobtail Curtain is
often employed at the lower end
of the HF spectrum. the X-Array
is an antenna best suited for the
upper portion of the HF region into
VHF because it requires significant
vertical spacing. The antenna mod
eled for the following plots had the
lower element at a height of '),)2 and
the upper element another ')J2 high.
At a 10 MHz modeling frequency,
this represents a height of about
100 feet. While that height canbe
accommodated, the expense of two
towers of that height argues for
antennas that can be :supported by a
single support. :such a:s J will cover
in later chapters.

AI 30 MHz. the top of the HF
range. a height of 30 feet will do
the trick and is not nearly as daunl
ing. Existing trees or buildings can
often be used 10 good advantage.
As wilh the Bobtail Curtain. the
X-Amy has a narrow.. azimuthal
pattern. best used for point-to point
or in combination with other anten
nas. Many amateur stations using
long, single-wire antennas have
deep nulls in their coverage at some

X-Array Performance
Azimuth and elevation patterns

for an X-Anay with elements al "AJ2
and a full wave length above ground

Building an X-Array Antenna
The only critical pan of co nstrue

lion of this antenna is 10 make sure
thai all elements are tied togelher in
phase. This means the all rignr-haed 
sideelementconnectionsneed to be
on one side of the combined feed.
while all left-side connections be on
the other. Note that because the lWQ

wires in each folded dipole are at the
same phase. it doesn' t mailer if the
connections are 10 the top or bottom
wire of the folded dipole elements.

By having the individual element
feed lines (typically 300 n line is
used) be exactly one electrical wave
length long, the folded-dipole feed
impedance is repealed at the junction
point The effects of mutual coupling
reduce the folded-dipo le impedances
so that the combination is very near
500.

You can make consuucuoe and
material s provisioning easier if both
antenna elements and dipole feed
lines are all made from JOO n lV
type Iwinlead or amateur type win
<fu.-.. (i,l\I: . Yw mo uld limit the use of
TV twinlead 10low-power transmit
,ers.
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The Four-Square Arrav

Fig 15-8 - Configuration of II Four-$qullre array of
four ')J4 monopole elements, spaced ')J4 on each
side.

00

o~~;B"lo
Ma~ , G8in = 5. 1 8 dBi Fr<l(j =10MHz

UBA0157

Fig 15-10 - Elevation pattern of a
Four-Square array.

co nditions. the number of radi als
used at the base of each monopole
and the ~ of the cable used for the
phasing lines. Note that the electrical,
not phy sical len gth of the cables is
specified. These should be trimmed
for the ce nter of the des ired hand us
ing an antenna analyzer or impedance
bridge for optimum performance . The
values for various arrangements are
given in Table 15·1. These should be
cons idered starting points. since the
exact ground cond itions will have a
major impact on the impedance.

Freq. - 10 MHzMa~. Gain " 5.16 dBi

feels of mutual coupling on elements
fed at different phase angles generally
results in different feed impedances at
each element. In order to force equal
currents into each element at the de
sired phase. a co mbination of selected
tran smi ssio n-line lengths and an LC
impedance-matching network can be
employed. Fig 15-11 shows the ar
ra ngement used to ob tain the desired
results from a Fou r-Square.

The exact val ues for the inductive
and ca pacitive reactances shown in
Fig 15-11 will depend on the ground

An antenna that is very popular
with amateur operators loo king for
long-haul performance on the 160
through 40 meter amateur bands is
called the Four-Squarearray. T his is
a unidirectional array cons isting of
four, usually 1../4 long, monopoles at
the comers of a square with sides '))4
long. With the phasing of the sources
shown in Fig 15. 8, the an tenna will
fireon the diagonal between the ele
ments wi th 00 and _ 1800 phase de lay.

The resulting azimuth and eleva
tion patterns over typical earth are
shown in Figs 15-9 and 15-10. Note
thai the half-power beamwidth of
the azim uth pattern is 1000

, so that
four directions can co ver all az i
muths with some overlap. The real
benefit of the Four-Squarecomes
from its symmetry. Because the
element spacings are the same, the
feed system can be moved instead o f
the antenna elements and thu s, via a
relay network, all fou r directions can
be achieved with a single ante nna.
The gain over an isotropic radiator
is about 5.2 dBi over typical ground,
although the gai n would increase to
10.8dBi if the grou nd were perfect.
As with all vertical systems, ground
conductivity some wave lengths from
the system plays a large part in deter
mining effectiveness at low takeoff
angles.

II is interesting to compare the
Four Square to the two eleme nt
cardioid discussed in the last chapter.
That is sort of half a Four-Square.
with a half-pow er beamw idth of 170°
and a peak gain 2.6 dB less than the
Four-Square . It can cover almost
all az im uths from one direction or
the other, and adds the prospect of a
less-than -opti mum broadside array
to fill in the ga p. The switching is
much eas ier to implement, however,
without implementi ng the broadside
direction.

Feeding the Four-Square
As noted in Ute last chapter. the ef-

Fig 15-9 - Azimuth pattern of a
Four-Square array at 25 0 elevation
angle.
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L Network

Ma~.

I

EL2
N4,ZO

EL 3

1J2 . Any Z

Table 15-1

L NetworkValuesfor the Four-SquareArray Feed Arrangement
of Fig 15-11.

Radials per Element cee s, «; (!:l) XSH (0 )

4 50 17.1 - 13.7

4 75 38.5 -30.9

8 50 20 .2 -15.6

8 75 45.4 - 35.2
\

1. 50 23.6 - 17.6

1. 75 53.1 -39.6

IINToa2<4

1J4 ,Zo

ELl

Feed

Fig 15-11 - Optimumfeed arrangementtor
Four-Square array.
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A Real-World Steerable
Unidirectional Armv.

~",.r---l Beam 1

=Io.......+--r Beam 4

had an opportunity to participate in
an evaluation of the results at one
location to validate the concept. A
helicopter was fitted with a suspended
vertical dipole with a battery-powered
transmitter at its center. An observer
with a transit was stationed at the

,~

Max. Gain" 15,56 oBi Freq. = 10 MHz

""

'" H-+--f-'.!~

UBA01~O

Fig 15-14 - Azimuth pattern of the
steered array In Fig 15-12, showing
three separate beams at 10"
Increments.

Preamp 8
Transmission

Lins8

towards each transmitter. This was
accomplished by making the ar-
ray unidirectional (using a reflect-
ing screen to be discussed in a later
chapter) to eliminate the unneeded
response from the rear. The cardioid
arrangement used here will provide
the same result for a single frequency.

Each receiving element was fed
through an equal-length transmis
sion line to a preamplifier. Each
preamplifier had a splitter with four
outputs. Each output had a delay
line corresponding to the shift for a
single beam, as discussed for a two
element array in the last chapter. The
eight signals for each of the beams
were combined in an eight-port sum
ming network. Thus each beam was
available for the appropriate receiv
ers. The configuration is shown in
Fig 15-13. Fig 15-14 shows the azi
muth response for three such beams,
each 10° apart.

I was not only involved in the
development of procedures to make
sure that all phases were correct, but

Transmission
Line 1

Monopole 8

Monopole 1

Fig 15-13 - Configuration of an eight element broadside array that provides
four simultaneous beams.

Freq." 10 MHzMax. Gain" 5.56 oBi

Fig15-12 - Azimuth pattern
of a 16 element unidIrectional
broadside array showing three
separate beams at 10° increments.

The eight element broadside
arraydiscussed briefly in the last
chapter was part of a larger system
I workedon early in my engi
neering career. By pairing each
element with a rearward element
phased to generate a cardioid
responsethe system becomes a
16element unidirectional broad
side arraywith the azimuth pattern
shown in Fig 15-12.

While not likely a system for
the home constructer, this antenna
was something that was success
fully deployed in the field and can
serve as an interesting example of
whatcan beaccomplished. This
antenna was part of a world-wide
system with separate receiving and
transmittingsystems located conti
nents apart. There were four trans
mitting stations and five receiving
locations. Each receiving station
had to monitor all four transmit
ters, each at different azimuths.

The four transmitters were in
thesame quadrant. so rather than
erectfour separate antennas at
eachreceiver location, a single
arraywas used to synthesize
fourpencil-shaped beams - one

Practical Multielement Driven Arrays 15-7



array center to call off azimuth positions while the helicopter's navigator used
a hyperbolic navigation system to verify the radial distance. The signal from
each receiver was measured and the antenna worked as specified (much to my
relief).

Long- Wire Antennas

Fig 15-15 - Azimuth pattern of the
2).. end-fed long wire.

The V-Beam Array
If more directivity is desired than

that afforded by a single long wire,
you can configure two of them in the
configuration shown in Fig 15-16.
This is known as a V-beam. You take
advantage of the fact that for a 2-A
wire, the center of the main lobe is
63° away from the broadside direc
tion, or 27° from the wire axis. If you

Freq." 10 MHz

combine the effects of two such wires
fed in-phase with a separation of 54°,
the main lobes will reinforce along
the direction of the bisector of the
angles, as shown in Fig 15-17.

The V-beam does provide usable
bidirectional gain and directivity,
combined with a nice balanced feed
suitable for high-impedance low-loss
balanced transmission lines . Tt can
be operated on other frequencies,
although the angle between the wires
will only be optimum at its design
point. For longer-length wires, the
main lobes move closer to the wire
axis and thus a smaller angle is ben
eficial.

The Rhombic
If you place two v-beems end

to-end, you would end up with the
rhombic shown in Fig 15-18. This
configuration further reinforces the
on-axis directivity and further reduces
the broad «idelobes of the V-beam,
as shown in the azimuth pattern in
Fig 15-19. The rhombic, however,
really moves into prime time and

UBAa1B~

'""Ma~. Gain "10,42 dBi

Fig 15-17 - Azimuth pattern of the
2 A per leg V-beam.

Freq." 10 MHzM",~. Gain " 8.29 dBi

50-0 coax caD be obtained through a
),)4 section of75-0 coax.

If the long wire is end fed (often
connected directly to a tuning unit
at the transmitter), it can provide
good performance from a frequency
as low as)J4 (if fed against a good
ground) and as high as desired. As
the frequency is raised, the pattern
becomes more complex and tends to
focus closer to the line along the wire
axis. For any given direction, there is
likely a frequency that will provide
good coverage.

It's hard to imagine an antenna
with this amount of flexibility that is
as easy to construct!

Fig 15-16 - Pair of 2).. end-fed
long wires combined Into a V-beam.

One of the simplest antennas to
build is called a long wire. As its
name implies, it is just a long, in
terms of wavelengths, piece of wire.
Tt can be resonant or nOI, although is
often easier to feed and predict the
performance ifit is resonant. While
some call any piece of wire a long
wire, most would say it would have
to be at least 2 ,_ long to qualify for
the term.

The Basic Long Wire
A piece of wire 2 A long is a kind

of collinear array consisting of four
IJ2 elements one after the other.
Unlike the previously discussed
multielement collinear antennas in
which elements were fed in-phase,
the end-to-end connection results in
alternate sections being of opposite
phase. Thus unlike the in-phase col
linear with its main lobe broadside to
the wire, an end-fed long wire with
an even number of elements will have
a broadside null and a pattern that
has offset major lobes, as shown in
Fig 15-15.

This wire can be fed at one end us
ing high-impedance transmission line,
or the first ,.12 element can be fed in
the center with lower-impedance line.
Its resonant impedance at that point
is about 1200, SO a good match to
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changes character with the simple ad
dition of a terminating resistor across
the gap at the far end, as shown in
Fig 15-20.

The terminated rhombic is a bit
different in operation than other
antennas you've looked at. You
might consider it as a special sort
of transmission line. As previously
mentioned, an open-wire transmis
sion line doesn't radiate if the two
wires are very close together. A ter-

minated rhombic, however, you have
essentially a terminated transmission
line that has its wires spaced very
far apart. The currents moving down
the line to result in radiation, and
the angles and spacings add in the
desired direction along the bisector of
the angle between the fed ends.

Note that, unlike other antennas
you have studied, there is no reflec
tion from the far end of the terminat
ed rhombic. The result is that there is

no radiation back towards the source
end. You thus have a unidirectional
antenna with significant gain and
directivity, as shown in Fig 15-21.
Terminated rhombics have long been
used for fixed (for HF they are hard
to rotatet) point-to-point transoceanic
links and have provided good stable
results. The terminating resistor
absorbs about half the incident power
and thus must be a substantial resistor
for high-power transmitting applica
tions.

,..
Ma~. Gain" 14.08 dBi

-----

Fig15·18 - A pair of two 2 A V-beams
combined into a rhombic.

UII.o.o16S c

Freq... 10 MHz

Fig 15-19 - Azimuth pattern of the
2 A per leg rhombic.

UEwl,""
600 Q

Prec. '" 10MHz
,..

Max. Gain " 12.11 dBi

UllA016T

Fig 15-20- A pair of 2 A V-beams combined into
atermlnated rhombic.

Fig 15-21 - Azimuth pattern of the
2 A per leg terminated rhombic.
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But Wait There's More!

Because of the lack of reflections from the termination point, the rhombic acts like a reasonably frequency independent
load to the source and thus has a wide impedance bandwidth. The 600 n SWR over a 2:1 frequency range is shown in
Fig 15-22. While the wire angles will not be optimum for multiple frequencies, the antenna can still be used over this
frequency range with excellent results. At the high end, the pattern tends to break up; however, compromise angles can
be found thai can control this over a wide range. Just using the 10 MHz design angle used for the V beam, I achieved the
results in Fig 15-23 for 8 and 14 MHz operation.

Fig 15-22- 600-0 SWR of 2 /" per leg
rhombic over 2:1 frequency range.

~-++-Ioo

Freq. " 10 MHz'"Max. Gain" 10.79 dBi

UBA0169

Fig 15-23 -10 MHz 2 A per leg
rhombic's azimuth pattern at 8 MHz
(dashed line) and 14 MHz (solid line).

16

U8A0168
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The Beverage Long- Wire Receiving
Antenna

Fig 15-24- Configuration of a Beverage low-norse receiving antenna.

4-6 Feet Above Gmund

/

Terminating
Resistor

of the Beverage.
The absolute gain of a Beverage

system is quite low; however, this
receiving antenna is typically used
for low frequencies (MF and just into
HF) where atmospheric noise is the
key limitation to signal-to-noise ratio
and thus the weak desired signal is
at much higher SNR than with other
antennas because the noise is reduced
more than the signal.

UBAOHO

600 n, adjusted for best front- to-back
ratio. The configuration is shown in
Fig 15-24.

The consequence of this is that
desired signal is received without the
noise from nearby lightning or other
noise sources that tend to arrive from
high elevation angles. Other interfer
ing noise or signals that arrive from
unwanted directions are also attenu
ated by the directional characteristics

Many Wavllillngth5 long

An antenna that looks like a long
wire and is made from a long piece of
wire, but is quite different in operation
from those we've discussed, is called
a Beverage antenna. This is named for
Harold Beverage, who developed and
patented this antenna just after WW I.
The Beverage antenna is designed to
be a highly directive receiving antenna
that responds to vertically polarized
low-angle waves approaching along
the ground. It accomplishes this. by
itself being installed quite close to the
ground, cancelling most its response
to sky waves as well as horizontally
polarized signals. Vertically polarized
waves coming along the lossy ground
tend to slow along the bottom near
the ground, resulting in a tilt to the
wavefront. This tilt couples a signal
along the length of the wire that adds
in-phase with the signal as it continues
to propagate along the wire towards the
matching transformer.

Waves coming from the other di
rection accumulate as well , but are
dissipated in a terminating resistor,
just like they do in the rhombic. The
termination is usually between 400 and
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Chapter Summary

This chapter has provided some easy - and some not-so-easy - examples of practical arrays that can he constructed
to meet particular operating objectives. An interesting aspect of this is that most can be constructed from available
materials at relatively low cost , compared to commercially available antennas, yet they all offer significant performance
advantages over simpler systems.

Review Questions
15-1. Why might it be desirable to have the bottom of the Bobtail Curtain elements

8 feet above ground?
15-2. How many X-Array antennas would be needed to have coverage of all 360 0 at the

-3 dB level?
15-3. How might you make a unidirectional version of an X-Array?
15-4. Why are extra components required to properly drive the elements of a Four

Square array at the proper phase and amplitude?
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Surface Reflector Antennas

This reflector antenna is used for pclnt-to-pclnt communication at 10 GHz.
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Surface Reflector Antennas

As noted in previous chapters, it is freq uently desirable to restrict the coverage of antennas to a single direction. 1
have previously introduced the ')J4 spaced. 90 0 phased array that produce s a cardioid unidirectional pattern. There are
other arr angements that have a similar effe ct.

Just as radio waves reflec t from a large cond uctive surface, such as seawater, they will also reflec t from a surface
such as a metal plane. If the plane is large enough to reflect most of the rad iation from the ante nna , it will redirec t the
radi ation away from the plane. If the spacing is such that the radiation ends up largely in-phase with the radiation from
the antenna itself, this will re inforce the radiation from the antenna, resu lting in a stronger signal in the desired direct ion
and no signal to the rear.

The Plane Reflector Antenna

UBA0136

Fig 16-1 - Dipole In front of a plane reflector,

The simplest case to imagine is an
infinite, flat and perfectly conducting
plane. Fortunate ly it neither has to be
infinite nor perfect to fu nction qui te
nicely, thank you, bullet's start here.
Fig 16-1 shows the configuration
of a dipole placed in fron t of such a
plane. You can imagine that this is a
horizonta l dipol e above a perfectly
conducting ground and it acts just
the same way. Because the dipole is
para llel to the surface,
the phase of the reflected
wave is o ut-of-phase with
the incident wave, resu lt
ing in a phase shift of
180 0 at the boundary.

What Spacing Gives
Us the Correct
Phase?

You would generally
like the sig nal coming
directly from the antenna
to reflect in-phase with
the reflec tion so they add
up goi ng away from the
reflector. If you space
the dipole ),j4 in fron t of
the reflec tor, the wave
goi ng rearward will have
a propagation de lay cor
responding to a 90 0 phase
shift as it travel s to the
reflector. The reflector

will Impart a 180 ° delay to the signal,
as exp lained above, and there will be
another 900 delay for the signal to
re turn to the dipo le, so mat me total
del ay is 360° . This means that sign als
going directl y rearward will add in
phase with signals leaving the dipole
traveling towards the front.

Note that waves leaving the dipole
at any other angles take a longer path

and don 't add fully in-phase . None
the less, the combi ned effec t is benefi
cial. Thi s is shown in F ig 16-2 .

How Do You Make a Giant
Plane at HF?

Wh ile a large solid metal plane is
somet imes used at the higher VHF
freq uencies and above , at HF and for
many applications above HF, a plate

that exte nds outward on
each side of the dipole by
arou nd )J8 and above and
below by IJ4 will have a
similar effect. In addit ion,
by replacing the plane with
a skeleton of wires spaced
much closer than a wave
length, the weight, cost
and wind resistance can be
reduced considerably.

In developing the models
for these panems, I wanted
to get a fee l for the effect
of skeleton -wire spacing .
Usi ng my usual 10MHz
(30 meter) frequency, I
start ed with a wire spacing
of I foot, about 0.01 }•. I
then reduced every other
wire and continued until I
reached a spacing of 4 feet,
or about 0 .04 A., before I
noted any degrada tion in
forward gain or fron t-to-

1&-2 Chapter 16



Fig 16-3 - Eleva1ion penem of 1hedipole in front
of a skeleton plane reflector.

o U-.-L-.I.:::::S;;;il~':::;;~:':lJ 0

Max. Gain = 10.99 dBi Freq. = 10 MHz

90UBA0138End-View of
Dipole

ueA0131

Fig16-2- Side view of dipole in front of a plane
retiedOf'. The direct radiation from the dipole is
shownas a solid line, while reflected waves are
showndashed.

UBA0139

backratio. This is probably a reason
ableguideline for construction of
reflector arrays, and is what I used for
these models. Extending the width
orheight of the reflecting screen for
theflat plane beyond these guidelines
has very little impact on the predicted
results.

HowDoes the Skeleton Play?

Fig 16-3 shows the elevation
pattern of the skeleton-plane reflec
torover typical, real ground, with
the center of the antenna at a height
of'J2. Fig 16-4 shows the azimuth
pattern compared to a dipole at the
same height. Note that the radiation

intensity off the front of the antenna
is more than twice (about 3.6 dB) that
of a dipole at the same height. Thus
the rearward energy has been suc
cessfully redirected to refocus in the
desired direction.

Had I used an infinite reflect-
ing plane in free space (instead of a
skeleton above earth). the forward
gain compared to a dipole would
have been an impressive 5.5 dB. The
infinite plane would also have an infi
nite front-to-back ratio , compared to
a respectable 20 dB for the skeleton.
Unfortunately, infinite planes and free
space are difficult to find, especially
in the same place!

,w
Ma~_ Gain" 10.96dB! Freq. '" 10 MHz

Fig 16-4 - Combined effect of all
reflected waves from the plane
reflector and the resulting pattern
(solid), compared to a dipole in free
space (dashed).
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The Corner Reflector Antenna

UIlAO'42

Fig 16-5- Side view of dipole In 1ront of a corner
reflector. The direct radiation from the dipole is
shown In solid,whilethe reflected wavesare
showndashed.

UM0140
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Fig 16-6- Elevation pattern of the
dipolein frontof a skeleton corner
reflector.

A common alternative structure is
the comer reflector. This can be cre
ated by folding the plane along the
center behind the dipole so that the
two sides are at an angle, as shown
in Fig 16-5. The reflected waves tend
to be focused somewhat more along
the front axis, and with the reflected
waves having a shorter distance to
travel, they are closer to being in
phase with the front facing waves.
The elevation pattern for a comer
reflector with a 90° angle is shown in
Fig 16-6, while the azimuth pattern,
again compared to a dipole, is shown
in Fig 16-7. For about the same size
of plane (bent at the center), the cor
ner reflector has a slight advantage
over the plane reflector. However, the
difference is small enough that me
chanical considerations may be more
of a consideration than performance
when deciding between them.

Since the reflected waves travel
different lengths, there is nothing
magic about the 1J4 spacing, so you
can use other spacings too. With
narrower angles and longer plane
sheets, you can achieve additional
gain. A 45° comer with side lengths
(L in Fig 16-3) of around 2 A should
provide about 3 dB more forward
gain, for example.

'"Max.Gain = 11.57dB; Freq. '" 10MH~

Fig 16-7- Combined effect of all
reflected wavesfromthe corner
reflector and the resulting pattern
(solid),compared to a dipole In free
space(dashed).
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The Parabolic Reflector Antenna

Another structure you will some
times encounter is the parabolic
reflector. This is a special shape
that has the property that all waves
striking the reflector emanating from
iliefocus, where you mount a dipole,
leave the reflector in-phase and head
Qulin parallel with the wave leav-
ing the dipole in the desired forward
direction, This is shown in Fig 16·8.

The power of this structure will
be moreevident later in this chapter
when I discuss the three-dimensional
paraboloid; however, in two dimen
sions, it is an alternate to the comer
reflector. The elevation pattern for
aparabolic reflector about the same
size as a comer reflector is shown in
Fig16·9, while the azimuth pattern,
compared to a dipole by itself, is
shown in Fig 16-10.

---------
------

------

---------
Fig 16-8 - Side view of dipole in front of a
parabolic reflector. The direct radiation from
the dipole Is shown In solid, while the reflected
waves are shown dashed.

,.
Max. Gain" 11.54dBi Fre<! , '" 10MHz

Fig 16·9 - Elevation pattern of
the dipole In front of a skeleton
parabolic reflector.

00

UBAo145

Fig 16-10 - Azimuth pattern of
the parabolic reflector and the
resulting pattern (solid), compared
to a dipole in free space (dashed).

00UBAOl44

"lIt£~~"
Max, Gain" 11,54 dBi Freq. = 10 114Hz

Some Comments about
Surface Reflectors

A reasonable question to ask about
any of the above antennas is why
bother? After all, a cardioid array can
provide similar results with fewer
wires. That is a good question and
there are a number of answers to this,
the relevanceof which will depend
onyourdesign goals and constraints.
o Thesurface reflector is straightfor

ward, predictable and easy to make
work. Using this kind of structure
avoids the problem of mutual
impedance between multiple ele
ments and possible complications
obtaining equal currents in multiple
elements.

•The same structure can be used at
higher frequencies by just moving
the dipole closer to the screen.

• It is easily adaptable to being driven
inmore complex structures, such as
broadside arrays.

•The reflector, using the same screen
(ifa plane array), can operate in
two directions simultaneously by
having dipoles or driven arrays on
eachside.

Suriace Reflector Antennas 16-5



Fig 16-11 - Slice through a three-dImensional
parabolic reflector antenna showing sub
reflector.

Table 16-1

Expected Gain of Parabolic Dish Antennas Compared to Isotropic
Radiator (dBi).

Dish Diameter (Feet)

Frequency (MHz) 2 4 6 10 15 20 30
420 6.0 12.0 15.5 20.0 23 .5 26.0 29,5

1215 15.0 21.0 24.5 29.0 32.5 35.0 38.0

2300 20.5 26.5 30.0 34.5 38.0 40.5 44.0

5600 28.5 34.5 38.0 42.5 46.0 48.5 52.0

10,000 33.5 39.5 43.0 47.5 51.0 53.5 57,0

-----~

-----~

------~

------~

-------- ....

-------- ....

Complex Feeds are Common
at Microwave Frequencies

While these discussions on reflec
tor arrays have focused (no pun
intended) on dipole feeds, at higher
frequencies where we find most
parabolic dish antennas, other types
of drivers are more common. In the
microwave region, perhaps the most
common type is the horn antenna.
This antenna, which will be covered

UB.I\0146

diation can be via the
parabola. Note that
since you no longer
have a direct ray to be
in-phase with, there is
no longer a need for
a particular distance
from the driver to
the dish. You can use
any dish size, with
any focal distance,
at any frequency
with the appropriate
driving antenna and
sub-reflector located
at the optical focus.
You decide how much
gain you need, or
alternately how much
receive aperture is
needed for the desired
signal strength, and
then you select the
appropriate-sized dish.

The down side of the sub-reflector
is that it effectively provides a
shadow to the signal to and from the
main reflector. With higher frequen
cies, smaller drivers and larger dishes,
the loss is generally a small frac-
tion of the dish area . Typical gains
for parabolic dishes are shown in
Table 16-1 for various frequencies
and commonly available dish sizes.

So far, J have been talking about
antenna structures in which the
driving element is comparable in
size to the reflector. As frequen-
cies move into the upper UHF and
especially microwave regions (above
1000 MHz), the wavelengths get
small and antennas that would be out
of the question at HF become fea 
sible. Nowhere is this more evident
than in the case of the parabolic dish
reflector.

This is the same structure used as
an optical reflector in most flash
lights and vehicle headlights. Take a
moment and observe a flashlight and
note the difference in intensity in the
main lobe of the flashlight compared
to looking at the bulb from the side.
This kind of dish shape can bejust as
effective for radio signals.

Because my usual 10 MHz dipole
is relatively large, and because it is
inherently omnidirectional around its
axis, I've restricted the discussion so
far to the two dimensional structure
explored in the last section. While as
effective as other two dimensional
reflectors, the parabola really pays
off when its driving antenna becomes
small enough compared to the reflec
tor size that it can be considered a
point rather than a line. If that's the
case, the parabola can be shaped like
a dish and all radiation from the focus
towards the dish will be sent from
the reflector in-phase. This is perhaps
more apparent in the case of a receiv
ing antenna, in which virtually all the
radiation received in the aperture of
the disk is focused on the single focus
point.

With a very small driving an
tenna, it becomes feasible to have a
sub-reflector in front of the driving
antenna to eliminate the direct radia
tion from the dipole or other driver.
By eliminating the direct rays from
the front of the driver, all the ra-
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Fig 16·12 Parabolic dish of the Arecibo
radio telescope Areclbo National Laboratory
In Puerto Rico. The dish diameter is
305 meters or 1000 feet.

later, is unidirectional by nature and
can be designed to just radiate into
the areaof the dish without the need
for a sub-reflector.

Dishes Get Quite Large
rhave encountered rotating dish

antennas with diameters larger than
100 feet. I have also seen sections
ofparabolic dish antennas as wide
as540 feet. These were used for a
very-lang-range space radar system,
inwhich the drivers rotated to use
different segments to cover different
azimuths. There were two drivers at
different elevation angles to simul 
taneously track targets crossing two
elevation angles, This allowed com
putation of ballistic trajectories.

TIlls system was reputed to be
powerful enough (a combination of
amassivetransmitter and very high
gain antenna) to detect a basketball
sized object thousands of miles away
orto slwot down birds that got too
close. The radar was located north of
the artie circle where there weren't

many birds, but there
were lots of warning signs
posted for the occasional
human that got near.

Perhaps the largest
parabolic dish around is
the one in use at the radio
telescope of the Arecibo
National Observatory in
a remote comer of Puerto
Rico. It has a fixed dish
305 meters (1000 feet )
across that's built into a
sinkhole in the rugged
terrain. This is shown in
Fig 16·12. This antenna is
aimed by knowing what
part of space this location is point
ing toward as the earth turns and the
cosmos moves around it. The large
surface of this dish covers an area of
more than 20 acres. It offers some
1Racres, about 26 football fields, of
available receiving aperture! The dish
reflects and concentrates weak celes
tial signals on the receiving antennas
suspended 450 feet above its surface.

This leads to one of the limiting
parameters of parabolic dish arrays.
Surface irregularities, either from
manufacturing tolerances, or in this
case, possible "frost heaves," result
in less than perfect phase relation
ships among the reflected waves.
Perhaps this is why Arecibo was built
in Puerto Rico rather than frigid New
England!

Feeding Antennas for Space
Communication

Space communication is generally
limited by the receive signal-to-noise
ratio, since transmitter power in
satellites, or distant terrestrial bodies.
is usually in short supply. With an
antenna pointed toward space, unless
the sun crosses the path, the antenna
isseeingits signal sources against a
cold distant sky. Unfortunately, with
the feed systems we have discussed,
any sidelohes or spillover from the
feed that misses the reflector heads
towards earth. This is not a signifi
cant problem for the transmitted, or
uplink, system - just turn up the
transmit power a notch.

On the receive side. it is a whole
different story. Random noise signals
received from the warm earth are
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Fig 16-13 -Illustration of the Cassegrain feed system
adapted from optical telescope technology.
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much more powerful than those from
space and can be the limiting factor
in signal-to-noise ratio. If the pattern
from the feed is tightened to stay
entirely within the reflector, it will
undoubtedly not fill it completely,
thus giving up some of the possible
forward gain.

One alternative is to feed the

antenna from the rear using a system
adapted from optical telescopes called
a Cassegrain feed. This is illustrated
in Fig 16·13. Note that with this feed
system that if any radiation misses the
sub-reflector at the main dish focus
point, it heads for space rather than
towards the warm earth.

The Cassegrain feed is a particu-

larly good choice for large reflectors,
since a long transmission line to the
feed horn is eliminated. A low-noise
receiver amplifier at the feed hom
can be any size without blocking the
pattern and is also in a location where
it is easy to service, rather than being
perhaps 100 feet over the top of the
dish.

Chapter Sltlll III(lI'Y

This chapter has discussed the use of surface-type reflectors used to provide gain and directivity to antenna systems.
This is one alternative to the multielement arrays of driven elements I discussed in previous chapters. I will discuss
other possibilities later in this book. Of the types discussed, the parabolic dish is almost universally encountered at
microwave frequencies, whether used for TV satellite receive dishes, search radar antennas or point-to-point communi
cations links.

Review Questions h - , ,, ,, . •

16-1. Discuss the relative benefits of unidirectional phased arrays compared
to surface-reflector antennas. Under what conditions might each have the
edge?

16-2. Can you think of two "structures of opportunity" that could be pressed
into service as plane reflectors?

16-3. Examine the two-element horizontal broadside array of Fig 7-1 and its
gain shown in Fig 7-5. If you were to put a properly sized plane refiector}J4
behind it, what would you expect the forward gain to be?

16-4. Calculate the receive aperture in wavelengths of a 15 feet parabolic
dish at 2300 MHz and compare it to that of a 6 foot dish at 5600 MHz. Com
pare the gains of each in Table 16-1. What do you conclude?

16·8 Chapter 16



Surface Reflector Antennas You
Can Build

This reflectorantenna for 70 em satellite
workcan be builtfrom parts available at
any hardware store.
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Surface Antennas You Can Build

There are a number of easy to build surface reflector arrays that can be constructed in the home shop and provide
excellent performance at low cost. This chapter will provide some representative examples; however, availability of
materials can make some other configurations equally attractive.

A Simple UHF Plane Reflector Array

This antenna may become a classic! It provides exactly the
performance needed for successful low earth orbit (LEO) satel
lite operation, costs relatively little and is easy to duplicate.
The antenna was first presented in QST Magazine, but is worth
repeating here. 1

The antenna in Fig 17·1, consists of two broadside dipole
pairs, one horizontal and one vertical, in front of a 2 foot square
reflector (a 2Vl foot square would work a bit better , but would
be a bit more cumbersome). For terrestrial use. either polariza
tion may be used. By feeding both polarizations with a 90°
phase delay, circular polarization can be provided, which pro
vides better communication to either a tumbling satellite using
linear polarization or to a satellite that uses circular polarization
in the same sense.

Fig 17-2 shows the configuration layout, while Fig 17-3
shows the hardware store perforated aluminum sheet reflec
tor with the dipoles in place. The reflector is made rigid by
pieces of lxlxYi inch aluminum angle around the edges and
IxY8 inch bar stock across the dipole mounting locations. Each
dipole is made from two 5Y, inch long pieces of * inch OD
aluminum tubing insulated at the center with Yl inch black PVC
lawn sprinkler couplings. The dipoles are insulated from, and
mounted on, aluminum angle brackets that provide a separa
tion of 5¥,6 inches from the reflector and 19Y1 inches from its
opposite number.

Fig 17-2 - Layout of
panel reflector.

Fig 17~1 - View of a 70 cm panel reflector
antenna. Its compact size Is evident.

Reflector Panel - --

17-2 Chapter 17
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The feed arrangement for right-hand circular polarization
is shown in Fig 17·4. The cables to each pair of dipoles are
each '),)2 (e1ectricallength) longer on one side of a pair than
another, so the connections to the dipoles are reversed to
make the signals of each pair be-the same phase. In addition.
the cables to the horizontal pair are 90" longer. resulting in
generation of right-hand circu lar polari zation.

The "four-way power splitter" in the center consists of a
pair of T adapters to join the two 50 n loads from each of the
pair of dipo les. The res ultant impedance of the two in paral
lel is 25 O. Each of the 25 0 loads is transform ed throug h a
V4 length of 50 n coax to 100 n and then each is combined
in parallel in ano ther coaxial T to fonn a 50 n load for the
transmission line to the radio equipment. The author used
50n Type N connectors and Ts for all connect ions. Whi le
theseare somewhat more expensive than the UHF type, they
are recommended for use at VHF and above bec ause they
offer a constant impedance . In add ition they are waterproof if
properly assembled.

Additional details for construction can be found in the QST
articleor on the ARRL Web page.'

Fig 17-3 -View of panel reflector with
dipoles In place.

Fig 17-4 - Detail of feed cables and
four-way power divider.

High Performance VHF or UHF Array

Many serious VHF and UHF
operators interested in long-haul
communica tions have selected arra ys
of Vagi arrays (Yagis are described
in a subsequent chapter) for their sta
tions. Still, for those wit hout a sui t
able method of confirmi ng the Yagi's
correct tuning and spacing, the plane
reflector can provide a pred ictable
alternative that is easy to d uplicate in
the home workshop.

The antenna shown in F ig 17-5
brings together material from a num
berof chapters resulting in a combi
nationbroad side-collinear array in
front of a reflecting backscreen. The
dimensions given are for a design
frequencyof 144.5 MHz , but nothing
iscritical about the dim ensions, nor

the design frequency. This
makes. duplication straight
forward. The EZNEC
predicted gain of more than
18 dBi (see Fig 17-6) is
quite impressive and hard
to beat with ho memade
Yagis.

Element
Construction

The antenna is com
posed of three pairs of
center-fed full waves (or
perhaps better yet, co l
linear end -fed half waves )
stac ked vertically to
give good gain along the
horizon. Each full wave

Ag 17-5 - Configuration of comblnatJon six
element collinear-broadside array in fron t of
screen reflector.
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element should be about 71 inches tip
to tip, with a gap between the inside
ends for transmission-line connec
tion. The upper.and lower collinear
elements are connected to the center
pair through readily available 450
n ladder line from the center pair to
those above and below.

Elements are made from %inch
00 aluminum tubing with each 1.../2
piece about 35 inches long (a bit
shorter than the usual Al2 because of
the increased diameter) and spaced
20 inches from the backscreen. The
elements should be supported at their
center, a zero-voltage point, but it is
best to use nonconducting material,
such as PVC tubing, to besafe. Con
nections to the rods at their common
ends can be made by flattening the
end of each tube and drilling each for
bolts, lockwashers and nuts to secure
ring terminals soldered to the end of
the transmission line sections.

The diameter and spacing of the
driven elements results in an ap
propriate impedance that divides
the power almost equally in thirds
between the elements when the array
is driven from the center pair. This
results in maximum forward gain. It
is important that the lines between
the elements be close to an electrical
IJ2 and twisted one tum, as shown
in Fig 17-5, or alternately 1 Along
and not twisted, to obtain the correct
phase in all three elements.

Feed Arrangement

The resultant impedance results in
equal power in each pair and a good
match for low-loss 300 n feed line
going back to the station. As shown
in Fig 17-7, the relatively flat curve
of SWR vs frequency confirms that
this antenna is not fussy about pre
cise dimensions.

17-4 Chapter 17

If coax cable is desired instead of
300 n line, a simple Al2,4:1 loop
balun can be used to make the transi
tion to readily available 75 n cable
TV (CATV) type coax for the run to
the station. This coax is available in
different thicknesses, with the larger
sizes offering very low loss com
pared to most types of coax used by
amateurs. Cable is often available
from CATV installers at no cost, as
they often have end pieces on their
reels that they can 't use. The resulting
1.5:1 SWR at the radio is not gener
ally a problem for the equipment. If a
perfect match is desired, a 61 n, ')J4

matching section can be fabricated
from copper pipe and tubing.

Backscreen

The backscreen is composed of
1.5 Along wires that are parallel to
the elements. These wires extend "'4
above and below the driven elements.
The wire lengths are not critical
and any convenient construction
techniques can be used. Aluminum
ground wire or bare (or insulated)
house wire are suitable material. Each
backscreen wire is spaced 0.05 A,
about 4 inches for 2 meters, from the
next. Alternately, agricultural mesh
(chicken wire) can be used ifits wire
spacing is similar or smaller and its
crossings are welded or soldered.
Chicken wire should be suspended
on an appropriate wood or aluminum
support frame that can have attach
ments for the element supports.

Other Bands
The antenna can easily be scaled

to operate on other bands. A sec-
ond band's driven elements can be
mounted on the rear of the back
screen, if the backscreen wire spacing
is close enough for the higher band. If

chicken wire or other two-dimension
al grid wire is used, you could have
a vertically polarized antenna on one
side and a horizontal polarized one on
the other of the reflector.

'""Max. Gain . 18.59 dBi Freq. ~ 144.5 MHz

Fig 17-6 - Azimuth pattern of
array in Fig 17-5 over typical
ground. Note high forward gain.
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Fig 17-7 - 300-0 SWR plot of array
in Fig 17-5. Note wide bandwidth
forlowSWR.



Parabolic Dish Reflector Systems

While it is difficult, though by no means impossible, for
the home constructor to build a parabolic dish - particu
larly from wire mesh material - it may be far easier to
obtain a surplus dish from military, commercial or personal
receive-only TV use that you can adapt to your needs.
Such a,dish, a surplus C band (2 to 4 GHz) receive-only
TV antenna, is shown in Fig 17-8. Most dishes can operate
efficiently at any frequency where they are at least a few
wavelengths across, with larger sizes providing more gain,
generally proportional to the area intercepted. The upper
frequency limit of dishes is the frequency where surface ir
regularities or dimensional tolerances become a measurable
fraction of a wavelength.

Finding the Focus
The first question upon obtaining a dish is to determine

the key dimensional parameters, particularly the focus
distance. Refer to Fig 17-9. The parameters shown can be
easily measured and the following formula can determine
thespacing from the center of a symmetrical dish (not
those that have a distorted shape, designed for off-center
feed), to the focus point.

Once the focus point is located, you must design a feed
systemto illuminate the reflector from that focus point.

Designing a Feed System
The feed system is a critical element of any such reflec

torarray. To obtain the full benefit of the dish, the beam
widthof the feed antenna must be such that most of its
radiationis kept within the dish, and it must fill the dish
outto its edges. If the feed only illuminates part of the
reflector, the remainder might just as well not be there. On
theother hand, if the feed beamwidth extends beyond the
width of the reflector, the power that misses the reflector
isequivalent to attenuating that amount of power. Once
you'vefound the focus location, as described above,
finding the target beamwidth of the feed is easy. Look at
Fig17-9 again and note that the required horizontal and
vertical beamwidth (BW) can be found as follows:

BW = 2 tan- l (rD!2Vn

In addition, the feed itself must be sufficiently small that
itdoesnot block a significant portion of the reflector sur
face. The fraction of the surface in the shadow of the feed,
aswellas its support structure, reduces the effective area of
the dish and thus acts as an additional attenuator.

Withall of those constraints in mind, virtually any rela
tively small unidirectional array can be used as a dish feed.

Fig 17-8 - A C band television receive-
only dish modified for amateur space
communication with motor-driven azimuth and
elevation controls.
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Fig 17-9 - Technique for
determining focal point of
symmetrical parabolic dish.
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The only ones I' ve di scussed to this point are cardioid arrays. which have a very
wide beamwidth compared to most parabolas. and also plane or comer reflectors,
which leave a relatively large shadow because of their size . Subse quent chapters
will discuss various other opti ons better suited for this serv ice . These include
horn . patch and Vagi antennas.

511171171{[rv

Thi s chapter has disc ussed the con
srrucrion of various types of unidirec
tional arra ys you can construc t usin g
non-resonant surface reflectors. The y
generally operate with rhe simplicity
of an optica l mirror and, as a co nse
quence , avoid many of the problems
assoc iated with the drivin g of phased
arra ys. Plane reflectors have been suc
cessfully employed from HF through
UHF, while parabolic di shes are often
the best choice in the mic rowave
region and above.

Notes

'A. Monteiro, AA2TX, "APanel·Reflector
Antenna for 70 em; QS T, Feb 2005.
pp 36-39.

lwww.81T1.orgtrileslqat-binarlesfpanel-
antenna.zlp.
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Review Questions -
17-1 . Discus s the rel ative merits of unidirectional ph ased arrays compared

to surface-reflector antennas. Under what conditions might each hav e an edge
in performance?

17-2. What are some of the limitations of para bolic-d ish arrays? How can
such limitations be overcome ?

17-3. What woul d be the effect of using a baccscreen of vertical wires be
hind a horizontally polarized antenna?



Antenna Arrays With Parasitically
Coupled Elements
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An extreme example of parasitically coupled antennas. This is an array of 6415 elementVagis.
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Antenna Arravs With Parasitically. .
Coupled Elements

All the multi-element an tenna arrays I have discussed so far have had some portion of the transmitte r power few 
tng each of the elements directly through transmission lines. I have also discussed the fact that nearby elemen ts couple
to other elements via elec tromagnetic tields. In addition to having an impact on the el ement impedances, such mutual
coupling results in changes in the directional patterns in the reception and tran smission of signals. Now, I tum to arrays
that purpo sely use mut ual coupling .

An Arrav With One Driven and One
Parasitic Element

FIg 18-1 Configuration ot dipole with driven element and one parasitic
element behind iL

UBA0171

Freq. '" 10 104Hz

MaXimum

~

Max. Gain " 7.41 dB;
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Fig 18-2 - Azimuth pattern of
reference dipole.

Driven
Element

element parasitic array to the car
dioid unidire ctional array present ed
earlier. Both arrays could be mad e
from dipoles or vertica l mo nopoles.
Wh ile the pattern of a cardioid array
is more dramatic than the pattern
for the two eleme nt parasiti c ar-
ray in Fig 8·4 , the deep null at the
back exhibited by the cardioid only
co mes about from careful desig n
and construction of a feed system
that ensures proper phase shift and
equal currents in each element. By
contras t, the simplic ity of the simple
2-el ement parasiti c arra y is hard to
beat.

Parasitic Element Impact on
Dipole Impedance

In addition to the imp act on the
radiation pattern, a parasitically

Parasitic Element Impact on
Pattern

A dipole by itself has a bidire c
tional pattern, as shown in Fig 18 ·2,
Note that the peak gain after ground
reflect ion is 7.4 dB i. By adding a
single parasitic element, the pattern
shifts to a unidirect ional one . See
the ele vation plot in F ig 18-3 and the
azimuth plot in Fi g 84. The gain in
the direc tion opposite the side with
the par asitic element is more than
3 dB higher than the dipole, whil e the
front-to-beck ratio is alm ost 10 dB.

II is interesting to compare this two

A para siuc an tenna system is one
in which one or more eleme nts are
coupled to the driven element by mu
tual coupling only. T he firs t example
of this is shown in Fig 18·1. Here I
take my typica l reso nant ')J2 dipole
at 10MHz, ')J2 above typ ical ground,
and p lace another dipole of the same
length~ but with no transmission
line attached to it - IJ4 behind it at
the same height , Thi s second dipole
is jus t a ')J2 length of wire , with no
connection to anything else,

This type of parasitic array using
a driven element and other parasitic
d em ents is named the Yagi-Uda
array. in honor of the two Japanese
scientists who developed it (although
the array 's name is often abbreviated
to just Yagi) . More complex Vagi ar
rays than the simple two elemen t one
in Fig 18-1 will be discussed in more
de tail in the next chapter,

18·2 Chapter 18
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FIg 18-7 - AzImuth pattern of array
wtth aarne-1ength paraslUeelement
. peeed 0.085 ). to the rear 01 driven
element, both )./2 above typesl
ll""'nd.

Fig 18-6 - SWR of driven m long
dipole element with same-length
p....sI1Ic eiement spacecl }J4 to the
reer of driven element, both JJ2
above typical ground.

other spacings. As you move the iJ2
long para sitic element closer than
JJ4 to the driven ele ment, the general
trend is a lowering of the feed-point
impedance of the driven element. plus
a reduction in gain and front-to back
rano.

An intere sting phenomenon occ urs
as you reach very close spacings wilt.
a).fl long parasiticelement Al a
spaci ng of 0.085 A.. for example. the
front- to-beck ratio app roaches unity
and you'll see the azimuth pattern
shown in Fig 18-7. Whil e thi s shares
the generally bidirectional pattern
of a single dipole , the beamwidth
is significantly narrower and the
maximumis almost 3 dB higher than
the dipole by itself. A look at the pre- .-----------::c=:C1
dieted SWR curve indicates that the
driven element impedance drops to
about 9 n.This is undesirable , since
losses in the system begin to become
an appreciable fraction o f this small
resistance .

Since you've passed the bidirec
nonal point at a 0.085A spacing,
as you move even closer you pr0b
ably won't be surprised 10 find that
the pattern nowreverses itself. At a
spacing of 0.05 A. for example , you
get the pattern shown in Fig 18-8
with a 'JJ2 long parasitic element. At
this close spacing the drive n-element
impedance has dropped 10 around
4 n, which makes for aneven more
difficult, and lossy, match.

Here's some terminology you will
often encounter in discussions abo ut
parasitic arrays. If a parasitic element
res ults in radiation away from it to
ward s the drive n element, it is called
a reflector. On the other hand . if the
radiation becomes focused in the di 
rection movi ng towards the parasitic
element from the driven element . the
parasitic e lement is called a director .

Going 10 wider spac ings affects
things less dramatically than nat
rower spacings. Tbe mutual coupling
is reducedand the parasitic element
has less effect on patte rn and feed
point impedance. Both the gain
and fron t-to-beck ratio are gener
ally reduced, ro t the driven element
impedance ri ses. At a spacing of
AI2, the pattern aetua.lly has start ed
to broaden, so there may be some
applications for which a wide patte rn

What About Other Spaclnga?
I started with a spacing of AJ4,

mainly beca use of the physical
similarity to the driven cardioid
configuration I described ear lier in
Chapter 7. There is noth ing magic
about this spacing distance, and you
can obtain interesting results using

*
1MK.~ "' 1 1.12 d8i ~Nq,"1 0M..a:

coupled element will also have an
impact on the feed -point impedance
of thedriven element. folg 18-3 shows
the modeled SWR curve of a refer
ence dipole at a height of ).fl. By
adding a ).[llong parasitic element
))4 away. the resonant frequency
shifts downward more than 2%. as
mown in F"tg 18-6. Fortunately. you
cancompensate for litis frequency
shift by shortening the driven dipole
10 make it resonant again in the pres
enceof mutual coupling 10 lite second
element. It becomes easier 10 feed
the driven element using a typical
coax line. while the unid irectional
redianon pattern remains essentially
unchanged. In other words. tun ing the
driven element alone has no effect on
the radiation pattern.

fig 18-t - Azimuth p..ttern of
antema in f1g 18-1.

FIg 18-3 - EJwa110n pllttem of
.mmna In Rg 1&-' .

Antenna Arrays With Parashlcally Coupled Elements 18-3
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Max . Gain ~ 1 1,02d8i Freq, '"' 10 MHz

Fig 18-8 - Azimuth pa1tern of
array with same-length parasitic
element spaced 0.05 k to the rear
of driven element, both V2 above
typical ground.

Frnq." 10 MHzMax. Gain ~ 7.3 dBi

••
Max. Gain" 10.73 dB; Freq, '" 10 MHz
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Fig 18-9 - Azimuth pattern of array
with same-length parasitic element
spaced 0.5 x to the driven element,
both ')J2 above typical ground.

Fig 18-11 - Azimuth pattern of
array with tuned parasitic director
spaced 0.085 A. from the driven
element, bo1h1J2 above typical
ground.

Freq. '" 10 MHzMax. Gain = 11.11dBi

UBA0180

Fig 18-10 - Azimuth pattern 01
array with tuned parasitic reflector
spaced 0.2 ).. to the rear of driven
element, both "JJ2 above typical
ground,

What About Other Lengths
for the Parasitic Element?

The other key parameter you can
adj ust is the length of the parasitic
element - in other words, you can
tunc it. In an attempt to optimize
forward gain and front-to-hack ratio,
I adjusted spacing and leng th of the
reflector until J obtained the result
shown in Fig 18-10. This is at a spac
ing of 0.2 A with the reflector about
4% longer than the driven element.
As a side note, it is an awfu l lnt easier
to go through these studies with an
antenna modeling program such as
l:.ZNEC than to go out in the back
yard, lower the antenna, change a
parameter, hoist up the antenna and
take read ings - again and again and
again!

It is also possible to head in the
other direction, with closer spacing
and a shorter parasiti c element. By
moving to a spacing of 0.085 Aand
reducing the length of the paras itic
elemen t by 2.5"/" compared to the
driven element (turning it into a di
rector), the pattern of l'ig 18-11 was
obtained. At this spacing and length,
the driven element has an impedance
of about 23 n.

like that in Fig 18-9 would be useful.
The resonant impedance is back to
about 80 n; however, the resonant
frequency has shifted upwards some .
At even wider spacings, there is Jiule
of interest to discuss.

18·4 Chapter 18



An Array with One Driven and Two
Parasitic Elements

Since a single parasitic element in a two element Vagi para
sitic array can provide such benefit with relatively little effort,
you may wonder whether adding more parasitic elements might
do even more. The answer is yes.

The next chapter will go into more detail about such ar-
rays, but the addition of a reflector and a director to the driven
element (making a three element Yagi) can provide a good
introduction to that discussion. The resultant pattern of a reflec
tor at 0.2 "A spacing behind the driven element and a director at
0.085 Aahead of the driven element is shown in Fig 18·12. The
front-to-hack ratio is now almost 25 dB, impressive indeed.

UBA0182

tao
Max. Gain" 11.46 dBI

00

Freq. '" 10 MHz

Fig 18-12-Azlmuth pattern of
a-element Vagi array withparasitic
reflectorand director.

Summarv

I have introduced the concept of
theuse of parasitic (not-connected)
elements in antenna arrays. These
elementsallow beam shaping without
theproblems involved obtaining cor-

rect phase relationships in previously
described driven arrays. Neither does
the parasitic array have the penalty
of the large wind loads common to
surface-reflector arrays.

Review Questions
18-1. Under what conditions might an array with one or more parasitic ele

ments have advantages over directly driven phased arrays or surface reflector
arrays previously described?

18-2. What is a negative consey'uence of closely coupled parasitic elements?
18-3. What can be the effect of cutting parasitic elements with a few percent

error? How does this compare with driven arrays?

Antenna Arrays With Parasitically Coupled Elements 18-5



The Yagi- Uda or Yagi,
Parasitically Coupled Antenna

Yagis for multiple bands surround a
higher frequency parabolic reflector
array.

Contents
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The Yagi-Uda, or Yagi, Parasitically
Coupled Antenna

The last chapter discussed the con
cept of parasitically coupled anten
nas. This antenna configuration was
extensively evaluated and developed
by two Japanese academics in the
early part of the last century.

The concepts of the antenna later
known as the Yagi-Uda were pub
lished in 1926 by Shinraro Ucla, with
the collaboration of Hidetsugu Vagi,
both of Tohoku Imperial University,
Sendai, Japan. Vagi published the
first English-language reference on
the antenna in a 1928 article and it
came to be associated with his name. '
However, Vagi always acknowledged

Ucla's principal contribution to the
design, and the proper name for the
antenna is the Vagi-Ucla antenna (or
array).

The Vagi was first widely used by
Allied Forces as the antenna for VHF
and UHF airborne radar sets during
WW II, because of its simplicity and
directionality. The Japanese military
authorities first became aware of this
technology after the Battle of Singa
pore, when they captured the notes
of a British radar technician that
mentioned "Yagi antenna." Japanese
intelligence officers did not even rec
ognize that Vagi was a Japanese name

in this context. When questioned the
technician said it was an antenna
named after a Japanese professor.
(This story is analogous to the story
of American intelligence officers in
terrogating German rocket scientists
and finding out that Robert Goddard
was the real pioneer of rocket tech
nology even though he was not well
known in the US at that time.)'

Current usage in the US is to refer
to this antennas configuration as a
Yagi, and we will use that term in this
book, with the understanding that
Vagi is really short for "Yagi-Uda.'

What's a Yagi All About?

The antenna developed by Uda and Vagi took the basic
three element parasitic array described in the last chapter
and extended it, through the addition of multiple direc
tors, to provide a highly focused beamwidth signal for
VHF and UHF (the "ultra short waves" in Vagi's article
title). They empirically developed the early designs of
such arrays, including the optimum lengths and spacings.
The results have been relied on for many years, until the
availability of modem computer modeling and simulation.

Why More Directors and not More
Reflectors?

An effective reflector results in minimal signals behind
the array. Thus additional reflector elements placed he
hind the first reflector receive only a very small residual
signal going past the reflector element and therefore
contribute little to the signal leaving at the front of the
array. Occasionally, a multielement reflector structure can
be found, but this is really just a different geometry at the
approximate distance of the primary reflector. Sometimes
a plane reflector is used behind the driven element for bet
ter front-to-hack performance.

19-2 Chap1er 19

Additional directors, on the other hand, are in the
path of the main beam formed from the driven element.
reflector and any previous directors. Thus they continue to
focus the beam further as it progresses forward along the
antenna axis.

What Frequencies are Appropriate forYagi
Antennas?

While the original paper about Yagi-Uda antennas was
focused (no pun intended) on VHF and UHF applications.
there is nothing about that range that is specific to the
Vagi design. On the low frequency side, the limits are the
physical size of the structure. On the high frequency side,
manufacturing tolerances, plus the effectiveness of other
available alternatives, form the limits for the deployment
of Yagis.

At upper HF and into the UHF range, Yagis tend to be
made from rigid, self-supporting materials, such as alumi
num tubing. At the low end, they are more often found as
fixed antennas constructed of wire elements. At the upper
end of the frequency range, they are sometimes even seen
etched onto printed circuit material.



Enough Talk; Let's See Some Examples!

Fig 19-2 - Configuration of three element Vagi .

A discu ssion of Vagi an tennas
would probab ly stan with the three
eleme nt parasitic array I introduced
at the end of the last ch apter. How
ever, Vagi de velopment really gel s
into full swing with antennas having
multiple dir ectors. In keeping with
the spirit of the origina l Yagi paper,
\ will shift the design frequency into
the VHF range, but keep in mind
that the results can be scaled to any
frequency.

At VHF , ground refl ections at
~ny reasonable height rapidly shift
throughpeaks and nulls. Thus 1 will
change the usual en vironment to tha t
of/ree space when generating pat 
terns at the se frequencies. Fig 19-1
illustrates the poin t Her e you ha ve
theelevation patterns of identica l
145 MHz reference dipoles. con
structed of the same 0. 25 inc h
aluminum tubin g that I wi ll use for
the Yagis to come. One ante nna is
mounted 40 feet above real gro und;
theother is mou nted in free space.
The rapid fluctuation s or field
strength o ver gro und tend to distract
from the comparison between an
tenna design s. You will need to keep
inmind if comparing ant enna results
that the mai n lobe gain of a free-
space dipole is 2.13 dBi. while the
gain of a dipole at the peak of the first
elevation lobe over typ ical gro und is
1.67 dB i. The differen ce of 5.54 dB
isdue to ground re flection gain and is
close to the theoretical limi t of 6 dBi.
Theground reflection gain should be
carried ov er when evaluating other
freespace de signs.

UllA0163 go

"Max, Gain = 7.67 dBi Fraq. '" 10 MHz

The Medium Sized Three
ElementVHFYagi

As noted, the three eleme nt Yagi is
ju st an opt imized and further devel
op ed ver sion of the array with reflec
tor an d director described in Chap
ter 18. The co nfigur ation is shown in
Fig 19·2. The spacing between the
elements of a Yagi is a key design
paramete r. In general. wid er spacings

provide higher performance : while
closer spacings result in a more com
pact physical configuration. but with
less gain. You usually select a boom
(the struc tural e lement suppo rting
the elements) and then optimize the
numbe r of elements and their spac
ing on the available boom length 10

maximize performance . For my first
example. I will stan with a boom
length of 0.3 A. and use 0.15 t, spac
ing between the dr iven element and
both the reflector and director.

Azimuth Pattern
Careful adju stment of elem ent

lengths 10 obtain a reson ant dri ven el
ement, maximum front-to-beck ratio
and cle an forward pattern with ac
ceptable forward gai n resulted in the
element lengths shown in Table 19·1.
The resulting free-space azim uth
patt ern is show n in Fig 19-3. Th e for
ward free-space gain of7.84 dBi cor
respon ds to a ga in (compared to the
ga in of 2. 13 dBi of a dipole in free

Table19-1

Dimensi ons of th e 3·Element Vagi with 0.15 A Reflector and Director Spaci ng. All Elem ents 0.25 inche s in Diameter.

Element I.ength (i...) Spacing from DEp.) I.ength (inches) Spacing from DE(IrtChes) Difference (%)

Relector 0,490 0.15 40.53 12 .2 3.8

Driven Element

ueccr
0.472

0.440 0 .15

38.42

35.82 12,2 -6.8

The Yagi-Uda, or Vagi, Parasitically Coupled Antenna 19-3



Fig 19-4 - SWR (50 11)of three
element Vagi in Fig 19-2.
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Fig 19--6 - Azimuth pattern of three
element Vagi In Fig 19-2 at 2:1 SWR
limits.

50

10.0

frequency, but for more satisfactory
performance over a wider bandwidth.
This is often done by making the
reflector a bit longer and the director
a bit shorter than optimum.

Changing the Element
Spacing

Within the constraint of a boom
length of 0.3 A, you can distribute
the element spacings differently and
come up with a different antenna.
One choice would be to have the
reflector 0.2 A behind the driven ele
ment and the director 0.\ Ain front.
This is the kind of change Uda and
Yagi made empirically in the labora
tory, but it is even easier to do with a
modeling program like EZNEC!

The result, perhaps with a bit of
optimization left for the student, is
shown in Fig 19-7. And Fig 19-8
shows the azimuth with the spac-

INF

Fig 19.5 - SWR (26 il) of three
element Vagi In Fig 19--2.

Yagl Operating Bandwidth
For many antenna types, the key

parameter determining operating
bandwidth is the frequency range
over which a usable SWR is provid
ed. Depending on requirements, that
definition mayor may not be appro
priate for a Yagi. For example, the
26 n 2: 1 bandwidth of the three ele
ment Yagi in Fig 19-2 is from around
J41 to 147.5 MHz, as shown in
Fig 19-5. This is about a 4.5% range
around the center frequency, com
pared with around 8% for a similar
diameter dipole.

As the frequency is changed within
the operating bandwidth of a dipole,
however, the pattern remains virtually
constant. This is not the case with
a Yagi. Fig 19-6 shows the azimuth
pattern of the Yagi in Fig 19-2 at both
ends of the SWR bandwidth. Note
that the forward gain is actually a bit
higher, but the front-to-beck ratio is
significantly reduced at each end of
this frequency range. Had I optimized
for forward gain, rather than front
to-hack ratio, you would have seen
a different form of change. Whether
the difference from design center
performance is significant depends on
your application.

It is often possible to adjust the ele
ment lengths to result in slightly less
than optimum performance at a spot

frequency with 00 reactance, is at
145 MHz. The impedance at reso
nance is about 26 n, which is not a
very convenient impedance for use
with common transmission lines. This
is fairly typical of Yagi antennas and
I will discuss some of the techniques
used to match transmission line to
the generally low impedance of Yagi
driven elements a bit later.

In general, this is a solved prob
lem and I will not dwell on it as I
talk about the Vagi properties in this
section. For example, in this case, a
jJ4 section of 36 n transmission line
(which is available, but two com 
mon 75 n lines in parallel could also
be used) will transform the 26 0 to
50 O . The SWR plot transformed
to 26 n, under the assumption that
some sort of matching arrangement is
provided is shown in Fig 19-5.

150

Freq. = 10 MHz

Frequency (MHz)

2Of'i"¥p¥
15 H -r-+-j

1.1 =:d==b=:b=:l10
140

Max. Gain = 7,84 dBi

10.0

INF

Fig 19-3 - Free-space azimuth
pattern 01 three element Vagi tuned
for front-to-back ratio (FIB).

space) of 5.7 dB. This is almost four
times the power in the peak of the
main lobe of a dipole in free space.

A key issue in the design of Yagi
arrays is that the element spac-
ings and lengths can be adjusted to
obtain maximum front-to-back ratio,
maximum forward gain or match to
a particular impedance - but not all,
or even two, parameters can be opti
mized using the same dimensions. It
is thus important to decide what your
design goals and acceptable param
eter limits are before you start.

Matching to a Transmission
Line

The 50 0. SWR for the example
three element Yagi is shown in
Fig 19-4. Note that while the frequen
cy of lowest SWR is somewhat below
the design frequency of 145 MHz,
the actual resonant frequency, the

19·4 Chapter 19



Fig 19-8 - Azimuth pattern of 0.3 A
boom three e le ment Yagl with 0.1 A
reflector and 0.2 A. director . pllcl ng.

Fig 19-7 - Azimuth pattern of
0.3 A. boom three elementYag l with
0.2 A. ref lector and 0.1 A dtrecter
spacing.

F"¥q '" 10 '-'Hz

FrtKl. '" 10 l.lH:

o

o

' M
Max. Ga m · 6.58 dB l

u". " ..

MU . Gain " 7.38 cEIi

ings reversed - the reflector at 0.1 A.
rebind the driven element and the
lfroctor 0.2 A. in front. The forward
gain is about I dB higher in this ar
rangement and the front-to-beck ratio
h3s improved slightly. The feed-point
impedance is, however. reduced to
about 10n following the tweaking of
lengths to regain a reasonabje Irora
~Nck ratio. There is no free lunch!

The Short and long olThree
Element VHFYagis

If space constraints are para-
mount you can employ shorter boom
lengths. at some cost of performance.
FIll. 19-9 shows an example of a three
element Yagi on a 0.1 ). boom, with
equally spaced director and reflector.
As is evident, this design gives up
from 1 to 2 dB of forward gain com
pared to previous antennas. with three
rirnes rhe boom length . The front-to
I;lack. ratio is also reduced compared
tothe larger antennas. This antenna
hasa resonant feed-point impedance
ofabout 1J n .

Youcan alsogo in the other direc
tion. ll~ i ng a longer boom and wider
ckment spacing. If you make the
eray roughly square at 0.5 ). per side
wuh a boom of thai length. you can
have a bit more of everything. I will
later discuss that such a boom may be
better served by adding a director or
two. but the three element design can
beclose in performance and is lighter
10 raise and tum. It also has less wind
loading. With careful optimization,
lhis antenna can have additional gain.
but probably not as good a front
io-beck ratio as. the 0.3 ). design
preseraed earlier. 11 also can provide a
direct I:1 match 10 50 n coax cable.

f ig 1!a-9 - Azimuth pattern of 0.1 A.
boo m three ele ment Yagl with 0.05 A
refiKto r and di rector spacinge,

The Vagi-Uda, or Vagi, Parasitically Coupled Antenna 19-5



Yagis with More Elements

Fig 19-10 - GaIn of optimized Vagi as a function
of boom length (Courtesy of The ARRl Antenna
Book).
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Fig 19-12 - Azimuth pattern of 10
element Vagi array on 2 A boom.

A Longer"LongYagi"
Extending the Yagi to a boom

length of a bit less than 2 Aresults
in the azimuth pattern of Fig 19-12.
Again the forward gain is close to
that predicted in Fig 19-10. This
analysis could be extended as far as
desired; however, a few observations
are in order.

If you were to place a six element
combination broadside-collinear

ment in element length is usually
required for them.

A Short "Long Yagi"
The azimuth plot of an example of

an array with a boom length of 1 A
is shown in Fig 19~11. Note that the
forward gain is close to that predicted
in Fig 19-10. Its dimensions are pro
vided in Table19-2 for the case with
a nonmetallic boom. Metal booms
may also be used; however, an adjust-

When you start
looking at antennas
with boom lengths
longer than about IJ3,
you sometimes run
into an interesting marketing gambit.
Antenna manufacturers tend to mar
ket their long Yagis based on element
count, with the boom length buried in
the specifications sheet. In fact , boom
length is arguably the most critical
parameter in long boom Yagi design.
For any given boom length, there is
an optimum design (including an op
timum number of elements) that will
provide the gain shown in Fig 19-10.

You can also obtain the same gain
with an antenna on a given boom
length with more elements; however,
that doesn't mean that this design has
more value than one with less ele
ments - in fact, since most antenna
installations are designed to with
stand a certain level of wind force,
having more directors (and hence
more wind-surface area) may well be
a disadvantage. Watch this if you are
considering buying an antenna array.

proven, optimized
Yagi designs for the
HF and VHFruHF
amateur bands. These
designs can be scaled
to provide a starting
point for other appli
cations or frequency
bands too.

The Boom
Lenglh
Element Count
Issue

What I've discussed so far has set
the stage for more interesting designs
of long-boom Yagis with more ele
ments - the focus of the original
Yagi-Uda work. The design variables
and adjustable parameters are the
same - boom length, the number
of elements, element spacings and
element lengths. The outcomes are
the same as well - forward gain,
front-to-beck ratio, driving imped
ance and operating bandwidth. As for
the earlier designs, the optimum for
all parameters never occurs with any
one design.

With each element you add to the
mix, you get two independent vari
ables - the element's length and its
spacing from neighboring elements.
Since the number of combinations of
adjustments goes up with the square
of the variables, it can become quite
a challenge to be sure you have found
the optimum. Let's see - if I make
this element a bit longer - and then
adjust all the other spacings and
lengths to compensate - am I getting
better or worse performance? You get
the idea!

Fortunately, there has been a lot
of work done on this subject since
Yagi's 1928 paper and you don't
have to reinvent every wheel. The
ARRL AntenlUl Book, for example,
lists lengths and spacings for many

UEIA0193

Fig 19-11 - Azimuth pattern of
seven element Vagi on 1 A boom.

'00
Max. Gain "11.34dBi Freq.=10MHz
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Chapter Summary

Table 19-2

Dimensions of the seven elementYagi on 1 "Insulated Boom. All Elements 0.25 inches in Diameter.
Element Length (A) Spacing from R r.J LBngth (inches) Spacing from R (Inches) Difference (%)

Relector 0.503 0 40.94 0 6.1

Driven Element 0.474 0.15 38.58 12.28

Director 1 0,458 0.216 37 .32 17.59 -3.3

Director 2 0.450 0.338 36,61 27.52 -5.1

Director 3 0.438 0.508 35,67 41.34 -7.5

Director 4 0.432 0.717 35,20 5835 -B,8

Director 5 0.431 0.961 35 .12 78.1 9 -9.0

array in front of a backscreen reflec
tor (such as was shown earlier in
Fig 17-5 in Chapter 17), the resulting
reflector array provides a forward
gain within about 0.5 dB of the lon
ger 2 A Yagi array. The antenna with
thebackscreen reflector, however,
is about 1.5 Ahigh, 1.5 Awide and
0.25 Adeep, while the Yagi is 2 "
long, about 0.5 "- wide, and not very
high. You're trading, in effect, vol
ume for area for two different arrays
with comparable gains.

Whatever you decide to call "opti
mum" for any particular installation
depends on your specific require
ments. I should also point out that the
reflector array from Chapter 17 has

much less sensitivity to dimensional
tolerances or changes in frequency,
while the long-boom Vagi is more
sensitive to these effects.

You could keep extending the
boom and gaining additional forward
gain. Another alternative is to stack
another copy of the array on top of
the first. At the optimum stacking
distance, you can increase the gain
by almost 3 dB. Stacking compresses
the elevation pattern, rather than
further squeezing more ga in out of
the azimuth pattern, as happens when
you lengthen the boom of a Vagi.
Stacking is often a good method to
get more gain, since doubling the
boom length results in an increase of

about 2 dB.
A Vagi antenna array can have sig

nificant gain and front-to-hack ratio
compared to other types of structures.
It offers more gain per unit of wind
surface area than many other types
of high-gain systems, at the cost of
having tighter dimensional tolerances
and correspondingly narrow operat
ing handwidth. Multiple Vagi arrays
can often be cornhined into stacks of
very effective antenna systems.

Notes
'H. Vagi, "Beam Transmission of Ultra Short

Waves," Proceedings of the IRE, 16,
pp 715-740, Jun 1928 .

2en.wlklpedia.orglwikilYagi_ntenna.

Review Questions
19-1. What are some of the major advantages of Vagi antennas

compared to other types of systems previously covered?
19-2. What are some of the major disadvantages of Yagi antennas

compared to other types of systems previously covered?
19-3. Under what conditions might a stacked arrangement ofYagis

be more useful than a single Vagi with the same total boom length.
What are the disadvantages of such a system?

TheYagi-Uda, orYagi, Parasitically Coupled Antenna 19-7



Practical Yagisfor HF and VHF

Vagls for two frequency ranges ahare a tower.
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Practical Yagisfor HF and VHF

The last chapter discussed the structure and results obtained with Vagi antennas. Yagis are found in antennas de
signed for MF through the middle of the UHF region. As has been mentioned, one downside of Vagi antennas is that
satisfactory operation requires close attention to tight dimensional tolerances. I will describe here some representative,
reproducible Vagi designs. You can scale them to other frequencies, but at your own risk!

Matching A Yagi to a Transmission Line

As discussed earlier, one poten
tially unpleasant characteristic of
Vagi antennas, particularly those
with close-spaced elements, is that
the driven element impedance is
often quite low. This is a function of
parasitic element length and spac
ing. While it is generally possible
to find parasitic element spacings
and lengths that will result in a 50 0:
driven element impedance, those di
mensions are not generally compact.
They are also often not the ones that
give best front-to-beck ratio, nor the
highest forward gain.

Yagi designs are compromises.
Even ignoring driven element imped
ance, the dimensions that give best
front-to-back ratio generally do not
provide best forward gain. Still, once
your objectives and priorities are
defined, there is likely to be some
Yagi configuration that meets them.
By having a feed connection arrange
ment that works with a wide range
of impedance values, you are free
to optimize your trade-off between
front-to-hack ratio and forward gain
without being constrained unduly by
impedance concerns.

Before I describe particular Yagi
designs, I will discuss some of the
methods used to match Yagi driven
elements to transmission lines.

Q Bar Matching
One of the earliest methods used

to match low impedance Yagi driven
elements to 50 n coaxial cable was

20-2 Chapter 20

called a "Q Bar." This arrangement,
shown in Fig 20-1, is nothing more
than 111J4 transmission-line match
ing section. In order to match a given
resistive antenna impedance (Z,,) to
any transmission-line characteristic
impedance (Zo)' a 1J4 transmission
line matching section of character
istic impedance L;, can be inserted
between them. The characteristic
impedance of z" is equal to:

(Eq I)

For example, if you had an antenna
with a feed-point impedance of 20 0:
and wanted to match it to 4500: lad
der line, you would need a transmts
sian line that had a characteristic
impedance of 95 Q.

The characteristic impedance of
parallel-wire transmission line in free
space is found as follows:

(Eq 2)

where D is the center-to-center spac
ing and d is the conductor diameter.

If you had a line made from 0.25
inch diameter rods, spaced 0.275
inches center-to-center, you could
achieve a Zo of 95 Q, but it would
make for a tight fit. You also wouldn't
want to do this for a very long
distance. Note that this only works

if D > d, otherwise the two conduc
tors would be touching. This sets the
lower spacing limit at 83 n, not far
from where you are now.

A more modem adaptation of this
technique would be to match to a
50 n line. This could not work with
the Q bars, but could be done with a
transmission line with a characteristic
impedance of 31.6 0:. This could be
approximated by paralleling two
75 n lines, with a resultant imped
ance of 37.5 n.

The Folded-Dipole Match
The two wire folded dipole was

shown in Fig 11~ II in Chapter II.
This antenna takes up essentially
the same space as a conventional
single-wire dipole, but the feed-point
impedance is four times the imped-

• }.J2Dipole -I

}.J41Bar
Section

J
Balanced

Tranemlsslon Line
to Station or

to Balun

U8AOHI5

Fig 20-1 - Q-bar matching system.
Note that only a limited range of
values can be accommodated.



Fig 20-4- Detail of trombone capacitor forT or gamma match.

' Rod 2

Balanced Line or
Balun to Coax

"-.:: Gamma Rod

Dipole
Element

Shorting
Strap

TRod 1

For a typical Yagi made of tub
ing, the T-rods are usually YJ to Y2
the diameter of the driven element.
The distance between shorting bars is
usually a bit less than half the driven
element length.

As with the delta match, the
T match is often adjusted to 200 n
and used with a ))2, 4: 1 loop balun
to match to 50 n coaxial cable. The
T match will act to lengthen the
effective dipole length. This can be
accorrunodated by either shortening

QS0llll1_HS02

Fig 20-3- T matching system, one of
the most popular systems. It is often
used with a 4:t balun and coax feed.
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Another adaptation of the auto
transformer principle is called the
Tmatch. It differs from the delta
match mainly in the connection
method. The T match uses bars
parallel to the antenna element to
make connections to the dipole.
Matching adjustment is generally
provided through the adjustable
position of sliding shorting bars,
as shown in Fig 20-3. As with
the delta match, the adjustments
should becarried out by moving the
bars the same amount on each side to
maintain balance.

The T match was introduced in
a QST article in 1940. 1 The authors
(including the soon-to-be-legendary
Dr John Kraus, W8JK), described a
method to connect 60CI n transmis
sion line to a wire dipole and deter
mined that the spacing of the shorting
bars should be 24% of the dipole
length for that case, with a spacing in
inches of the T bars of 114/f, in MHz.

lower impedances
until the best match
is found. The driven
element will generally
need to be shortened a
few percent to obtain
an exact match.

Fig 20-2
Delta matching

system.

TheTMatch

An autotransformer is a transform
er with a single winding in which taps
on parts of the winding provide the
desired voltage-to-current ratio, or
impedance ratio. The same concept
applies to antennas. A half wave an
tenna element has a high impedance
at its ends and a low impedance at the
center . If you connect a transmission
line between intermediate points, you
can match virtually any impedance,
from that of the center to that of the
end-to-end impedance.

The delta match is perhaps the sim
plest implementation of this principle.
It is shown in Fig 20-2. There is
nothing magic about the dimensions,
although the two connections should
beequally spaced from the center to
maintain balance. In use , the connec
tion points are adjusted until a rea
sonable match is obtained. This will
change the element tuning somewhat,
so the driven element length must
then be adjusted for minimum SWR
and the connection points moved
again, back and forth until you obtain
the desired match.

This match can be used directly
with a balanced transmission line, or
through a balun to coax. You could
usea 4:11001' balun to match 200 n
connection points to 50 n coax, See
Fig 9-6 in Chapter 9. For this match,
and for the next several connection
methods, the center of the unbroken
driven element is at zero potential, so
you can connect it directly to a metal
lic boom if you like. If the boom and
mast are well-grounded, this may
have benefits in terms of lightning
protection .

Typical starting points for an HF
dipole connected to 600 n line are at
a spacing between connection points
of0.12 Afor HF (0.115 A for VHF)
anda match length of 0.15 A.The
spacing should be moved inward for

The Delta Match

ance of a regular dipole. If a Yagi's
driven element exhibits an impedance
of 12.5 n, a folded-dipole driven
element would have an impedance
of 50 n. Note that only the driven
element, not the parasitic elements,
needs to be changed to a folded
dipole configuration to obtain this
transformation.

Practical Yagls for HF and VHF 2D-3



Shorting
Dipole Element Strap

ql===~:=

QSoa0 1-HSOl

Fig 20-5 - Gamma matching system.
Essentially half aT match. No balun
required.

Fed Element

RG-&'U Coa>.

'0
Directo..;.

Bakelite
Ro'

Insulating Board
Bocm-tc-Element

Bracket

Fig 20-6 - Hairpin matching system. Can be visualized as a "folded
T-match."

the dipole, or by inserting capaci
tance in the T bar connections. The
capacitance is often made by using
a "trombone" coaxial tuning section
on each side of the T. as shown in
Fig 20-4.

The Gamma Match
The gamma match is just half of

a T match. It extends out from the
boom towards one side of the driven
element, as shown in Fig 20-5. Be
cause it only extends to one side, just
one side of the driven element needs
shortening, or a trombone or other ca
paci tance can be used to compensate
for the added inductance. The gamma
match, inherently unbalanced, pro
vides for direct connection to coaxial
cable without needing a balun.

For a typical Vagi made of tubing,
the gamma rod is usually Y.l to Y2 the

diameter of the driven element spaced
about 0.007 A center-to-center from
the driven element and about 0.04 to
0.05 A. long to match 50 fl. A capaci
tance value of about 7 pF per meter
of wavelength will avoid the need to
shorten the driven element beyond
about 3%.

The Hairpin Match
An alternative to tapping out

along the driven element is to load
the center of the dipole with a shunt
inductance connected to each side.
This brings the electrical center ef
fectively further out along each side
of the dipole. A Jaw-loss inductor can
be formed by a short «< )J4) section
of balanced transmission line. This
arrangement. shown in Fig 20-6, has
the appearance of a hairpin and thus it
is caJled a hairpin match.

Some early work, reported in QST
in 1962, defined the hairpin param
eters for a Yagi antenna operating
at 14.28 MHz." These are shown in
Fig 20-7 and Fig 20-8. The required
inductance and line length (the same
line width should be used) both go
down directly with frequency, so
results can be scaled to provide a
starting point for other frequency
antennas.

This kind of match is simple to
construct and works well. Note that
unlike most of the other teclmiques
mentioned, it requires a split driven
element. While it wil l work as shown
in Fig 20-6, a balun should be in
serted between the driving point and
the coax to avoid feed-line radiation,
which can distort the antenna pattern.
The balun can be as simple as a coil
of the coax. feed line.
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Let's Build Some Yagis

r Light Nylon Cortl
2· ~ 2' Pine or Cedar

//I,,"UI810'
20 m Renamr 1065 em(:)04,94' )

"':y 15 m Reneeto. 708 <:rn(2~,2J')

NYlon~

~
""'

10 m Reflector 531 em (17,42')

20m Driven Element Total Lenglhl6d.. 488 em ( 16.01') 21Jcm,"

o,;" ",,.,",~..

15m Drivan Elamenl l t rs em (6,99' )

Total Length/Sid.. 335 em ( 10.!t9') (5,74' )

125=
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RopeThrough toAdjust
//
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I
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Fig 20-9 - Dimensions of the VE7CA triband 2 element Vagi.

Fig 20-10 - Close-up 01the VE7CA
tribander's feed point.

that can be used from 10 through 19
elements described in recent editions
of The ARRL Antenna B()()k.~

This antenna is shown in
Fig 20-13. If you build it closely
following the design specifications
(given in mm to increase preci-
sion), it will yiel d a gain of 11.4 dBd
(13.5 dBi) and a front-to-beck ratio
of better than 17 dB across the whole
144 to 148 MHz band . It has a 390

azimuth beamwidth when mounted as
a horizontally polarized antenna.

Fig 20-11 - Predicted elevation
pattern of the VE7CA tribander
on 20 meters. Other bands will be
similar, but for the same height
(26 feet In this example) will have a
peak lobe at a lower
elevation angle.
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A High-Performance 144
MHz 10 ElementYagi

This antenna illustrates the use
of a T match and aluminum tubing
to construct an easy to duplicate,
but no-compromise, VHF Vagi, first
described by K1FO. This antenna is
one of many cases of a basic design

A Portable Two Element
Triband Vagi

Perhaps the simplest of Yagis is
thewire triband HF Yagi designed by
Marcus Hansen, VE7CA. ' Hansen
is also the designer of a wonderful
homemade HF transceiver that out
performs all but the highest perfor
mance commercial HF transcei vers. '

This antenna is made of wire ele
ments supported between 2 x 2-inch
wooden spreaders. The three bands
arecovered by parallel driven
elements, fed with a single hairpin
match.The antenna uses separate
reflectors, optimally spaced for each
band. While shown as a triband,
twoelement-array, it could be eas-
ily simplified into a two element
monobander, or even a three element
monobander for one of the higher
bandsby putting the driven element
Dear the center and adding a director
element. In my experience, a three
element Vagi for 20 meters would
beat the ou ter edge of what could
be asked of 2 x 2-inch spreaders,
althoughit might work for a weekend
operation, when there's no wind.

Practical Yagis for HF and VHF 20·5



The antenna is constructed on a 1Yo inch outside
diameter boom with the elements spaced from the re
flector as shown in Table 20-1. Details of the driven el
ement construction are shown in Fig 20-13. The design
is intended for the low end of the band , generally used
for long-haul SSB and CW weak-signal work. It can-be
easily adapted to the FM portion centered at 147 MHz
by shortening all elements by 17 mm.

The antenna is matched by a 200 nT-match and).l2
long 4: I loop balun designed to feed coaxial cable to
the radio. When complete, adjust the Ttmatch shorting
bars for the best match. This should be done in its final
position, if possible. If not, temporarily mount it as
high as practical and point it upward to minimize near
ground reflection effects while adjusting the match.

Table 20-1

Dimensions of the 10 Element 144 MHz K1FOYagi.
All elements are y., inch diameter rod or tubing.

Elemenf Position Length
(mm fromReflector) (mm)

Reflector 0 1038
Driven Element 312 955

Director 1 447 956

Director 2 699 932

Director 3 1050 916

Director 4 1482 906

Director 5 1986 897

Director 6 2553 891

Director 7 3168 887

Director 8 3831 883

#If
474.6

465.5

478.3

460.9

455.6

Length (ft) uo
33,5 4968.9

32,9 394.8

33.8 nla

32,6 195.4

32.2 103.0

Length(in)
402,5

394.8

405.6

390.8

386.4

Diameter (in)

0;081

1

1-2 Stepped

2

3.75

Table A

14.15 MHz Dipole Lengths for Different
Element Diameters

Yagisat Upper HF
Altha low end of the frequency range tor rotatable

antennas, structures tend 10 be largeand mechanical issues
are often paramount. While lower-frequency rOtatable Yagisdownto 7 MHz are sometimes encountered; the 14-MHz
amateurband marksthe low end for mostVagi builders. Elements can be 35 feet longand boomseven longeron
20 meters. Even with "lightweight" aluminum materials, a 3 or 4 element 20 meter Vagi can be quite a mechanical
challenge.

The problem is to haveelementsthat can supportthemselves, bo1h with static and wind'loads,while being
secured at a single point in the center. Larger sizes of thick-wall tubing are strong, but they are heavy. Smaller sizes
are light, but they bend under the strainof their ownweight if they are long,The answeris to use telescoping sections
01 progressively smaller and lighter tubing as you ,progress,from the center to each end of an element (and boom tool.
The center section can be heavy to provide strength, without much bending moment, while the sections further from
the center can be smaller, with thinner walls since they don"! support as much weight. This technique is often referred
to as stepped diameter approaoh. An additional advantage ofthi$ technique' is that the element lengths can be easity
adjusted by loosening the joints and sliding the outer ends in and out .

Diameter Matters
I have previously discussed the impactct-anterma

element diameter on both the resonant freql.JElooy'and
bandwidth of antennas. The topic is worth repealing in this
discusSion about Vagi antennas, 'since th'ey:usedifferent
kinds of construction tecnmquee.

Wire Yagis are often used at the lower frequency ranges,
where soiid rotatable antennas may not ~praetical.lnthe
upper HFand higher regions up to UHF, Yagis are: almost
always, constructed of tubing supportedby a single central
boom. The examples 1have provided in this chapter include
antennas in both camps, wire and tubing.

Modeling Stepped-Diameter Antennas - the Results
One possible difficulty is how to effectively model tapered elements by computer. The abrupt change in diameter

as sections are transitloned Is difficult for the NEC engine to handle. Fortunately EZNEC, and otner modeling
implementations, implement a correction process for these tapering effects.

To give an idea of the differences with and without tapering. Table A shows the modeled resonant lengths of dipole
elements resonant at 14.15 MHzfor different diameter elements, all mounted 50 feet above typical ground. The 0.81
inch entry represents #12 wire used in my HF example. The 1 to zlnch tapered.entry changes from 2 inches down to
a 1 inch diameter, insteps of 0.25 inches, Of particular note is that EZNEC predicts such a tapered element must be
JongerlhaneittJer a continuous 1 or 2 inch diameter element.

The entry IfF corresponds to the oft-quoted resonant length of a wire dipole of 46B/F, where F is in MHz. That is
areasonable approximation for a wire antenna at lower frequencies but can be misleading when tapered elements of
tUbing are used.

20-6 Chapter 20
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Center Boom Soction Rear Bonm Section
1·318" 0 0 x 0.05B· wall 1-114" 0 0 XO.D49" wall
6061-T6 round tubing 6061-T6 round lubing
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- (40") (72")

Rear 800m Section
1_114" ODx 0,049" wall
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1219 mm (48"J long
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Fig 20-t3 - Layout of to-element t44 MHz high-performance K1FOYagl.

'""Max. Gain = 10.31 dBi Freq " 14.05 MHz

UB~02[14

Fig 20-12 - Predicted main-lobe
azimuth pattern of the VE7CA
lribander on 20 meters. Other bands
willbe similar.
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Chapter Summary

This chapter discusses building
and using Vagi antennas. I pre
sented some of the most commonly
encountered methods of matching
Vagi driven elements, which tend to
exhibit lower impedance than dipoles
because of mutual coupling to the
other elements. Examplesof designs
with very different construction
methods were presented, including
examples of hairpin and T-match ar
rangements,

Notes

1J. Kraus, W8JK, and S, Sturgeon,
WBMPH,"The T-Matched
Antenna," aST, Sep 1940 , PP
24-25.

2J. Gooch, W9YAV, 0. Gardener,
W9RWZ, and G. Roberts, ''The
Hairpin Match,~ OST, Apr 1962,
pp 11-14.

3M. Hansen, VE7CA, ~A Portable
2-ElementTribandYagiM OST, Nov
2001, pp 35·37.

·M. Hansen, VE7CA, "A Homebrew
High Performance HF
Transceiver--the HBR-2000" QST,
Mar 2006 , PP5-9.

5R. D.Straw, Editor, The ARRL
Antenna Book, 21 st Edition.
Available from your ARRL dealer
or the ARRL Bookstore, ARRL
order no. 9876. Telephone 860
594-0355, or toll-free in the
US 888-277·5289; www.arrl.
orgshop/; pubsales@arrl.org.
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Review Questions
20-1. Consider a center-fed dipole with added reflector and director ele

ments to become a unidirectional 3 element Vagi. Why will there likely he a
need to change the method that the coax is connected to the dipole?

20-2. Why can't Q-bars be used to match a 25.n impedance Vagi driven
element to 50 0. coax?

20-3. Compare a T-match to a gamma match. What are some of the benefits
and disadvantages of each?
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Log Periodic Dipole Arrays

The log periodic dipole array Is an effectivewldeband unidirectional antenna.
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Log Periodic Dipole Arrays

A wideband unidirectional antenna
design that is frequently encountered
from HF through UHF is called the
log periodic dipole array, or LPDA
for short. This antenna is unique in a
few respects:
• An LPDA can provide wideband

coverage without adjustment over

as much as a 10: 1 frequency range,
although usually designed to cover
a narrower range, typically 2: I or
3:1 (for example, 10 to 30 MHz, or
150 to 450 MHz).

• An LPDA has a relatively constant
gain, pattern and match across the
entire range.

The antenna was developed as an
outgrowth of studies of other periodic
structures by Raymond DuHamel and
Dwight Isbell of the University of
Illinois in 1957 and has been in wide
use since.'

What's an LPDA All About?

Fig 21-1 - The basic layout of a log-periodic
dipole array (LPDA) wideband unidirectional
antenna.
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From the discussion above, it
should be evident that if the array
is lopped off at one or both ends, it
should still work, but over a narrower
frequency range. That is definitely
the case. Small segments of a larger
LPDA design are sometime used as
driven elements for relatively narrow
band Yagi arrays. In this hybrid Yagil
LPDA array, the Yagi directors help
the LPDA driver cell provide a bet
ter front-to-hack pattern, while the
LPDA driver cell expands the SWR

Active region I Inductive Region

T

bandwidth beyond the usual narrow
band coverage of a Yagi with a single
driven element.

In general, the longer the array for
a given frequency range, the lon
ger the LPDA active region is and
the more elements it must contain.
LPDA arrays with relatively large
active regions provide more gain and
lower SWR ripple across the region.
For those who would like to see the
design equations, they are straight
forward, if somewhat tedious. and all

presented in the sidebar. Computer
software is available for those who
need to perform the calculations
often.

Capacitive
Reg;oo

,~,

Point

How Big or Small Is an
LPDA?

inductive at the operating
frequency.

As the frequency
increases, the active
region moves to the left
and operates in a similar
manner and with similar
performance until the
frequency is higher than
just below the resonant
frequency of the far-left
dipole. As the frequency
is reduced the active
region moves to the right
until it reaches a frequen
cy somewhat below the
resonant frequency of the
far-right hand element. The far-right
and far-left dipole resonant frequen
cies define the range of operating
frequencies for the array.

As its name implies, an LPDA is
an array of dipoles. These dipoles
are arranged in a special way, with
an element-to-element spacing that
is logarithmic. The configuration
is shown in Fig 21-1. Note that the
dipoles are fed from the front by a
transmission line that is reversed
between each successive pair of
elements. The combination of out
of-phase feed and Yagi like element
length tapering result in radiation
focused towards the feed point from
those dipoles in the active region, as
shown in Fig 21-1. The active region
contains the dipoles resonant or near
resonant at the applied frequency.
The LPDA can be fed directly with
a 300 Q balanced transmission line,
or fed with coax through a wideband
4:1 or6:1 balun transformer.

Performance Across a
Frequency Range

The dipoles in the active region
are responsible for the radiation on a
given frequency. The dipoles on the
left in Fig 21-1 are resonant at higher
frequencies and exhibit a progres
sively higher capacitive reactance
as you move from the active region
towards the left side of the array.
They thus accept little current and do
not contribute to the radiation at the
chosen frequency. Similarly, ele
ments to the right of the active region
are longer than resonant and appear

21·2 Chapter 21



Fig 21-2 - Example of an HF LPDA deSigned for
opera1ion over the 18.1 to 28-MHz amateur bands.
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ally combined on the same boom
to provide a single feed. The UHF
antenna portion could be another
LPDA, but often consists of a comer
reflector array in front of the VHF
LPDA.

Examples of Real LPDA
Systems

A version of an LPDA, adapted
from an early edition of The ARRL
Antenna Bouk is shown in Fig 21-2.
This was used as the basis for an
EZNEC model to determine the typi
cal performance of such a system. I
designed it to be shorter than opti
mum (see sidebar), but physically
manageable.

A representative free-space
azimuth plot is shown in Fig 21-3
and a 200 0: SWR plot is shown in
Fig 21-4. This LPDA is intended to
be used with a wideband 4: I trans
former-type balun and then fed by

L5 ~l-ff-f--I \l1-1-+--I--I~

Fig 21-3 - Typical free space
azimuth plot of short LPDA.

Fig 21-4 - 200 Q SWR of HF LPDA
in Fig 21-2.

and size effective.
The LPDA is es

pecially well suited
for cases where
operation can occur
on any part of the
spectrum it covers.
Some services,
such as the Ama
teur Radio service
and the maritime
HF service, to
name a few, require
operation across
the HF range, but
operate within a
finite number of
reLatively narrow
bands within the

runge. These services can often be
supported by multibund Yagi designs
that operate on just the multiple nar
row bands, but not the whole range.
Such systems tend to be smaller and
give higher gain than LPDAs cover
ing the entire range.

Other LPDA Configurations
LPDAs are seen in a number of

other configurations besides the basic
one shown in Fig 21-1. The next
most common is one in which the
transmission line is not crossed be
tween elements, but the elements are
switched from side to side instead.
The two sides of the transmission line
are generally placed one above the
other and the transmission line itself
serve as booms for the two sets of
elements. Two thick booms provide
for a lower-impedance feed than the
thin wires of Fig 21-1 and this can
provide a good match for 50 or 75 0.
coax - often fed down the inside of
one of the booms.

LPDAs are often used as receive
antennas for the US television bands.
A single LPDA can provide good
reception for the VHF channels
(including the 88 - - 108 MHz Flv1
broadcast band) from 54 to 216 MHz.
A single LPDA can cover both the
VHF and UHF TV channels (from
470 to 806 MHz). Because of the
resulting unneeded coverage over the
gap between 216 and 470 MHz, it is
more efficient (as discussed in the last
section) to have a separate array for
the UHF channels. These are gener-

So What's Not to Like in an
LPDA?

An LPDA can be an excel-
lent choice for some applications,
especially those employing wide
band signals, such as very wide
spread spectrum and especially those
employing HF automatic frequency
selection (automatic link establish
ment or ALE) based on changes in
propagation. In the latter, the radio
frequency can shift by a large amount
in the midst of communication in
response to changes in propagation
conditions. This is determined by
automatic testing and handshaking
between the two ends of the radio
link. An LPDA, unlike many HF
systems, has no problem following
the changes with essentially the same
gain and directivity as the frequency
shifts- perhaps across the entire HF
region.

Perhaps the only downside of an
LPDAis that for any given subset of
its frequency range, other structures,
evennarrow-range LPDAs, can be
significantly smaller. This is not a
had trade for operations in which the
lowerfrequency end of the range is
generally used, with only occasional
excursions to the high end, since the
majority of the size and mass is being
used much of the time. On the other
hand, if most of the operations are at
the higher end of the range, only a
relatively small portion of the mass of
the LPDA is used much of the time
and other options may be more cost

Log Periodic Dipole Arrays 21~3



coaxial cable going to the station. The perfonnance
is less than what can be obtai ned from a single
band Yagi array on any of its bands , but this LPDA
covers all of the 17, 15. 12 and 100meter amateur
bands. as well as every thing in-between.

Photos of co mmerci ally available LPDA systems
for HF and VHF to UHF are shown in Figs 21-5
and 21-6 .

Fig 21-5 - Example ot an HF LPDA.This antenna covers
13 to 30 MHz..

FIg 21-6 - Another example of a
commercial LPDA.This VHF-to-UHF
antenna, a CometINCG CLP-5130,
covers 50 to 1300 MHz, with an
advertised forward gain of 10 to
12 dBL It occupies a 6.7 toot boom.
(Courtesy Creative Design Corp.)

, '.' ,.
- "
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Chapter Summary

Thischapter discussed log-peri
odic dipole arrays (LPDAs). These
unidirectional antennas are unique
intheir ability to cover an almost
arbitrary range of frequencies with
relatively constant gain, directivity
and feed-point impedance. They
arestraightforward to design and
construct, although they do tend to
be large compared to antennas with
sl.ffii\ar performance for any single
part of their frequency coverage.
They are used throughout the HF to
mid-UHF range , often as rotatable
arrays from the middle of the HF
range through the UHF range.

Noles
1R. DuHamel and D. Isbell,

"Broadband Logarithmically
Periodic AntennaStructures; IRE
National Convention Record, part
1, pp 119-128, 1957.

1R. D. Straw, Editor,The ARRL
Antenna Book, 21s1 Edition.
Available from your ARRL dealer
or the ARRL Bookstore, ARRL
order no. 9876. Telephone 860
594-0355, or toll-free in the US
888-277-5289; www.arrl.org/
shop!; pubsales@arrl.org.

Review Questions --" "PH' " ~"'""~""""-""""""""""""
21-1. Consider an LPDA array in comparison to a Yagi. What are the advan

tages and disadvantages of each?
21-2. Why can't a 4:1 ')J4 coaxial cable loop balun beeffectively used with a

wide-range LPDA?
21-3. Describe any other antennas that could fill the place of an LPDA. How

do they compare?
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Loop Antennas

This loop antenna, made from plumbing supplies, makes
an effective MF receiving antenna.

Contents
The Large Loop in a Vertical Plane 22-2

The Large Loop in a Horizontal Plane 22-4

The Small Loop Antenna 22-6

Chapter Summary 22-7

Review Questions _ _ 22-7



This chapter really describes two completely different antennas. The two major divisions are based on the size of the
antenna in terms of wavelength. A small loop is one whose diameter (or diagonal for a rectangular shaped loop) is much
less than a wavelength, while a large loop has a diameter approaching or larger than a wavelength,

The Large Loop in a Vertical Plane

Fig 22-2 - Array of Fig 22-1, with ends
bent at 900 to form a square. Note that the
currents on the vertical portions are out
of-phase, while the horizontal portIons
remain in-phase. The two sides of each
gap are at the same potential.
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I'll start the discussion with the
special case of a square loop in a
vertical plane, with each side having
a length of 'A/4,

The Square Quad Loop
Look at FiJi: 22-1, a repeat of

Fig 7-1, but with arrows added to
indicate the current direction when
each source is fed in-phase. This is a
broadside array, which has bidirec
tional gain perpendicular to the page.
At a 1J4 spacing, neither the gain nor
the end-fire cancellation are opti
mum, but it would still be a useful
performer.

If you bend each dipole towards
the other to maintain a ))4 horizon
tal section on each dipole, you end
up with the configuration shown in
Fig 22-2. Note that the horizontal
sections are still in-phase, while the
vertical sections each include the
same amplitude of current in op
posite phase and thus their vertically
polarized radiation is canceled. Note
also that the voltages on each side of
both gaps are the same, since the two
antennas are in phase at correspond-

ing points along their lengths.
Thns, as shown in~ 22~3,

with the voltages on each
side of the gap the same, you
can connect the ends together
without changing anything.
Having done that, you can
remove the upper (or lower,
your choice) source and both
sides will be fed across the
fanner gap.

It's interesting to compare
the performance of such a
quad loop with a dipole. If
you use my usual HF freq uen
cy of 10 MHz and model both
at I A above typical ground
(to the center of the loop)
you get the results shown
in Fig 22-4, Flg 22-5 and
Fig 22-6. Note that the S\VR shown
in Fig 22-4 has about the same shape
and bandwidth as a dipole, but has
an impedance at resonance of 123 0,
rather than the dipole's 70 fl. This is
not much of an issue since you can
match it quite nicely to 50 0 with a
IJ4 section of75-0 line.

The shapes of the elevation and

azimuth patterns are very similar to
those of a dipole at the same average
height, except the loop has about a
1 dB advantage in gain at this height.
Note the clear tradeoffs between a
dipole and a quad loop. A quad loop
needs half the spacing between sup
ports. But for comparable low-angle
performance, the quad loop needs
supports that must be A/8 higher.

'~"' -

Spacing W4)

!
I

r

Fig 22-3 - Array of Fig 22-2 with gap closed
to close the square. The single source now
feeds both "bent dipoles" across the gap.

Spacing W4)

--'-----1'6)}-:---
He;ght ~f~~~

--r----1'6)}-:---

Fig 22-t - Two horizontal dipoles fed
In-phase to form a broadside array.The
arrows indicate the direction of current
flow.
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Fig 22-5 - Broadside elevation
pattern of quad loop (solid line)
compared to dipole (dashed line).

,~~
Max. Gain = B.60 dai Freq. = 10 MHz

ground.
The triangular, or delta, configura

tion is particularly attractive as a di
pole substitute for cases in which the
dipole's required xzz spacing between
supports is not available, although it
doesn't have quite the same effective
height.

Operating on Other
Frequencies

A dipole provides useful radia
tion on frequencies higher than its
resonant frequency, if you can get
power to it without loss - such as
by feeding it with low-loss open-wire
line. The radiation pattern changes
dramatically above a full wave in
length, moving from being prima rily
broadside pattern to a multi-lobed
one. Such a pattern can sometimes
be beneficial, sometimes not. A
quad loop is not quite as frequency
friendly, as shown in Fig 22-8. Note
that the result is an elevation pattern
pointing mainly upwards. Fig 22-8
shows the endfire view, rather than
the broadside direction. Loops are
best used on or near their fundamen
tal design frequency, at least until
you lay them on their sides, as will be
discussed in the next section.

Multiband operation is often ac
complished by switching between
different loops, one for each desired
band. Higher frequency loops are
often nested within lower frequency
loops. The non-resonant loops usually
have sufficiently high impedance that
they can be driven together, with the
energy going where it is supposed to
go. But you must make sure no odd
harmcnics are involved since those
will take power and radiate in strange
directions.

(When both are mounted at the same
height. the quad loop's gain at 14°
elevation matches the dipole's gain.)

But wait there's more! The loop
needs an additional JJ2 of antenna
wire, but it needs )J4 less transmis
sion line. Since transmission line
generally costs more than twice as
much as wire, that is generally to the
plus side for a loop. In addition, there
is less sag and tension at the top of
the loop, if the wire is supported from
the sides.

So the full-wave quad loop pro
vides just a bit of additional gain, and
fits into a smaller horizontal space
than a dipole. But it needs a minimum
of at least IJ3 to /J2 vertical space to
make sense. Otherwise, it acts a lot
like a dipole. As I will discuss in the
next chapter, a quad loop is frequent
ly used as the basis of multielement
arrays.

Quad Loops in Other Shapes

Not surprisingly, most other I A
loop configurations have been used,
generally with similar results. The
two most popular besides the square
are shown in FiJ'l' 22-7. The first, the
so-called diamond shape, is con
sidered by some to be less resistant
to ice build up - more important
in some geographical areas than in
others. Note that the diamond can
be suspended from a single support,
but requires 1.4 times the horizontal
clearance of its square brethren. The
single support must be about 0.05 A
higher to have the same effective
height, but that doesn't generally
matter in practice. If the corners are
secured by ropes to the ground, this
antenna configuration allows manual
azimuth pointing adjustment from the

10.3

Freq. = 10 "1Hz

UBA0214 90

Frequency (MHz)

Max,Gain = B.60 dBi

Fig 22-6 - Azimuth pattern of quad
loop(solid line) compared to dipole
(dashed line) at same average
height.

Fig 22-4 - SWR of quad loop
referenced to 123 n.

00UElAD217

e '-''''''..._''-'-"'-''-......''--J 0

Max. Gain eo 6.88 dBi Freq. =20 MHz

Fig 22-7
Loops In the
diamond
and delta
configurations.
Each is
generally 1 I, in
circumference.

De"a loop
Each Side G..,~rally).l3

Diamond Quad looP
Each Side Generally W4

Fead Point

Food Point
Fig 22-6 - Elevation plot of 10 MHz
quad loop operated on 20 MHz.
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The Large Loop in a Horizontal Plane

Fig 22-9 - Loop Skywire antenna configuration.

Freq. = 3.75 MHzMax_Gain = 0.22 dBi

Typical h ' 0>0 F
. , <>0 eel Each Side

Fig 22-11 - Azimuth pattern of
Loop Skywlre at 25° elevation on
80 meters.

UBA0219
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Max. Gain = 7.06 dBi Freq. = 3.75 MHz

Fig 22-10 - Eleva1ion pattern of Loop
Skywlre on 80 meters.

A full wave, or larger loop laid on its side. parallel to
the ground, is a useful antenna. This is frequently en
countered in amateur circles, and is often referred to as a
Loop Skywire, a name popularized by a Nov 1985 article
in QST. The usual configuration is a square or diamond
shaped loop about 277 feet in circumference, fed at one
corner. This provides a full wave circumference in the
80 meter band and at multiples of I A. on many of
the higher amateur HF bands. The layout is shown in
Fig 22-9.

At typical heights of around 50 feet, which is less
than ),)4 on 80 meters, the radiation is largely upwards,
as shown in Fig 22-10. This is well suited for reliable
near vertical incidence skywQve (NVIS) operation out to
around 1000 miles or so. The Loop Skywire has useful
radiation at lower angles as well. Fig 22-11 shows the
azimuth pattern at an elevation angle of 25°, an angle use
ful for long-haul operation, with a gain of around that of
an isotropic radiator along the diagonal from the comer to
the feed point. There is also a notable lack of deep nulls,
compared to say a dipole, providing reasonable coverage
around the compass.

The feed impedance is similar to the loop in the vertical
plane, and for a single band it can be fed through a match
ing section with coax, as described earlier. The usefulness
of this orientation becomes more evident as you move
to higher bands, as Tshall discuss further below. So it is
often fed with low-loss line such as 400 n window line.
The SWR plot across 80 meters at 400 n is shown in
Fig 22-12.

Operating on Other Frequencies
The Skywire Loop works well at harmonics. The

radiation that would otherwise go skyward when a loop
is mounted vertically will now leave towards the horizon,
providing long haul coverage on the traditional long dis
tance bands. The elevation pattern on 14 MHz is shown in
Fig 22-13. The azimuth pattern at this frequency is inter
esting. The pattern at 20° elevation is shown in Fig 22-14,
which shows four pronounced lobes, each rivaling a small
Yagi in forward gain.

The SWR at its second harmonic, 7 MHz, to the top
of the HF region is shown in Fig 22-15. Note that it is
reasonable throughout the range for use with low-loss
window line. There are dips of SWR at the harmonics, be
coming progressively lower on 20, 15 and 10 meters. This
illustrates the flexibility of this antenna in that, much like
the dipole operated on higher frequencies with low-loss
line, this loop is also useful, with more gain and interest
ing patterns that are different on each band .
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A Loop Variation - the
Terminated Rhombic

The square loop has lobe s from
each of the wire s, and these combine
in diffe rent directions to form com
plex lohe structures. These lobes vary
as a functi on of azimut h angle on
the higher frequencies , It is possibl e
to adjust the angles of the loop to
concentrate the lobes along the major
axis of the loop . Tables are available
in handbook s to provide the optimum
angles as a function of leg length and
desired elevatio n angle . The results
are shown in Fig 22-16 for the loop

operated on 28.3 MHz. at which each
of the fo ur sides (or legs, in rhombic
talk) is now 2 A lung. Here, I closed
down the angle at the feed from 45 °
on each side of axis (900 total for a
square), to 350 for a 2 " leg length.

The desired lobe to lhe right in
Fig 22- 16 is the result of current run
ning from the source towards the far
end. The lobe to the rear re sults from
current reflected from the far end
returning towards the source. You can
reduce the rearward lobe hy termi 
nating the e nd of the antenna with a
resistance tha t equals the characteris
tic impedance of the antenna system.

In effect. thi s antenna looks like a
long transmi ssion line. Around 600 n
is usuall y optimal. and with such a
term ination you get the patte rn shown
in Fig 22-17 .

The terminated rho mbic make s an
excellent HF, or even VHF, direc
tional an tenna that can be built at low
cost. It doe s takc up a lot of space
compared to a Yagi, however. and
doe s have a narrow hearnwid th. so is
bes t for fixed point- to-point link s. If
you adjust the dim ensio ns to compro
mise lengths and angles. it can be ef
fectivel y used for up to a four-to-o ne
frequ ency range .

4.0

Ag 22-14 - Azimuth pattern of
Loop Skywire on 20 meters.
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Fig 22-13 - Elevation pattern of
loop Skywire on 20 meters.
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Fig 22-12 - SWR of Loop
Skywhe on 80 meters for 400 n
transm'eslcn line.
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Fig22-15 - SWR of Loop Skywire
from 7 to 30 MHz for 400 n line.

FIg 22-16 - Azimuth pattern
of honzontalloop adjusted for
optimum 10 meter on-axis pattern.

Fig 22-17 - Azimuth pattern of
loop modified to be 10 meter
terminated rhombic.
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The Small Loop Antenna

Loops that are quite small compared to a wavelength
(typically less than 0.1 A in circumference) operate in a
very different manner from large loops. Small transmitting
loops are sometimes encountered; however, they suffer
from having a very low radiation resistance, requiring ex
traordinary measures to avoid excessive losses. They also
have very narrow operating bandwidths - typically in the
tens of kHz in the upper HF range. Still , some are com
mercially available and some have been home constructed
with satisfactory results, considering their size.

The most frequent application of small loops is for
reception, particularly in the LF to low HF region. A small
receiving loop also suffers from the possibility of low
efficiency due to losses, but this is not generally much of
a problem for receive loops in this frequency range. The
reason is simple: at LF through MF and into the lower HF
region (80 meters, for example), received signal-to-noise
ratio is limited by external noise picked up on the antenna
along with the signal so any loss reduces both noise and
signal.

If you're lucky enough to have a 1940s or somewhat
earlier AM broadcast radio in your basement, attic or
perhaps still in operation in your living room, a look at its
back will likely reveal an MF receiving loop. The typical
radio of the period had enough sensitivity that it could
receive local stations with a multiturn loop, serving as the
radio's input tuned circuit as well as a receiving antenna.

A view of this type of antenna is shown in Fig 22-18.
Note that the multiple turns, as with an electromagnet,

Feed

Multi-turn Loop

couple to a propagating magnetic field coming from the
edge of the loop, the opposite of the orientation of a large,
full-wave loop. Note also that the horizontal orientation
of the magnetic field implies that a vertically polarized
waveform will provide maximum response.

Well, this is just what you want from a receiving loop at
the lower frequencies. The vertical polarization is compat
ible with the ground wave signals arriving from broad
cast stations, with their vertical transmitting arrays. The
directivity does have deep nulls at right angles to the plane
of the loop. Some early broadcast sets had the capability to
move the antenna angle so that the whole radio wouldn't
need to be reoriented to pick up stations,

After WW II, ferrites became popular as a magnetic
core usable well into the radio spectrum. The earlier air
core loops were replaced by compact ferrite core antennas
called loopsticks. These could use less wire for the same
inductance and fit better in the more compact radios of
the period. Such antennas were also used in marine-radio
direction finders, used to determine the bearings to MF
beacons that were located throughout bays and harbors.
These were used until the advent of more recent LORAN
C and then GPS navigation systems.

As I will discuss in the next chapter, receiving loops can
be used to advantage as directional antennas for reception
in the MF and low HF bands , discriminating against noise
and interference by taking advantage of their directional
properties.

Magnetic
Field
Coupling

UBA0227

Fig 22·18 -Illustration of a small receiving
loop antenna, with its response to an incoming
magnetic field.
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Chapter Summary

Loop antennas can take a number
of fonns and eac h. has a speci al place
in radio. Large loops are efficient HF
radiators tha t can be used by them
selves or as part of arrays. Vertically
oriented loops give dipoles a run for
their money. and horizontal ones can
provide considera ble flexibility fro m
a singleantenna.

While a small loop can be force
fit into transmitting applications, it
shines the most if used for MF receiv
ing. In th is app lication, its ad vantages
can be taken advantage of without
excessive concerns abo ut its loss
limitations.

Review Questions
22-1 . Consider a vertic ally oriented loop compared to a hor izontal dipole.

What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of each in the sam e space ?
22-2. Wh at are the benefits of large horiz ontal-plane loops compared to

vertical-plane loops on harmonics o f their primary resonant frequencies?
22-3. Compare the benefits of small loop s for receiving with the use of such

loops as transmitting antennas.

Loop Antennas 22-7



Loop Antennas You Can Build

This loop antenna transmits and receives on 40 meters or
can tiltdownfor transport.
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Loop Antennas Y()u Can Build

The loop antennas described in the last chapter are not only good performers, especially considering their low cost,
but they are generally easy to build and get operating. They tend to be dimensionally forgiving and generally non
critical as to construction method compared to some other antenna types. The designs presented here can be scaled in
frequency to work other bands without undue difficulty.

A Quad Loop for HF

Fig 23-1 - Loops in the "quad" and "delta" configurations. Each
is generally 1 Ie In circumference.
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The quad loop is an effective antenna,
especially for HF operation. The antenna is
inexpensive to make, has less wingspan than
a Al2 dipole and avoids the center droop and
mechanical loading of an end-supported dipole
with heavy coax feed at its center. Depending on
the spacing between supports and their height
above ground, it can be square, rectangular or
delta shaped.

The key dimension is the total length of the
loop wire, although, as noted previously, the
length depends to a certain extent on whether
the loop is square or triangular in shape. For
a square loop with top 88 feet above typical
ground, the length in feet is around 1mUIF
(MHz) at 3.8 MHz.

A triangular loop will require about IU16/F
(MHz) at 3.8 MHz. These guidelines were es
tablished at 3.8 MHz using EZNEC models. The
modeled lengths at some other frequencies are
shown in Table 23-). Height above ground, nearby
objects and ground conditions will also make a dif
ference in resonant frequency, so always start a bit
long and trim a little at a time to move the resonant
frequency to the part of the band you want. Construc
tion suggestions are provided in Fig 23-1.

There is a slight performance difference between
the square quad loop and the delta loop configu
rations, mainly due to the effective height above
ground. The square loop will have an effective height

equal to that of its center, half way between the two hori
zontal sections, as you might expect. The delta configura
tion, with the apex at the bottom will have an effective
height somewhat higher. By comparison, a horizontal
dipole will have its effective height at or slightly above the
height of its center, depending on the amount of sag.

While the full-wave loop has a gain of almost I dB over
a dipole in free space, closer to the earth and constrained
hy the same support height, the dipole actually has a bit
of an edge at low angles. This is shown in .Fi~ 23-2 and in

Table 23-1

Comparison of Dipole and Loop Dimensions (feet) on Some Amateur Bands. Top Height for
all is 88 Feet.

Band (MeterstMHz) 8013.75 40/7.15 20/14.15 10128.3

Antenna Width Height Width Height Width Height Width Height

Dipole 128 Nil 66.6 Nil 33.6 Nil 16.8 Nil

Della Loop 91.4 79.2 48.7 42.2 24.6 21.3 12.4 10.7

Square Loop 67.6 67.6 36.2 36.2 18.3 18.3 9.2 9.2
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Table 23-2 __".. __ • ...__ '__' 0 " .~O '" _.~' . - -'••

Comparison of Dipole and l oop Parameters and Performance.

3.8 MHz Antenna Wicnh(feet) Elevation Angle Peak Gain (dBi) Gain at 42° Eleva tion (dBI) Impedance (n)

Dipole 126.4 42· 6,29 6_29 90

Della Loop 90.4 4,. 5.72 5.64 ' 30
Square Loop 66 .8 50· 5.31 5.16 ' 20

-- .__.. . ~._ --- --" .- ..• ._.. ..

Table 23· 2. The difference shows up
main ly in the elevation angle of the
main beam, with lowe r ang les needed
for longer distances . As shown, the
differences are about 1 dB at most,
and thus the physical and mechanica l
considerations areoften the decision
makers .

Besi des height, the other as pec t

of any trade-off is the space required
between hori zontal supports.
Table 23-2 pro vides the dimen-
sions and per formance figures for a
square quad loop, an equilateral de lta
quad loop and a horizontal dipole
at 3.8 MHz, all at a top heigh t of
88 feet , corresponding to the height
of the delta apex being 10 feel above

the grou nd.
Dime nsion s for some amateur

bands are provided in Table 23-1 for
the bare # 12 wire used in the mode l
ing. In all cases, the antennas arc sus
pend ed from 88 foot high suppo rts. If
insulated "house wire" is used, red uce
the dim ension s by about 2%.

UBA0229

60

90

- 60

oU~~::1:::;2:L&2~U 0

Max. Gain =6.29 dBi Freq. =3.8 MHz

Fig 23-2 - Elevation plot of 3.8 MHz dipole (solid
line). delta (dashed line) and quad loop (dotted
line) at same top height.
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Two Element C~[bicctl Quod jor 20 Meters

Key Dimensions of 20-Meter, two element Cubical
Quad for 14.15 MHz.

_n",_
...... _1.'-..,..
~-flongo "" _,...., "'.,..

/
/

F......."'''
"""_1."' 75010
,,,,_ 1000 0

So How's it Play?
T he modeled performance is shown

in Fig 23·4 and Fig 23-5 for a height
of 50 feet above typical ground. Note
the nice azimuth pattern and the sharp
front-to-beck ratio . The forward gain
of more than 12 dBi is more than
4 dB higher than a simple quad loop
without a reflector at the same height.
Th e three element Vagi discussed in
Chapter 20, adjusted at 14.15 MHz &!
a height of 50 feet has a forward gain

free from carpet dealers. Alternately,
there are fibergl ass poles made for
fishing that may be suitable. If bamboo
is used , it should be given a few coats
of exterior varnish to increase its
weather resistance.

The boom shoul d be made from 1.5
or 2 inch thick walled aluminum tub
ing, depending on expected wind load
and weight of the completed element
assembly. Modeling showed no dis
cernible difference with or without an
alum inum boom and a 10 foot alumi
num mast at its center, so materials for
these funct ions do not impact electri
cal performance in the same way that
they do for the element spreaders.

"c

/

dimensions are shown in Table 23-3
for a qu ad made of # 12 wire with the
antenna's center 50 feet above the
ground.

Note that I have selected a
10 foot boom for this example. A 13
foot boom would provide a bit more
gain on 20 meters; however, 10 feet
is an easier length to obtain and
works better for higher bands if you
wish to add them later. The LENGTH

• FREQUENCY entry in Table 23-3
is there in case you
wish to move the
center frequency. Just
divide the value by
the desired frequenc y
(in the same band)
and you will have the
new length in feet.
These numbers are
some what different
than the oft-published
ones, and reflect this
band at this height
and element spacing.

The spreaders can
be made from bam
boo poles, which are
sometimes avail able

Fig 23-3 - Cubical quad construction.

1041

Length

70 feet , 2 inches

14 feel , 7 inches

10 feet

12 feet, 5 inches

73 feet, 7 inches

11 feet, 6 inche s

13 feet , 11 inches

993

Parameter
TotalDrtvan Element

Length x Frequency

Driven Element Spreader

Total Reflector

Length x Frequency

Reflector Spreader

Boom

Malching Secti on (75 c Poly, 0.66)

Matching Section (75 n Foam, 0.8)

Table 23-3

Building a Quad
The only tricky aspect of a quad

array is that the structural elements
holding the corners of the loops can't
be solid metal . A typical square cubi
cal quad is shown in Fig 23-3, along
with construction sugges tions. Key

One of the most popular HF loop
antenna systems is the two element
cubical quad. This is essentially a
two elem ent Vagi using loop ele
menrs. While more than two elements
are sometime s found, the two element
version is the most popular. It is often
said thai a two element quad is simi
lar in performance to a three element
conventional Vagi. due to the free
space gain of a full -wave loop o ver a
dipol e. This difference is maintained
with more elements but a point of
diminishing returns can be reached in
terms of array size.

Still. at the two element point, the
quad is quite attractive. It has a width
about half that of a conventional Vagi,
and its boom length is about half of a
three element Vagi with comparable
gain . Its elements can beconstructed
of wire supported by an inexpensive
structure and its higher feed imped
ance is much easier to directly feed
than thai of a Vagi. There' s a lot to
like in this picture !
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Table 23-4 ." ,.._ -,, ~ -~_.~._•. " . ~ .. _. "-

Key Dimenstons of Intef1aced 20 and 15 meter, two
element Cubical Quad for 21 .2 and 14.15 MHz.

14 3
Frequency (MHz)

Length

72 feet 10 inches

46 feet, 7 inche s

987

12 feet,S inches

50 reets inches

1068

tateet, 7 inches

10 feel

11 feet, 6 inches

13 feet. 11 inches

, . ,;Kt~~
1.0 '=::::£

14 .0

UBM 2M

"~~.
MaJl. Gain = 12.46 dBi Freq. = Z1.2 MHz

Fig 23-7 - Elevation pattern 01
two element 15 meter cubical quad
using the same boom length as the
20 meter quad.

Fig 23-6 -100-0 SWR 01two
element 20 meter cubical quad.

increased feed-line loss, with a net
decrease in system gain, as well as a
more complicated tuning network at
the transmitter end.

New 20 Meter aenectcr

Total 15 Meter DrivenElement

Length x Frequency

Driven Element Spreader

Total 15 Meier Reflector

Length x Frequency

Reflector Spreader

Boom

Malching Section (75 n Poly. 0.66)

Matching Section (75 n Foam , 0.8)

Parameter

meter loops. Note that a l Ofoot boom
length is 0.22 Aat 2 1.2 MHz, a good
spacing for a two element beam.

The resulting dimensions are
shown in Table 23-4. Note that while
the unmodified 20 meter quad still
operates on 20 meters following the
additi on of the second quad. although
its optimum gain and front-to-beck
ratio has mo ved down about 150kHz.
For this reason, I have shown a new
total length for the 20 meter reflector.
Th e resonant frequency was not sig
nificantly changed so I did not change
the driven element' s dimensions.

The 15 meter quad's performance
is shown in Fig 23-7, Fig 23-8 and
Fig 23-9. Th e gain is a bit higher due
to the wider spacing. The 20 meter
perfonnance is unchanged. following
the adjustment of reflector length.

Feeding the Two Band Quad

The best way to feed the two-band
quad is by having a }J4 transformer
of 75 n coax from each feed point
and then either separa te 50 n trans
mission lines back to the station. or
a single 50 n line with a remotely
controlled relay . Some have simply
connec ted the feed points together
and used a single line ; however,
my modeling indicates that while
the performance does not seriously
suffer. there will behigh SWR on
at least one band. This will result in

,.
Max. Gain= 12.05 dBi Freq.= 14,15 MHz

of 12.3 dBi, so the quad is defini tely
a contender in a smaller. perhaps less
expensive and more compact pack
age.

The roo n SWR curve is shown
in Fig 23-6. Note how flat it is across
the band . It could be fed directly with
7Sn coaxial cable, or better, with
93 n coax, if available. The usual ar
rangement, however. is to transform
the impeda nce through a '}J4 sec tion
of 75 0: cable. The result is an almost
perfect match to 50 n coax at mid
band. Table 23-3 shows the required
lengths of solid and foamed polyeth
ylene diele ctric coax using the typical
values shown. If you have manu
facturer's data available , adjust for
published relative dielec tric constant.

Adding Additional Bands to
the Two Element Quad

It is poss ible to use the same
spreaders and quad infrastructure to
support another qu ad fo r add itional
bands. For the case of a 20 meter
quad. you could choose any of the
four higher frequency HF amateur
bands and install the quad wires
symmetrically inside the two 20

c LJ~...J...J-"'LLl:.."",,::LL o
Max. Gain " 12.05 dBi Freq, • 14.15 MHz

1J6A0231

Fig 23-5- Maln~lobe azimuth
pattern of two element 20 meter
cubical quad.

Ag 23-4 - Elevation pattern 01 two
element 2o-meter cubical quad.
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Adding Even More Bands

Quad builders have been known to
build quads with wires for as many as
five bands on a single set of spread
ers. 'There is no reason that this could
not be done; however, I have a few
caveats:
• Expect to have to deal with a fair

amount of interaction and sub
sequent retuning. You may want
to provide a mechanism for easy
adjustment of element length.

• The element spacing at one or the
other ends of the range is likely to
suffer , resulting in performance far
from optimum on at least one band.
A way to avoid this issue is to
mount the spreaders in such a way
that the spacing between elements
increases as you get closer to the
outer end of the spreader.

' 00
Max.Gain= 12.47dB; Freq. =21.2 MHz

Fig 23-8- Main lobe azimuth
pattern of two element t5 meter
cubical quad.

UEIA0230l

u ~c:c-=:±==±:=:::i::=?1,0 ,-:"
21,0 21.4

Frequency (MHz)

Fig 23-9 - 100-0 SWR of two
element 15 meter cubical quad.

The Loop Skywire

The Loop Skywire introduced in the last chapter
is another popular antenna among Amateur Radio
operators. The basic configuration is shown again
in Fig 23-10. You use a I Aloop on the lowest
frequency of operation. Many people use it on other
bands as well. The impedance varies by band as
shown in Table 23-5 for a 272 foot overall length,
square loop at a height of 50 feet. Note that unless
the 80 meter resonance is at the very bottom of the
band, the harmonic resonances are not in quite the
right place. While some people feed the Loop Sky
wire directly with 75 n coax, the SWR is quite high
on the higher bands, partly masked at the bottom
end of the coax due to the loss caused by the high
SWR. A better solution is to use low loss open wire

Table 23-5 ",~"'~-,--

Impedance of 277-Foot Long Loop
Skywire on Different Bands.

Ty·Plcally 68 Feet E .
8ch Side

Fig 23-10 - Loop Skywire antenna configuration, 272 feet
overall length.

Frequency (MHZ)
3.65

7.35

10.9

14.45

21.5

28.6

Resonant Impedance (n)
137

100

240

235

240

234

feed line and then to use an adjustable matching device (antenna
tuner) at the bottom to transition to 50 n coax.

Performance charts for the antenna are shown in Chapter 22.
I have heard from readers who had limited space but who were
successful with all sorts of loop shapes, some at much lower
heights. Perhaps this is based on comparisons with other, even
more unsatisfactory antennas, but the Loop Skywire seems to be
flexible even in such problematic applications!
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Low Noise Receiving Loop

From the middle HF frequencies (from 14 MHz upwards), the usual
challenge for a receiver is to capture the maximum signal it can, since
the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is generally limited by noise
within the receiver at those frequencies. Every additional 0.1 ~V helps!

Below about 14 MHz, depending largely on the time of year, the
location andreceiver specifications, much morenoiseis received by the
antenna than is generated within the receiver itself. Much of this noise
comes from thunderstorm static crashes, plus electrical noise from arc
ing powerlines and other such manmade sources. Under such circum
stances, increasing the amount of signal captured generally increases
the received noise, also, with no improvement in the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).

This situation allows us to design antennas specifically for improved
SNR, rather than for maximum signal. A small receiving loop is one
antenna that can be.used to improve SNR. The improvement is a result
of a number of factors.' First , a small loop is quite directional along the
plane of the wires in the loop, so it can be rotated to find the azimuth
with maximum SNR, often by placing specific noise source arrival di
rections in its deep nulls. In addition, it is responsive to vertically polar
ized signals arriving from low angles, rejecting horizontally polarized
signals that may come from nearby (or even distant) noise sources.

There are a number of published designs; however, the one that fol
lows is from an article by Richard Marris, G2BZQ, in QST, Oct 1985,

Fig 23-12 - Pull L2 (2 mm 00 stranded
PVC insulated wire) through the
tubing first and secure its end with
tape while L1 (0.6 mm solid wire with
PVC lneuiencn) Is being wound. If you
have trouble pulling the length of all
six turns through, it may be cut and
spliced at the gap after pulling it all
through.

L1

Q
400 pF C2

l.2

~
TO

necever

UBA0237

pp 45-46. It is straightforward and easy to reproduce. Richard called
his the HH160RL. for Hula Hoop 160 meter receiving loop. He built
his from a discarded Hula Hoop, but you can use any 24 inch length of
semi-flexible plastic tubing with an inside diameter of at least 1'8 inches.

The circuit of the receiving loop is shown in Fig 23-11. Note that
thevery narrow bandwidth and low radiation resistance of such a small
antenna make direct connection inefficient. It is common, as in this de
sign. to transformer couple to a pick-up loop mounted within the main
loop to avoid interfering with loop tuning and efficiency.

Construct the loop as described in Fig 23-12, Fig 23-13 and Fig
23-14. A split bamboo or PVC plug that fits into and joins the tubing
endsaround the wires can be used to hold the ends together. Slide the
plug into each end with the loop wires in the middle until there is a gap
ofabout 'it inch. Use epoxy (or for a PVC joint. PVC cement) to hold it
together. Mount the loop in the chassis box. wire per the schematic and
try it out. Note the directional pattern in Fig 23-15, the oppostie of that
ofa large loop.

Optional Braces
(See Text)

Fig 23-13 - The loop Is Installed In a
wooden or metal chassis box containing
the variable capacitor with wood braces
as shown.
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Comp/flle Chassis and Hoop

Fig 23~14 - Detailed views of the chassis construction.

UBA0241 Null
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Ftg 23-15 - Reception (azinMJth) pattern of the receiving loop. It Is
turned to make best use of its sharp null to minimize noise.



Chapter Summary

Large loop antennas can be effectiveLy used for both transmitting and receiving and offer some physical advantages
over other types of structures. There are a number of configurations and each has a special place in antenna technology.

Small loops can be made into very narrow-band transmitting antennas, but really shine as directional MF receiving
antennas. They can improve received SNR while taking little space and costing little.

Review Questions
23-1. Which antenna, strung from the same halyards, has the most of its

radiation at lower angles - a dipole, square loop or delta loop with apex at the
bottom? Which is next? What accounts for the difference?

22-2. Why is low-loss line recommended for a Loop Skywire on the har
monics of its I Aresonant frequency?

22-3. Why would an indoor low-noise receiving loop not likely to be of
significant benefit at VHF?
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Antennasfor Microwave
Applications

Daryl, KG4PRR, installs a microwave reflector array.
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Antennasfor Microwave Applications

The anten nas I've discussed so far have been wha t I would call traditional, in that they are connected to transmitters
via tra nsmiss ion lines. At the higher UHF into microwave frequencies, the losses associated with transmi ssion lines can
beavoided by using other technology for RF power delivery.

Waveguide

One such system is called wave
guide, a replacement for coaxia l
cable in the upper UHF to SHF range
for many appli cations. A waveguide
is a completely di fferent kind of
transmission mediu m from tradi
tional coaxia l or other transmission
lines. Transmission lines have loss
that goes up logarithmically with fre
quency. For example, a VCl)' satisfac
tory 50 n coax cable for HF, such as
RG-2 13, will have a matched loss for
100 feet at I MHz of abou t 0.2 dB,
about0 .6 dB at 10 MHz, 2 dB at 100
MHz. s dB at I GHz and about 30
dB at 10 GHz .

The reason for the increase of loss
with frequency is simple: there are
two primary loss mechanisms. The
first is the resistance of the conduc
tors, primari ly the inner conductor
beca use of its smaller size. The res is
tance goes up with freque ncy due to
skin effect.

Losses within the dielectric be
tween the conductors in a coax cable
generall y also increase with frequen
cy, for any kind of solid material.

Since power ar microwave frequen
cie s is usually expensive to generate,
coaxial cable is generally found only
in very snort interas sembly cables or
for noncritical functions.

A waveguid e is a metallic duct
structure that accepts a propagat-
ing wave and supports transmission
through the length of the duct with
mini mal attenuation. In order to do
this, waveguide must be of a size
com parable to a wavelength. The
inside surface of the duct is a good
conductor - often silver plated 
that es tablishes boundary co nditions
allowing fields that support propaga
tion down the guide . The fields are
excited inside one end of the wave
guide by small antennas that form a
transition between circuit elements,
including tra nsmissio n lines. on the
outs ide and propagating fields on the
inside of the waveguide .

One way to think about waveguide
is as an extension of open-wire trans
miss ion line. Fig 24-1 shows an open
wire tran smission line with a single
A/4 shorted stub in parallel with the

line. The shorted stub has an infinite
impe dance at its ope n end and thus
can bebridged across the line without
chan ging the flow of energy down the
line . You could continue adding such
stubs on both sides of the line until
they become a continuous tube with a
rectangular cross section. The result
is a waveguide tha t will transport
RF at a frequency corresponding to
its width of 2 x A14. or 1.. 12. Sig nals
with a frequency muc h below this
cutofffrequency will not be propa gat
ed, supporting the size-to-frequency
relationship of the waveguide.

Although I've seen waveguide
used in high budget military radars at
frequencies around 450 MHz. most
are used at frequencies above 2 GHz.
allowing reasonably sized struc tures.
By 10 GHz. the size of waveguide
approaches that of a large coax ial
cable. Waveguide is most often found
in rigid sections, straight or angled.
and interconnected by flanges. Some
semi flexible waveguide is available,
making it alm ost as easy-to-handle as
semirigid coax.

1114 Shorted Stub

'ssion Line
Wire rransrnl

Open
UBA0242

Fig 24-1 - Open-wire transmission linewith )J4shorted stub.



Horn Antennas

1151L

1721L

140/L

Fig 24-3 - View of reetanqurer hom
antenna terminating a waveguide.

can provide uniform illumination of
the dish with minimal waste of dish
aperture, or of power being wasted
by illuminating area outside the dish ,
In addition, the dish offers almost
infinite front-to-back ratio, reducing
extraneous responses in undesired
directions.

-- /C'/ II
/\I~ j'I v --l,,,"C'

--\.. A~ Field
---L -_ ./ Vector

lJRArl?4<\

Beam Width (degrees)

Between First Nulls Between 3-dB Points
115/L 51/LLength for uniform illumination

Rectangular horn E-plane

Rectangular horn H-plane

Circular horn

Aperture

Table 24-1

Beamwidth of Horn Antenna as a Funcllon of Key Dimensions p..)

Horn Applications
The horn can be, and often is,

used directly as an antenna. Perhaps
more commonly, however, it can be
placed at the focus of a parabolic-dish
reflector and used to drive a higher
gain system. Through the adjustment
of the above parameters. the horn

(Eq I)

JI14 Shorted Stubs

a given aperture (and hence beam
width and gain), there is an optimum
hom length that provides uniform
illumination to allow the effective use
of that aperture. The relationships are
defined in Table 24_1. 1

The resulting gain of the horn
follows from the directivity and is
approximately given by:

Fig 24-2 - Open-wire transmission line with multiple '),)4shorted
stubs.

UBAD243

Horn Dimensions

A number of popular microwave
antennas follow directly from the use
of waveguide, although they are not
restricted to waveguide use. The first
I shall discuss is the horn antenna.
The hom antenna, in its simplest
form, is just a waveguide opened up
on the end to let a wave propagating
in the waveguide escape and become
a wave propagating in space.

The horn antenna is essentially a
flared out section of waveguide, in
one or both dimensions. By gradually
expanding the dimensions, the field
can be smoothly transitioned into a
plane wave with a larger aperture,
providing defined directivity in either
or both axis. For usual waveguide
modes, the electric-field vector is
across the narrow direction, roughly
correlating to the voltage across a
transmission line model, as seen
in Fig 24-1 and Fig 24-2, with the
magnetic-field vector in the direction
aligned to the larger dimension of
the waveguide, and the electric field
vector perpendicular and across the
narrow dimension, as shown in
Fig 24-3. Thus, either vertical or her
izontal polarization can be selected,
merely by orienting the waveguide
section before the transition to the
hom.

Rectangula cross-section wave
guides transition naturally to rect
angular or pyramidal horns, while
circular or elliptical waveguides more
naturally feed into cylindrical or oval 
shaped horns. While waveguide feed
ofhorns is a natural fit, horns can
be transitioned from coaxial cable
through a very short section of dosed
waveguide with a coax-to-waveguide
coupling section.

The key dimensions of a rectan
gularhom are the length (L) and
aperture size (A

E
and A

H
) . These are

shownin Fig 24-3. For a circular
hom, the corresponding aperture di
mensionis the common diameter (D).
Thedimensions are related in that for

Antennas for Microwave Applications 24-3



Slot Antennas

The slot antenna is an interesting configurati on tha t
truly requ ires "thinking outs ide the box"! foig 244 shows
a pair ofJJ4 shorted smbs. used previous ly to describe a
waveguide. In this example. however. they are fed at the
center. Thi s won't make a very good antenna because the
currents o n oppos ite sides are out-of-phase , equal andso
c lose that rad iation is esse ntial ly cancelled. If you lake
this case and turn it ins ide out by cutting a '}J4 slot in
a shee t of metal, the currents will flow as shown in Fig
24-5. migrating fro m the immediate area of the slot. The
resul t is an efficient radiating structure tha t can be used
as an antenna. The radiation will be bid irectional towards
bothsides of the sheet and will be vertica lly polarized if
orie nted as shown. The impedance at the cente r is about
500n.By feeding it about ).nO from one end of the slot.
a good match (0 50.Q coaxial cable can be obtained.

A slot can alsobe fed di rec tly by a waveguide. 8 y
merely anaching a flat plate, typically a minimumof 3}J4

r- 1J4 " ''II 1J4 ~II

I $ I
I IAAn74!\ Source

Fig 24-4-Two » 4 shorted s tub. In parallel, fed a8 an
antenna.
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wide and IJ2 high with a slot matching the waveguide
opening. you have a fonn of unid irecti onal ..lot. It will
radiate fairly uniformly across the hemisphere on the open
side . Unfortunately. my antenna modeling tools on ly wort.
with wire antennas. so I don 't have the capability 10 pr0

vide me usual modeled results for these antenna".
A unidi rectional slot antenna can also be made by

putti ng an empty box behind the opening with a depth o f
about )J4. Thi s co uld also be consi dered a )J4 shorted
waveguide stub and can serve as a very nice reflector. The
applications for metal vehicle bodies shou ld be apparent,
especially since the slot need not be air, but could be some
kind of dielectri c structure to avoid turbulence .

To obta in add itional directivity, multip le slots can
be spaced andoriented just as the linear phased arrays
discusse d for HF. A mutu ple-epenure slot array can a1 SQ
be con structed by putting mult iple slots in the appropriate
placeso n Ihe surface of a waveguide.

Fig 24-5- Siot-antanna configuration.



The Patch Antenna

Fig 24-6 - Construction of a patch antenna over a finite ground plate.
The radiation is perpendicular to patch.

and predictable response make it
popular as a feed antenna for home
made dish antenna systems. Ttcan
also be easily fabricated on double
sided printed circuit board, although
the dielectric material will result in

An interesting structure is called
the patch antenna. Tt is constructed
from a simple rectangle of metal, )J2

on a side, suspended over a metal
ground plane. This is shown in
Fig 24-6. The coaxial feed is connect
ed inward from the center of an edge
at a point that matches the coaxial
cable impedance, with the shield just
below on the ground plate. Current
flows across the patch radiating in a
direction perpendicular to the plate.
The pattern and gain are similar to a
pair of in-phase dipoles, spaced JJ2,
positioned in front of a reflector. The
resulting gain is about 8 dBi with a
3 dB beamwidth of about 60°. If the
ground plane were infinite in extent,
the front-to-beck ratio would also be
infinite. With a small ground plane,
somewhat larger than the patch, the
FIB will be about as with a Yagi.

The patch is a versatile antenna
that can be found in a number of
applications. Its ease of construction

UBA0247
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some changes in performance and
resonance. If fed directly on the edge,
strip-line transmission-line sections
can beeasily etched at the same time
to result in a match to whatever the
system designer needs as a load.

Chapter Summary

At frequency ranges with small
wavelengths, different antenna
structures are possible than at the
lower frequencies where I've spent
most time in this book. Keep in mind,
though, there is nothing directly
related to frequency associated with
these structures and they could be
builtfor lower frequencies as well if
there were particular requirements
forthem.

Notes

1,2 J. Kraus, Antennas, second
edition, McGraw-Hili Book
Company, NewYork, 1988, PP
651-653.

Review Questions
24-1. What is it about microwave antennas that make them different

than antennas for lower frequencies?
24-2. Why are long coaxial cable runs not often encountered at

microwave frequencies?
24-3. What are the relative advantages of patch and hom antennas as

feed systems for dish antennas?

Antennas for Microwave Applications 24-5



Vehicle Antennas

There's almost no limit to the antennas you can support from some vehicles.
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Vehicle Antennas

Most of the antennas I have covered so far have been
developed assu ming that they were mounted some d is
tance from the ground and thus were pretty much alone in
their environment. This works we ll for anten nas suspend
ed a distance above gro und fmrn halyards or on a structur
al support such as a tower. There is another category that
shares some of the previous characteristics, hut that brings

special challenges - antennas mounted on vehi cles.
In this context, by vehicles I mean land-operat ing

motor vehicles , aircraft and water-ho me vessels. Each
may need to he equi pped wit h radio communication or
rsdiona vigarion systems, and each brings its own set of
challenges.

Land-Operating Motor Vehicles

UBA(l245

nLL;~L::l':i:tS::'S:::::r::l.lJ ,
Mall. Gain " 4.16 dBI Frnq. '" 1000 MHz

c '-'-'----'-.J-DLl:..L J--'-J....J,
Mall. Gain '" 5,14 dBi Freq '" 1000 MHz

such as a metal vehicle roo f at UHF,
is shown in Fig 25·1. lt clearly will
be much better at reaching low-angle
cellular towers tha n high-angle satel
lite s for GPS or satellite-radio use.
By bending about 7) of the vertical
portion over to become horizo ntal.
you form an antenna that would be
called an inverted L in me MF and
HF region .

The res ulting elevation pint is
shown in Fig 25-2 . No te that while
the low-angle response is only down

Fig 25-2 - Elevation pattern
of 1-GHz)J4 bent monopole 01

inverted L on vehicle .

Fig 25-1 - Elevation pattern of
1-GHz)J4 monopole on vehicle.

The typical antenna is a rod 3
or 4 feet high. It recei ves a much
smaller amount of the usual broadcast
ground-wave signal than a full- sized
antenna, but beca use the SNR is
limited by external noise, the signa l
is stro ng enough to provide usable re
ception. An MF automotive receiver
generally has addi tional RF amplifi
cation compared to a home radio, to
bring the received sig nal above that
generated within the rec eiver.

VHF-FM broadcast reception is
much more straightfo rward. The FM
broadc ast band extends from 88 to
108 MHz in the US. At 100 MHz,}J4
is just 1.5 meters or about 59 inches
long , not much longer than the lengtb
of the shortened MF monopole. With
the ground side connec ted to the ve
hicle body at me base of the antenna,
it can be easily match ed to the input
of the receiver. The reception will be
fine for line-of-sight (WS) paths (0

transmitters , and broadcast transmit
ters are generally we ll elevate d to
account for low receive antennas.

Rece ption of GPS satellite signals
adds a new dimension to the veh icle
problem . In the previous cases, I have
discu ssed reception from tra nsmit
ters sending signals at low angles of
arrival - from LOS or ground-wave
paths. What ever we expect from
satellites, it won't likel y be restricted
to low-angle reception .

The elevation pattern of a )J4

mo nopole over a near perfec t ground,

ReceiveaOnly Antennas
MF receive antennas go back in

time to ju st after it became pos-
sible to make compact AM broad
cast receivers that cou ld fit into car
dashboards. Th e typical antenna is
a mort vertical monopole, much
shorter than "A/4. While a full-size
}J4 monopole wo uld be quite a good
performer at 550 kHz, the bottom of
the AM broadcast band , it would be
about 425 feet tall. This would bea
mechanical chal lenge , not to mention
the problems associated with going
through the drive-through lan e of
your bank !

We often take for granted the
telecom munications capabilities of
mode rn motor vehicles. Many have
rece ive capability at MF (A.~ broad
cast), VHF (FM broadcast) and UHF
(satel lite-based GPS navigation ) as
well as UHF two-way communica
tion for cel lular telephone. or spe
cialized service program s (On-Star) .
In addition, most publi c service and
utility vehicles provide dedicated
two-way VHF or UHF radiotele
phone and often data sys tems. The re
are also some two- way mobile HF
systems in commo n use , principa lly
by Amateur Radio operators and
milit ary vehicles. It' s amazing that
among these, onl y the occasional
Amateur Ra dio operator' s vehic le
looks a bit like a porcupine or a fish
ing tra wler!

25-2 Chapter 25
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Fig 25~5 - SWR plot of 1-GHot ")J4
inverted L.

(CB) at 27 MHz is just at the edge of
practicality with full-size antennas
9 feet long, frequently seen mounted
on trucks.

For lower-frequency HF opera
tion, electrically short antennas are
usually used. It's necessary to
compensate for the shorter length
in some manner. The choices are to
have a whip antenna with a match
ing network beneath the vehicle
body, or to electrically lengthen the
monopole by loading it. This term,
borrowed from telephone company
line-compensating parlance, means
substituting an inductor for part of the
antenna length to provide a resonant
antenna that is physically shorter than
)J4. The loading inductance can be
mounted at the base or somewhere in
the whip itself and is sometimes used
in combination with a capacitance at
the top. A loaded mobile antenna is
shown in Fig 25-6. with its EZNEC

lower Monopole
Section

UpperMooopole

""'"""

Fig 25-6 - HF whip antenna, with loading coil
mounted on auto fender.

Antennas for effective transmission
and reception from motor vehicles di
vide nicely by the portion of the radio
spectrum into which they fall. In the
VHF and UHF ranges, the most com
mon antenna is a vertical monopole.
It provides the omnidirectional cover
age sought by most vehicle systems.
Such an antenna is quite efficient,
since the size of the typical vehicle
body makes for a good ground system
under the antenna. Typical lengths
range from /J4 to SIJ8, with the
longer sizes used mainly at higher
frequencies where the physical length
is still reasonable.

The major limitation of such
systems is that they are essentially
limited to line-of-sight paths, and
those generally provide limited range
between land vehicles. Most
VHFIUHF systems operate between a
base station with an elevated antenna
and multiple mobile units, or via re
mote repeater stations in high terrain
that can "see" all mobile units over
a wide geographical extent and relay
transmissions between them.

HF and even MF two-way mobile
systems have been in use for a long
time , in spite of the fact that efficient,
reasonably sized antennas for that
frequency range are hard to come by.
Before municipal police departments
moved into the VHF range somewhat
after WW II, they used MF frequen
cies just above the broadcast band for
communications between headquar
ters and mobile units.

The challenge with
HF mobile opera
tion is that the same
"),)4 monopoles that
work well at VHF
are much bigger at
HE At the top of the
HF range, 30 MHz,
a AJ4monopole is
about 8 feet long, and
it appears often as a
stainless steel flexible
whip antenna operated
against the vehicle
body as a ground.
The US citizen's band

Two-Way Radio Antennas for
Motor Vehicles

Freq." 1000 MHz

Freq. '" 1000 MHz

e

mH-+-t--::H$;H:-c;-H-i~

Max. Gsln "3,97 dBi

Max. Gsln '" 1,10 dBi

UI!I\0251

Fig 25-3- Azimuth pattern
o11-GHot )J4 Inverted L at 150

elevation angle.
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about 1 dB, the high-angle response
is significantly increased. Lest you
wonder about the azimuth coverage,
low- and high-angle plots are shown
in Fig 25-3 and Fig 25-4. These show
that the uniform response is main
tained. The SWR of the antenna at
1000 MHz is shown in Fig 25-5. It
is moderately sharp, but could easily
beadjusted for either GPS operation
at 1575 Mlfz or cellular coverage at
either 860 or 1900 MHz.

An improvement of this approach
is the popular wideband blade an
tenna. This is an adaptation of the slot
antenna described in Chapter 24, and
will bediscussed further in the air
craft section that follows. The blade
antenna can cover the entire range
and looks a bit like a small dorsal fin
on the back of many recent sedans.

USM250

Fig 25-4 - Azimuth pattern
of 1-GHz]J4 Inverted L at 600

elevation angle.
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Fig 25-7 - EZNEC model of motor vehicle with antenna on front fender.

model. borrowed from a QSTarticle. This model includes
the car body itself acting as a grounding system, as shown
in Fig 25_7.1

If a matching network is used, the requirements on
the matching network are rather extreme. For example,
an 8 foot whip antenna has an impedance at its base at
3.85 MHz of about 3.25 - j 2395 Q. If you use a matching
network with an inductor whose Q is 100, you would have
losses in excess of 15 dB within the matching network
itself. The loaded antenna, including such a matching
network, will have similar losses.

It's interesting to look at the modeled results of various
configuration of HF mobile antennas. Fig 25-8 shows
the elevation pattern for three cases. The first case (solid
line) is a full-size monopole adjusted to be resonant at
3.85 MHz. While this is not too useful in a practical
sense, it does indicate an upper efficiency limit. Next,
insert an ideal, no-loss, loading inductor at the center of
the 8 foot whip (dashed line), and finally use one with a
realizable Q of 100 (dotted line). The maximum signal

intensity is summarized in Table 25-1.
Another result of the losses in the real inductor is

shown in the SWR plots of the two loaded cases in
Fig 25-9 and Fig 25~10. Note that the ideal inductor re
sults in a low resistive feed-point impedance at resonance
and a very narrow bandwidth, narrower even than some
modulation schemes. The low resistance requires addi
tional matching elements, usually a shunt inductor at the
base, in order to provide a matched feed to coax. By using
a lossy real inductor, both problems disappear - along
with about an additional 90% of the radiated power!

The 3.85 MHz example here is about the worst case for
HF mobile antennas. At the other end of the HF range,
30 MHz, the 8 foot whip is a full-sized A/4 monopole with
performance comparable to a ground mounted antenna.
Frequencies in-between perform in-between the two
extreme cases, as you would expect, with antennas around
half of full size (around 15 MHz for an 8 foot whip) not
giving up much performance compared to full-sized an
tennas, as shown in Table 25-2.

00U6A02~

o~~~o
Max. Gain= -1.24 dBi Freq." 3.8 MHz

Table 25-1 -~ , _,_ - "-- -~- ' - - ' - ' -"---

Transmitted Signal Intensity of Three 3.BS-MHz
Mobile Antenna Configurations.

Configuration
Full size monopole

loaded 8 foot, ideal inductor

loaded 8 foot, real inductor

Signa/Intensity (dBI)
-1.24

-5.85

-15.36

Fig 25-8 - Response of a full-sized
'JJ4 monopole (solid line) on vehicle,
compared with an &-foot whip using
lossless center-loaded inductor (dashed
line) and an 8-foot whip with a real
inductor wlth e Q of 100 (dotted line),

25-4 Chapter 25
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Fig 25-9 - 6.5 n SWR plot of
3.85 MHz center loaded antenna
with lossless loading inductor.

Fig 25-10 - 58 n SWR plot of
3.85 MHz center loaded antenna
with real world loading inductor.

Table 25-2

Transmitted Signal Intensity of 8 Foot Center Loaded Mobile Antenna Compared to Full Size at
selected Frequencies.

Frequency Full Size Height (feet) Full Size Intensity (dBi) s-rcot Signal Intensity (dBi) Penalty (dB)
3.8 MHz 68.6 -1.24 -15.36 14.1

7.15 MHz 35,6 -1.21 -8.22 7.0

14.15 MHz 17.1 -0.2 -2.09 1.s
21.2MHz 11.3 0 -.71 0.7

28.3 MHz 8.4 0,56 0.45 0.1

Water Borne Vehicles

Water borne vehicles often use
technology for their antenna sys
tems similar to that of land vehicles;
however, they have a few significant
advantages:

• Salt-water vessels have an almost
ideal ground structure beneath
them, and often a metal hull that is
tightly coupled to it.

• Many watercraft are much larger

than land vehicles in all dimen
sions. They also often include
masts and other structures that
can support taller HF antennas as
well as providing a higher view for
VHFIUHF systems.

• While on open water, they have
much longer LOS distances than
land vehicles do in all but the most
flat of terrains.

Vehicle Antennas 25-5



Aircraft Antennas

Aircraft clearly areon repof the
heap when it comes 10LOS distances.
On the other hand. they offer some
of the most severe constrai nts for the
antenna des igner due to requirements
that they not have prouusioes thai
increase air resistance.

Traditional AIrcraft Antennas
Early and slower aircraft used

many systems in common with other
vehicles - wire antennas for HF
and whips (or VHFIUHF. Many still
employ such systems - a shortmast
forwardon the fuselage secures one
end of a wire that termin ates on an in
sulator at the lop of the tail's vertical
stabilizer. This pro vides reasonable
~1F and HF coverage, if combined
with a matching network inside the
fuselage. Some slow-moving strategic
communications platforms have even
used venically uai ling wire antennas
thousands of feel long to provide long
range LF or MF communications.

Shon VHF and UHF monopoles.
constructed of thin wire have often
been used on low to medium perfor
mance aircraft. If mountedbelow the
fuse lage , they provide coverage to a
wide area.

Antennas lor High
Performance AIrcraft

High-performance aircraft provide
a complete ly different perspective
compared to the ir lumbering coun
terparts. In an aircraft world in which
a rivet head is a no-no. any kind
of protrusion is generally rejecte d.
Fortunately, there arc configura-
lions that make use o f slots. patches
or other technology to allow a fully
streamlined con figuratio n. Such
antennas are not generally added to
the airframe, but are designed into the

25-6 Chapter 25

skin of the fuse lage as a part of the
system-design process. I will discuss
a few of the many solutions in curre nt
use.

Slot ante nnas are an ideal exam ple
of such a configuration. A slot in the
skin of the fuse lage can bedriven
by a waveg uide from ins ide . or be
bac ked by a box and coax fed , with
the sloe: covered in insulating material
with absolutely no indication from
the o utside that it is there - other
than perhaps a "no step" admonition.

A variation of the slot is the
blad~ an tenna. In this case. rather
than attempting to approximate an
infinite ground sheet. specific tapered
dimensions and offse ts are used 10

provide coverage o ver a wide band
of frequencies. This configuration is
shown in Fig 25-11.

A vertical monopole with no
height, at least from the perspective
of drag. can be constructed using
a flush disk as a capacitive load-
ing elemen t as shown in Fig 25-11.
Again. with noncond uctive material
between the outside of the disk and
the circular hole in the fuselage . the
airc raft surface streamlining can be
main tained. This antenna provides
omnidirectional coverage with verti
cal polari zation.

Some antennas, such as rotat-
ing radar di sh an tennas, are more
difficuJt to stream line. While many
aircraft that have extra space, place
traditional di shes beh ind redomes
that correspond to the shape of the
aircraft. the more modem approach is
to synthesize the bea m shapes by us
ing mul tiple slot or other streamlined
antennas in phased arra ys with the
phase controlled by comp uter sys
tems to de termine the desired beam
positioning.

Fig 25-11 - Slot driven aircraft
blade a ntenna.

Fig 25-12 - SIde view of flush disk
antenna.



Chapter Summary

Antennas for use on vehicles are
just adaptations of the sa me prin 
ci ples as antennas I have discussed
previously. What makes vehicle an
tennas speci al is that they add addi 
tional constraints ill terms of size 
particularly height for land vehicles
or air resistance for aircraft. Th e
result is often a compromise between
practicality and performance . Oft en
the performance ca n be compen
sated for at the other end of the link,
through higher antennas, additional
power Of sensitivity or special signal
processing. Fortunately. there is usu
ally a confi guration that can be made
to fit almost any application.

Notes

' 5. Gerwin , "The Arch," QST, Jan
2008, pp 39-41.

Review Questions
25-1. What performance limitation makes MF vehicle receiving antennas

easier to design than many others?
25-2. If heights as high as 12 feet can be accommodated by highway under

passes. what is the approximate lowest frequency that can use a full sized 'iJ4
monopole on a vehicle if the base of the monopole is mounted 2 feet above the
roadway?

25-3. W hy are slot, blade and disc antennas particularly suited for high
performance aircraft?

Vehicle Antennas 25-7



Antenna Measurements

This homemade field strength meter can be used to
map the response of transmitting antennas In different
locations or directions.
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Antenna Measurements

Measuring antenna characteristics and performance are important considerations in any antenna application or devel
opment project. Modeling is often much easier, quicker and better defined; however, there are always assumptions and
limitations within the modeling process that can be best validated through actual physical measurements.

Measurement System Limitations

Unfortunately, it is not just modeling that has assumptions and limitations; measurements do as well. It is important
to understand what some of these limitations are to be able to make valid judgments and draw appropriate conclusions
from measured data. I will try to discuss these as I describe some of the various measurements that can he taken.

RF Voltage and Current

It is relatively straightforward to measure RF voltage, at least at
relatively low frequencies. A series resistor, at least 100 times the
value of the line Zo is connected to the line under load to minimizc
change to the conditions we are trying to measure. The resultant
signal is rectified by a semiconductor diode, filtered and presented
to a meter. Acircuit of such a meter that can be built in a small
metal box and placed in the line is shown in Fig 26-L I It is also
possible to build the components into a cigar tube with the resistor
lead protruding and use it as an RF probe using a usual test meter
as an indicator. Note that Rl and R2 must be composition resis
tors, not the more commonly used film type, which act more like
inductors than resistors at radio frequencies .

The values of the components are shown in Fig 26-1 and are de
signed to make the meter read fairly linearly with RF voltage. You
should establish reference points using a power or voltage meter
of known accuracy for initial calibration of the voltmeter.

RF current can also be measured, by simply measuring the volt
age across a small resistor in series with the line. To avoid chang
ing the system SWR, the resistor should be both noninductive
and it should have a value much less than that of the Zoof the line
being measured. Note that in this case, both sides of the measure
ment system are at high RF potential with respect to the chassis of
the metering circuit.

A type of RF ammeter called a thermocouple meter was in
conunon use during WW II and samples are still frequently found.
This meter, useful only through the HF region, uses a thermo
couple, a device that converts temperature rise to voltage, to
measure the RF current going through a resistance that is part of
the thermocouple assembly. These types of RF ammeters are not
commonly available as new products.
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Fig 26-1 - Schematic diagram and parts list
for an RF voltmeter 10r coaxial line. (Courtesy
The ARRL Antenna Book.)
C1, C2 - 0.005 or 0.01 ~F ceramic capacitor.
01 - Germanium diode, type 1N34A or
equivalent.
J1, J2 - Chassis mount coaxial sockets to
match connectors In use.
M1 - Milliammeter, 0-1 rnA or more sensitive.
R1 - 6.8 k n composition resistor. 1 W for
each 100 W 01 RF through device.
R2 - 680 n , 1 W composition resistor.
R3 -10 k n, % W composition or 111m resistor.



Standing Wave Ratio

Standing wave ratio (SWR) is one
of the more straightforward measure
ments 10 make on an antenna system.
SWR is a measure of how well the
antenna, as a system load, matches
the nominal system impedance. The
usual way of measuring SWR is to
separate the two waves that ap-
pear on a mismatched transmission
tine-c. the incident wave and the
reflected wave . The incident wave
represents the wave travelling from
the signal source, which is usually a

transmitter, towards the load. which is
often an antenna. If the load imped
ance does not match the transmission
line characteristic impedance (Zo)'
some fraction of the incident wave
will be reflected hack towards the
transmitter. The power actually deliv
ered to the load equals the difference
sothatPD=PF-PR•

A common misconception is that
the PJ{ term implies "lost power" in
the system. Power can be lowered if
the system cannot accommodate the

actual load impedance seen at the
transmitter. If the transmitter can per
form properly, however, and if there
are no other losses in the system, the
reflected power is re-reffected at the
source and heads back up the trans
mission line toward the load again. Of
course, a real system cannot be totally
loss less, and the losses do increase
with SWR. Still if the transmitter can
drive the resulting impedance seen
at its output when there is an SWR,
most of the power will reach the load.

Measuring SWR

The Direct Method
Incident and reflected waves will

both exist along the length of the
transmission line if there is SWR
on that line. At any given point, a
measurement of the voltage across
the line will show the algebraic sum
of the voltage from each wave. If
there is no reflected wave (indicat
ing a perfect match), the voltage
for a lossless line will be constant
along its length. On the other hand,
if there is a reflected wave , it will
add and subtract from the voltage of
the incident wave as they propagate
along the line. A direct measurement
of voltage can be taken using a meter
of the type shown in Fig 26-1. The
SWR is defined as being equal to the
ratio of the maximum voltage over
the minimum voltage. Again, if there
is no reflected wave, the voltage will
be the same everywhere and the SWR
will be I: I.

To be 'sure that you have captured
the extreme maximum and minimum
values, you must take samples along
a length equal to at least IJ2. This di
rect measurement requires that a non
loading voltage measurement, such as
that just described, be made along the
whole length. The object is to find the

peak and minimum voltages, since
their location will be a function of the
phase angle of the load impedance.
This method can be employed only
if voltage sample points are available
all along the line. This is not pos
sible with regular coaxial cable, but is
feasible with bare open wire line - if
you can measure it without disturbing
the values you are trying to measure.

At the high VHF to microwave
range, it is possible to insert a section
of slotted line into the system. A slot
ted line is just a precision rigid sec
tion of air-dielectric coaxial cable that
has a slot through the shield, through
which a voltage-measuring probe can
be inserted. If the probe has a high
impedance compared to the line 20'
an accurate measure of the line volt
age can be made at each point along
the length of slot. If the slot is at least
}J2 long, the SWR can bedetermined
directly from the ratio of maximum
and minimum voltage readings.

While a slotted line (or even neon
bulbs along HF open-wire line) can
be used to measure SWR (or in the
case of the neon bulbs to get a sense
of the magnitude of SWR), the tech
nique is no longer commonly used
- except perhaps to demonstrate the

concept in school laboratories. The
most common method is to measure
the forward and reflected power and
compute SWR from those values .

SWR by Measuring Forward
and Reflected Power

If a relatively short, in terms of
wavelength, section of sampling
transmission line is coupled to the
main transmission line. inside the
shield in the case of coax, a sample
of the power going in either direction
can be obtained. In Fig 26·2, a small
sample (typically down 20 dB) of the
signal in the main transmission line is
obtained on the sampling line, which
is terminated in a resistance at the
far end. Reflected signals, return-
ing from the output side of the main
transmission line, are also coupled to
the sampling line and go to the diode
rectifier. which sends de to a meter.
With proper calibration, the reflected
power can be read from the meter.
Some systems have two sensors, one
in each direction, so that forward and
reflected power can be read simul
taneously - others have a single
sensor with metering circuit and the
coupling loop is reversed to measure
the power in the other direction. The
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Fig 26-2 - Example of directional coupler used for
measuring relative forward or reflected power.
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Table 26-1 ">-

Forward and Reflected Power ae Seen at Each End of the
Transmission Line

Top of Cable
50

10

0.447

4.0

of the line,
Table 26-] summarizes the power

at the two locations. Note the rather
distressing result. A very acceptable
measurement of an SWR of 1.6:1 at
the bottom of the coax is the result
of an unpleasant SWR of 4:1 at the
antenna. In this example, our 100
W of power results in only 40 W
radiated from the antenna - yet all
of our measurements make us think
we're doing well. Unfortunately, this
example is not unusual, especially
at the upper end of HF into the VHF
range. If it happens at higher frequen
cies, it is usually more evident since
nothing much ends up going in or out
of the system! The sidebar discusses
ways that this can becalculated, and
perhaps avoided, through the use of
software.'

Another problem that can confuse
SWR measurements is if there are
any stray common-mode currents
present, such as those on the outside
of the coax shield. This makes the
transmission system a complex one,
while the SWR instrumentation is
happily measuring what is happening
inside the coax, it only has a view
into part of the total system. Thus,
results are not accurate.

You can sometimes determine
whether you have common-mode
problems by observing the SWR
as you move your hands along the
outside of the coax. If everything is
working as designed, there should
be no change. However, if readings
do change, stop taking the measure
ments - they will not beparticularly
meaningful. You will have to use
appropriate measures, such as adding
common-mode chokes or current
baluns, to force currents to flow onl
on the inside of the coax, not on thr
outside of the coax's shield.

Bottom of Cable
100

5

0.224

1.6

Measurement
Forward Power (W)

Reltected Power (W)

Indicated Reflection Coefficient

IndicatedSWR

ably result in a
change in the
impedance and
thus the SWR.
In addition, in
many antenna
installations,
the antenna's
feed point is at
the top of a tall
support structure
- often not the
best spot from
which to be
taking measure
ments.

The usual remedy for both prob
lems is to measure the SWR at the
bottom of the feed line. That's usually
where the transmitter is and that's the
pan of the system that usually cares
most about the SWR, so it seems like
a best place to take the data. It can
be, but it can also lead to errors in
conclusions. If the line is lossless, the
SWR at the bottom will equal that
at the top. Unfortunately, real -world
transmission line has losses, and the
losses increase with SWR. Thus an
SWR measurement at the bottom
compares the full forward power with
the attenuated reflection of the attenu
ated forward power that reaches the
antenna.

Here's an example. Let's say you
have a 100 W transmitter driving
100 feet of coax that has a loss of 3
dB (50% power loss) at some particu
lar frequency. The antenna will see
50 W of power. But let's say 20% of
the power is reflected due to the an
tenna being mismatched to the 2

0
of

the transmission line. That will result
in 10 W being reflected back toward
the source. The 3 dB loss in the line
results in 5 W showing up as reflected
power at the transmitter at the bottom

(Eq I)

The SWR is then found as follows:

1+lpl I+~PR/PF
SWR ~ -I--IpI~ C-I_-~'cp"'R~/P~F

(Eq 2)

'Ibis allows us to easily convert
from forward and reflected power in
watts or other units to SWR.

coupling is a function of the fraction
al wavelength of the coupling line, so
calibration is a function of frequency.

The forward and reflected powers
do not show SWR directly, although
some metering systems have scales
calibrated to read directly in SWR. In
most cases, the two power readings
are noted and a calculation is made
to determine SWR. This is easiest if
done in two steps. The first step is
to determine the magnitude of the
reflection coefficient p. While the
reflection coefficient is a complex
quantity, the phase information is not
needed here so you will just consider
the magnitude of the quantity. This
value is found as follows:

SWR Measurement Pitfalls
and How to Avoid Them

SWR seems like a very straightfor
ward item to measure; however, you
are faced with a bit of a quandary. To
perform the most accurate measure
ment, you need to measure at the load
itself, which is usually an antenna.
Placing measuring equipment, and
even worse measuring people, at
the antenna's feed point will prob-
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Field Strength

A meter such as the one in
Fig 26-3 can be used to provide a

Fig 26-4 - Elevation pattern of
three element Vagi In Chapter 19,In
free space.

where L is the largest antenna dimen
sion, and A is the operating wave
length, all in the same units. This
expression is valid for L > A. Note
that for the case of a 1Aboom Yagi,
L =0 A, and Eq 2 reduces to:

R=2J..

Making Field-Strength
Measurements
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Field-Strength Measurement
Pitfalls and How to Avoid
Them

The biggest challenge facing those

Pickup Antenna

can be used to directly compare sig
nals for FIB or to make direct A-to-B
comparison measurements.

If a calibrated step attenuator
is available, an even better way is
to take a reference reading on the
weaker signal with the attenuator at
odB, and then click in attenuation
until the stronger signal is reduced
to the same reading. The value of the
attenuator then is the same as the dif
ference between readings.

Fig 26·3 - Schematic diagram
and parts list for a simple RF field
strength meter.
C1 - 0.005 or 0.01 ,..F ceramic
capacitor,
01 - Germanium diode, type
1N34A or equivalent.
M1 - Milliammeter, 0-1 mA or more
sensitive.
R1 - Rheostat for setting meter
sensitivity. Value should be about
100 times the meter resistance.
RFC - RF choke with at least
10 kil impedance at operating
frequency. Alternately, a 10 kn or
higher value composition resistor
can be used.

relative indication of field strength.
There are difficulties associated with
attempting absolute measurements.
For example, a field-strength meter
can be a good tuning aid to determine
antenna, transmission line or trans
mitter settings that provide maximum
signal strength to a particular loca
tion, or to adjust phasing lines for a
null in a specific direction. Since the
scale is not necessarily linear, com
parison between signals is best done
with the meter at the same point and a
variable attenuator or calibrated trans
mitter power setting used to achieve
the same response.

In spite of a number of limitations
and caveats with such devices, as well
as the general field-strength issues to
be discussed, there are useful mea
surements that can be obtained with
such a simple device. For example, to
measure an antenna's front-to-back
ratio at the location of the FSM, first
point the back of the antenna towards
the FSM and adjust the power output
for a solid reading. Tum off the trans
mitter and make sure the meter reads
zero. Other transmitters in the area
can make the use of an untuned FSM
unusable!

Turn the transmitter back on and
make note of the transmitter power.
Turn the antenna so the front of the
antenna is facing the FSM, with
everything else the same. Reduce
the transmitter power until the same
reading is obtained and measure the
power. The ratio of the recorded pow
ers is the FIB.

Another approach to obtaining
relative measurements is to use the
antenna under test as a receiving
antenna. In this case you use a nearby
steady signal source, along with
a stable receiver. Many receivers
incorporate a signal-strength indica
tor. While some have calibrations
indicating signal strength, few are
accurate, as I've indicated before. ITa
calibrated signal generator is at hand,
the meter indications, or possibly the
automatic gain control (AGe) voltage

(Eq 3)

freq. '" 145 MHlMax. Gain = 7.84 dBi

Field strength is a quantity that
is easy to measure, but that can be
difficult to interpret. A basic field
strength meter (FSM) can be as
simple as an untuned crystal radio re
ceiver witha short antenna connected
to a meter movement, as shown in
Fig 26-3.

For most antennas, the long-range
performance is what you'd like to
measure. For a multielement array
that exhibits a good deal of gain,
such as a long-boom Yagi, the field
strength meter must be physically far
away from the array, well into thefar
field. The far field boundary is a func
tion of the size and complexity of the
array, as wellas the wavelength. The
distance to the boundary, R, can be
approximated by the following;

2L2
R=-

A
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trying to evaluate antenna perfor
mance is generally separating the
antenna from its environment. In this
case, what this means is anyth ing
around the antenna that will modify
its performance. The ground is often
the biggest hurdle, however, nearby
antennas, aerial cables and even metal
rain gutters can all modi fy the wayan
antenna performs.

As an example, look at the 145
MHz Vagi examin ed in Chapter 19.
There [ examined the ante nna in
free space to avo id ju st the kind of
proble m being addresse d here. The
free-space eleva tion pattern is shown
in fig 26-4. T his is the pattern associ
ated with the antenna devoi d of any
external influences. Compare that to
the pattern at a typical height of40
feet above real ground shown in
Fig 26-5. Note that the maximum

gain has increased by a bit less than
6 dB due to ground reflections; how
ever, the gain varie s by as much as 20
dB as you make slight changes in el
evation . Compounding this height ef
fect is that the FSM antenna will ab o
exhibit the same performance, just as
anyan tenna will if it is mounted more
than aboUl IJ2 over gro und.

In an antenna range. the usual prac
tice is 10adju st both the antenna un
der test and the sense antenna up and
down to make sure each is at the peak
of respo nse. A reference antenna.
such as a dipole, with a known gain.
then replaces the antenna under test .
Th e process is repeated for the dipole
and then the gain difference between
the two can be stated.

For this kind of measurement. it is
also very useful to mode l the antenna
before hand to gain insight into how

quickly performance changes with
azimuth angle. Thi s will demonstra te
the resolution required in adjust
ment s.

Some parameters are more sensi
tive to ground reflections than others.
For example, Fig 26-6 is the azimuth
plot of the antenna over ground at
the elevation angle of its first peak. at
2°. Ftg 26-7 is the azimuth plot with
the elevation set near the first null at
5°. Note that while the forward gain
d ifference is more than 20 dB, both
plots have a FIB of 31 dB, within a
few tenths of a dB , suggesting that
front-to-beck measurements can be
made with little concern about where
the antenna is in the elevation pattern,
a fact I implicitl y took advantage of
earlier.

UBA0263
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Fig 26-5 - Elevation pattern of three element
Vagi 40 feet above typical ground.
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Fig 26-6 - Azimuth pattern of three
element VagI 40 feet above typical
ground at 2° elevation,

Fig 2EH- Azimuth pattern of three
element Vagi 40 feet above typical
ground at 5° elevation.
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Chapter Summary

Many systems are available to
measure antenna operation and
performance; however, their effec
tive use requires an understanding
of how to separate the antenna from
its environment. This is particularly
critical for gain measurements, but
can impact all types of measure
ments. It is also critical to understand
what it is that is being measured and
how measurements in one location
can be properly or improperly used
to determine what is happening.

Notes

1R. D. Straw, Editor, The ARRL
Antenna Book, 21st Edition.
Available from your ARRL dealer
or Ihe ARRL Bookstore, ARRL
order no. 9876. Telephone 860
594-0355, or toll-free in the US
888-277-5289; www.arrl.orgl
shopJ; pubsales@arrl.org.

~J. Hallas, W1ZR, "I Know What's
Happening at Ihe Shack -- What's
Happening a1 the Other End of
my Feed Line?" OST, Feb 2007,
pBS.
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Review Questions
26-1 . How can current and voltage measurements be used to determine

power on a transmission line? What precaution must be taken, particularly if
the SWR is greater than J:1 to make the calculation valid?

26-2. Under what conditions can't the SWR at the bottom of a transmission
line be directly used to determine antenna SWR?

26-3. What are the limitations that affect the ability to use field-strength
measurements for absolute gain determination?
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Introduction

You may well wonder how some
one can determ ine just how well
and in wh ich direct ions an antenna
will radiate. Thi s is an old problem
trad itionally settl ed using an antenna
range, which consiste d of a large
ope n space with big towers and ex
pensive measuring equipment so that
the actual direc tivity and gai n of an
antenna could be determined .

Of course, there have always been
theoretical methods to determine
an tenna performance. but these often
couldn't take into account some im
port ant fac tor.... Key elements often
miss ing in theo retica l ana lyses have
bee n the effects of ground reflec
tion s and an tenna interactio ns with
other nearby objects, such as support
struc tures, or vehicle struc ture for
mobile, airborn e or shipboard anten
nas. Fortunatel y, in our twenty-first
cen tury computer-oriented society,
we have software tools that help us
avoid the need to climb towers.

The radiation from an ant enna

can be modeled by dividin g up the
antenna into a num ber of segments,
and then add ing up the radiation from
each of these indivi dual segments as
seen at a distnat point. The computer
must take into account both magni
tude and phase from each segment,
and can de termi ne the resultan t as
the energy combine s at some dis tant
location, at any des ired angle with
respect to the antenna.

Antenna-s imula tion programs
make the assumption tha t individual
segments are small en ough so that the
current leavin g a segment is the same
as the curre nt enteri ng it. Othe r struc
tures , such as other anten nas, guy
wires or rowers. not connected to the
antenna itself can also be modeled,
and the currents induced in them will
be part of the overall calculation.

The resul ting model can be an ef
fective tool to predi ct how a particu
lar antenna will function, without
having to actually construct and then
measure the way it wor ks. As with

any simulation, your mileage may
vary, but under most circumstances
modeling pro vides at least a good
starting point.

EZNEC
One popular antenna-modeling

program is named E2NEC (pro
nounced easy-nee). The "NEe"' part
of the name comes from the core
calculation engine. the Numerical
Electromagnetics Code, a powerful
antenna-analysis too l that form s the
basis of a number of antenna ana ly
sis programs . The "EZ" part of the
name comes from the fact that this
Windows implemen ta tion is indee d
easy to use. E2NEC is avai lable from
its developer, Roy Lewallen, W7EL
at www.eznec.ccm. The pro gram is
available in a number of versions.
including a free demo vers ion with no
time limi t. Thedemo is restricted in
size to 20 seg ments, enough to get a
feel for simple

Getting YOllr Feet Wet With EZNEC

If you follow along in th is Appendix . you will get an
understanding of how to use EZNEC to model antennas
and obtai n results very quickly. It is importan t to note
that as antennas get more complicated, or get clo se to the
ground, a number of comp lications make accurate resu lts
more difficult to obtain. Look at the information on the
EZNEC Web site, or at other sources such as wwwcebtk.
com, to get a sense of the limits in modeling.

To use E2NEC, you might start OUI with a sample an
tenna def inition (some are supplied with the program). Or
you might decide to enter the physical dime nsions of your
antenna in X, Y and Z coordinates. You also must spec ify
wire gauge or diameter and pic k a segment quantity. As
mentioned abo ve, the free demo version has a limit of 20
segments, while the basic vers ion has a limit of 500 seg
ments, These values are all entered on the WIRES tab.

O n the SOURCES tab you spec ify wh ich wires will
be connected to source(s), and the location where a so urce
conn ection will go in terms of percen tage distance fro m
one end of a wire. Pick the type of ground you wan t from

A-2 AppendiX A

the GROUND tab cho ices . That's all it takes to model an
antenna.

To calcul ate some res ults, yo u might select the SWR
lab and give the program a range of frequencies over
which to determine the anten na's impedance and SWR
(the default is 50 n, but you may speci fy other impedanc
es). Most folks will want to see a plot of their antenna's
pattern. You may select azimuth or eleva tion plots on the
PLOT TYPE tab, and then you wou ld cl ick on FF PLOT
to see the results. It takes less tim e to do it than talk about
it.

Of course, there are some refinements and detai ls that
make such modeli ng even more useful, but I expect you
will find out about them as you need them. If you want to
de term ine the effec t of chan ging the length of a wire, you
c an adjust the dimensions in the WIRE S tab and run the
calc ulat ions again. If you want to find how your antenna
works at another frequency, just type in another frequency
in the FREQUENCY tab and click FF PLOT again.



Using EZNEC to Model Some Sample
Antennas

Fig A-3 - EZNEC SOURCES data entry screen.
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End 1 Coordinates:
X, Y, Z = -23.9, O. 49.2 Feel

"' ., l" ;or~ TIt. _ I.,
1'" .;l9 _" )' '.....__ .. > '

window to "trim" the antenna to be
resona nt, with a re actance close to
zero n.1 would make the dimensions
longer if the reactance were negative,
and shorter if the reac tance is posi
tive . I can continue in this fashion un
til rgol quite close to zero . Note also
that my final length, 29.9 feet is close
to resonance and that J could have
gotten even closer by using more
decimal p laces . Going beyond about
1/10 of a fool for an HF wire antenna
is a leve l of pre cision that works in
the model , but is not rea list ic for my
real -world ruler and wire cutters. The
message is that the mode l is line a"

, ~

G2 .. .. i._ . 0

x . Y. z e 0, 0,49.2 Feel

Wire 1, Source aI 50"", From End 1

~ x
i JI.

'l'li!O, ,
;:"" ""41i1

1 , ~
_~ --- -1 -
~,

t
I

Heigtll. Z" 49,2 Feel

resu lts.
Now you 've ga l a model and the

EZNEC main window should look
like Fig A-4. By cl icking the SWR
butto n, you wou ld bri ng up the screen
in Fig A-5 on which you can specify
the range and resolution you would
like for an SWR pial. Fig A-6 shows
the resulting plot of SWR around the
resonant freq uency. Note that by put
ting the cursor on the 10 MH z axis,
the data shown is for 10 MHz. 1 could
select any other frequency in the
range. The readout starts out with the
da ta at [he low frequency limit.

Note also that I could use this

Fig A-1 - Physical configuration of modeled antenna,

, ,
1 i:.ZJ .S __ 0

•
Fig A-2 - EZNEC WIRES data entry screen.

A Dipole in Free Space
The first antenna I will model

is a horizontal half-wave dipole
in free space. I have picked a
frequency of 10MHz (a
30 meter wavele ngth) . J will
use Ihe antenna configuration
shown in Fig A-I. The W IRES
entry table that I created is
shown in Fig A-2 .

Note that J have picked a
part icular length so that the an
tenna will be resonant at almost
exactly 10.0 MHz, Ex act reso
nance is not really necessary.
but this does represent a half
wave resonant dipole. I selected
a heigh t (the Z coordinate) to be
half a wave length above grou nd .
Note that for "free space" the
grou nd height doesn' t matter, but
you mus t speci fy some height.

I selected AWG # 14 wire cop
per wire for the materi al. 1 cou ld
have specified it as a wire size
(with the # symbol) or put in a
number indicating dia meter in
inches. It is possible to set the ta
ble up in metric or Eng lish units ,
by the way. I selected a num ber
of segments (19) to lit within the
free demo. The pro gram will give
a warning message if you select
a numbe r of segments tha t result
in too small or large a segment
length. Kee ping in mind the 500
segment limit (20 for the free
demo), one way to gauge the size
is to temporarily dou ble the num
ber and see if the resu lts change
very much . If not, your o rigi nal
selection is like ly to provide valid

I have put together som e
EZNEC models of a simple
antenna to serve two purposes
- first. to show how easy it is
to use, and sec ond to illu strate
some antenna principles that we
have discuss ed in an abstract way
earlier.

Getting Started in Antenna Modeling with EZNEC A-3
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Fig A-4
EZNECmain
screen showing
a summary
of our model
parameters.

Fig A-5 - EZNEC SWR para meter
entry screen.
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far as it goe s, but don't let it result in
unattainable values!

If I were actually making an anten
na like this (and I have many times),
I would use the model as a guide and
start with perhaps an extra 6 inches of
antenna length on each side. I'd raise
the antenna to its opera ting heigh t
temporarily, measure the SWR over
the frequency range I wanted, lower
the antenna and shorten the end s a
link at a time unti l I achieved the
results I wanted.

If you want to adjust your mode l
to indicate the SWR at a different
Zc,you merely change the Alternate
~ on the main EZNEC window. For
example, you might change
to 73 0 , the value that the
ante nna shows at resonance.
The result s would be shown in
FigA-7.

You could also use the
model to pred ict the SWR
over a wider frequency range.
You just need to make another
pass and change the SWR
entry frequency limits. An
example is shown in Fig A·8.

Note that this highligh ts the
fact thetmost antenna types
have multiple resonances, as
seen at slightly above the thi rd
harmonic of the 10MHz half
wave resonance at 30.5 MHz.
Some antenna designs take

Fig A--6 - EZNEC SWR plot for
modeled antenna in free space

with 5O-U reference

A-4 Appendix A

advantage of this effect.
The an tenna patterns of your

dipole are shown below for azimuth
(Fig A·9) and elevation (Fig A·IO ).
Note that the le ngth of the line from
the center of the plot to the pattern
at a parti cul ar angle shows me signal
strength at that angle. In this case of a
dipole in free space, the elevation pat 
tern is uniform all the way around the
antenna , meaning that the elevation
pattern is "omnid irectional."

The azimuth pattern shown is typi
cal of what we would expect of a di
pole - maximum radiation broadside
to the antenna and no radiation from
the ends. As expected, the maximum

broad side radiation is about 2 dlli ,
2 dB above an isotropic ant enna.

Down to Earth - the Dipole
Model over Real Ground

The last section dealt with an ideal
dipole in free space. While space is
still pre tty free, it' s hard to get to and
mos t dipol es are fabri cated closer
to the earth ! A feature of EZNEC is
the ab ility to easily move between
free space, perfect ground (as in an
infinite gold sheet) and real ground.
By just clicking all the GROUND
tab of the main EZNEC window you
are offered a choice . I have done that
with this model, as shown Fig A-II.



~ou can accept the J!ZNEC default
ground parameters or insert actual
ones depending on your knowledge
of local soil conditions.

Fig A-12 shows the resulting SWR
plot. While it has a similar shape
to that of the free-space plot, you
can see that the resonant frequenc y
has shifted . This is a typical, in that
changing almost anything about an
antenna causes change in the perfor
mance. This is one reason why many
antennas have adjustable element
lengths to compensate for changes in
local conditions .

The elevation plot in Fig A-13 is
very different from Fig A-lO, the plot
for the free-space antenna. Fig A-13
is for a dipole placed a half wave
above flat ground. It dramatically
shows the result of a reflected signal
from the flat ground below. For a
horizontally polarized antenna, the
reflection is out of phase with the
incident wave. At a height of a half
wavelength above ground, the radia
tion cancels in the upward direction at
very low takeoff angles, for example,
at the horizon. At very high elevation
angles, radiation cancels, for exam
ple, straight up.

As the plot data indicates, the 1lUI.X

imum signal appears at an elevation
angle of 28° with the dipole mount a
half wavelength high .
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Fig A-9 - EZNECgraphical output (FFPLOT) with
PLOTTYPE set to ELEVATION.

UBA0271

Fig A-tO - EZNECgraphical output (FFPLOT) with
PLOT TYPE set to AZIMUTH, elevation angle set to
0 0 (horizon).
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In general , as the antenna is raised
higher above the ground. the major
radiation lobe is lowered, but it never
quite reaches the horizon, no matter
how high it is placed.

The plot in Fig A·14 provides
the azimuth pattern at a 28° eleva
tion angle . Note that EZNEC allows
you (0 specify any elevation angle
for the azimuth plot. I selected the
elevation that yielded the maximum
signal, but you may be interested in
the signal at other takeoff ang les. In
Fig A-14 EZNEC has selected the
azimuth with the strongest signal for
the detailed readouts at the bottom
of the plot. As with all EZNEC plots,

by merely clicking On another po int
on the plot, you can select the reado ut
for that point. In Fig A-iS. I have
selected the data at 45° off axis. just
by clicking on that point of the curve.
This is a very powerful tool!

Going Further with EZNEC
The various forms of dipo les we've

looked at here just scratch the surface
of t.ZNEC s capabilities. Additional
elements can be added ju st by defin
ing additional "wires" separate from
the first. For parasitic elemen ts , that's
all there is (0 it. For additi onal driven
elements, multiple sources can be de
fined or the elements can beconnect-

ed using transmi ssion lines, defined
in thei r own parameter screen.

Most outputs are available in tabu
lar form so they could be input into
other programs for further analysis .
As with all such analysis tools. more
complicated antenna mode ls can
have pitfalls. and it is best to read the
EZNEC documentation to understand
how far limitations can be pushed
before the results suffer.

In any event, try different models
of the antenna."shown in the book or
that you think might provide interest 
ing results. It is much easier. faster
andcheaper than building them in the
back yard!
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Fig A·14 - EZNECgraphlcal output (FFPLOT)
with PL.OT TYPE set to AZIMUTH, elevation
angle set to 28- for model over real ground.

Fig A·1S - Same plot as Fig A·14, except cursor
I. set to 8 450 azimuth angle to determine value
Is at that bearing.
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